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 FOREWORD
Associate Professor G.J. Hawkins
The decision to hold a seminar on the subject of Domestic Violence
was largely inspired by the publication in July 1981 of the Report of the New
South Wales Task Force on Domestic Violence. That report is included in
this volume of the Proceedings as Appendix ll to the paper by Helen L’Orange,
Director of the NSW Premier’s Department Women’s Co—Ordination Unit.
It deals with what Ms L’Orange in her paper refers to as an “all pervading
problem in Australian society”.
Most people think of crime, especially violent crime, as something which
is committed by strangers and occurs outside the home. In America we are
told that over a third of the people stay behind the locked doors of their
homes rather than risk walking in the streets at night. Yet in America, as
in Australia and as in other countries in the world for which the relevant
‘ statistics are available, most murders and assaults are committed by persons
known to the victims, by relatives, friends, or acquaintances. On a statistical
basis, in fact, the closer the relationship the greater the hazard. And to quote
Ms L’Orange again, “We cannot back away from the fact that domestic
assault is assault”.
The seminar therefore dealt with a matter which is not peripheral but
of central importance to those concerned about the nature and extent of the
crime problem in Australia. Fortunately recognition that this is the case is
growing in the community. Certainly this was one of the most crowded and
lively seminars the Institute has ever held. I think too that most of those who
attended would concur with Dr Kim Oates, Director of the Royal Alexandra
Hospital for Children when, in his concluding remarks, he stated that for
him it had been “an extremely educational seminar”.
ll
BATTERED CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES*
Dr Kim Oates, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P.(U.K.)
D.C.H. (R.C.P. & S), F.R.A.C.P.
Director of Medical Services
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, Sydney
Ninety one years ago Samuel West, the Founder of the Hospital for
Sick Children at Great Ormond Street, London, described the features of
the battered child syndrome to a meeting of the Medical Society in
London'. The case he described was fairly typical. The child was only five
weeks old, he came from a rather poor family and presented with an
unexplained, painful swelling of the arm. It turned out to be a mid-shaft
fracture. There was a delay in bringing the child for medical attention and
there had been similar lesions on an arm and leg on a previous occasion.
West noted that there were also bruises on the chest. The lesions got better
when the child was admitted to hospital. Despite the typical history and
features which suggested child abuse, West had a different diagnosis. He
suggested that this was an unusual case of early rickets. In the discussion
that followed, the diagnosis of rickets was disputed; however none of the
physicians present at the meeting suggested that maltreatment might be the
explanation.
Child abuse continued to be overlooked by the medical profession until
1962, when Henry Kempe after a nationwide survey in the USA, coined the
term “The Battered Child Syndrome”2 to direct attention to the seriousness
of the problem. He concluded that physical abuse was a significant cause
of death and injury among children, and that psychiatric factors were likely
to be of importance in understanding this disorder.
Society and the law were also slow to recognise the rights of the child.
At the turn of the century in New York lived a child called Mary Ellen. She
was regularly beaten by her adoptive parents and was seriously malnourished.
Some concerned church workers tried to have the case heard in court, but
the case was dismissed because there was nothing in the law to prevent parents
chastising their children, however seriously. Indignant at this judgment, the
workers made a further appeal to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals. This time the case was won. The judge ruled that Mary Ellen
was indeed a member of the animal kingdom and as such could be protected
under the laws against cruelty to animals.
 
* Previously published (1979) No 14 New Doctor pp. 15-18.
1 West W.J., ‘Acute Periosteal Swellings in Several Young Infants of
the Same Family, Probably Rickety in Nature’, British Medical Journal
(1888), 1:856.
2 Kempe, C.H., et al., ‘The Battered Child Syndrome’, Journal of the
American Medical Association, (1962), 181217.
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Figures from the USA, which has mandatory reporting laws in all states,
suggest that the incidence of child abuse is approximately two to three hundred
cases per million total population each year. Accurate figures for Australia
are not known, but the incidence has increased significantly in recent years
possibly due to increased awareness of the condition. Since legislation
requiring doctors to report suspected or known cases of child abuse and
neglect was introduced in New South Wales in July 1977, almost 1000 cases
per year have been reported. It has been estimated that 25 070 of all fractures
seen in the first two years of life may be due to the battered child
syndrome“ and that at least 10% of children presenting to casualty
departments with “accidents” may be suffering from child abuse‘. These
figures are only for physical abuse and neglect. In its broad context, child
abuse also includes emotional abuse—which is often the hardest to detect,
“prove” and possibly the most common—and sexual abuse, which is still
rarely reported, poorly recognised, surprisingly common, and associated with
a high level of professional denial. '
Although the facts of child abuse are well accepted, there is still a
tendency for doctors not to want to make the diagnosis in their own practices.
There are many reasons for this. Medical education in the past has not
provided training in how to understand this problem, or how to deal with
the families responsible. Doctors tend to be much more at ease in the
traditional role of making sick children better and having their parents grateful
for this. Because of deficiencies in medical training, and sometimes in
attitudes, doctors may not be comfortable working closely with the social
work and welfare professions who also have to be involved in these cases.
Doctors have come to terms with their own disbelief or denial that a child
being treated may be an abused child. There will be a strong temptation not
to recognise this condition because of the uncertainty as to how to deal with
the parents, the fears of legal involvement, and the feeling of inadequacy
to prevent further incidents. Practitioners should also be aware of their own
desire to believe that such an event could not happen, and the temptation
to believe the most unlikely explanation for the injiiry because they would
like it to be the true explanation.
Presentation
When a child presents with an injury, factors in the medical history
can alert doctors that they may be dealing with a case of child abuse. There
is sometimes an inexplicable delay between the accident and the child being
presented for medical help. The explanations given for the injury may vary, .
and are often quite inconsistent with the physical findings, e.g. a fractured
skull, bruising on the legs and several broken ribs in a one year old child
 
3 Kempe, C.H., ‘Paediatric Implications of the Battered Baby Syndrome’,
Archives of Disease in Childhood (1971), 46:28.
4 Holter J.C., and Friedman, S.B., ‘Child Abuse: Early Case Finding
in the Emergency Department’, Paediatrics (1968), 42: 128.
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are incompatible with falling from a settee. Occasionally there is parental
unconcern about the degree of the injury. There may be a history of repeated
accidents in the past, and of frequent visits to the doctor or to casualty
departments, often at different hospitals, for minor accidents. Sometimes
these repeated attendances for what seem to be trivial complaints to the
medical staff are really cries for help from a stressed parent. An important
aspect of prevention is to be prepared to see beyond the medical problem,
and to provide support for these families before a serious battering incident
occurs.
There are characteristic features of the child which may also help in
the diagnosis. Although child abuse occurs at all ages it is commoner in
children under 4 years. In particular, injuries in children under 1 year should
be regarded with suspicion. Prematurity is occasionally a predisposing
factor", presumably because it interferes with the early formation of the
parent-child bond. The children are often well behaved, compliant children
because they have learnt that it is safer to be this way, although hyperactive
children and the mentally and physically handicapped have also been found
to be at increased risk.
Typical injuries are bruises in areas which are not easily injured
accidentally, such as the back and the backs of the legs. Typical clusters of
bruises on the upper arms or side of the face, may suggest the marks of fingers
where a child has been gripped tightly to be pulled or shaken. Injuries around
the mouth and face are common, as the incident often occurs at mealtime
when the child may be refusing to eat and is thus seen by the parents as
rejecting them. Broken limbs in children under 1 year should be regarded
with suspicion.‘Cigarette or iron bums are not infrequent, and should be
considered when discreet burns are found. The fundi should always be
examined carefully for retinal haemorrhages and evidence of raised
intracranial pressure. Violent shaking can cause acceleration and rotation
of the brain within the skull, leading to subdural haemorrhage from rupture
of the delicate bridging veins which run from the cerebral cortex to the venous
sinuses. This explains how subdural haematoma can occur in the absence of
direct injury to the head.6
A popular misconception is that parents who batter their children come
exclusively from the lower socio-economic groups. These groups do have more
stresses in their lives and may cope with these stresses with difficulty. They
are also more likely to be reported, accused and convicted than a middle
class family. The truth is that child abuse knows no barriers of race or social
class and occurs in all groups, although medical practitioners find themselves
strongly resisting the thought that a child with an unusual injury from a
 
5 Klein M., and Stern, L., ‘Low Birth Weight and the Battered Child
' Syndrome’, American Journal ofDiseases of Children (1971), 122: 15.
6 Guthkelch, A.N., ‘lnfantile Subdural Haematoma and Its Relation to
Whiplash Injuries’, British Medical Journal (1971), 2:430.
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middle class family may be a physically abused child. Although it is usually
only one parent who does the battering, the partner is usually aware of the
situation and passively accepts or condones it.
There are certain characteristics ofparents who batter their children
which can alert the doctor that the child’s injuries may have been inﬂicted.
The parents are often socially isolated and have no means of relief from the
constant tensions of caring for their children. They may have 'quite unrealistic
expectations for their child, e.g. expecting an 18 month old child to be always
clean, tidy and obedient. The parents often have a ,history of having been
abused as children by their own parents. It is in their own childhood that
they learn parenting, which explains why child abuse is a self perpetuating
cycle transmitted from one generation to the next. The parents may look
to their child to give them support and affection. Their needs for affection
from their own parents may not have been met and so they look to their
own children to give them the love and affection they feel is their due. When
their children are unable to fulfil these unrealistic expectations, the parents
feel rejected by them and may become aggressive. Superimposed on these
features may be a crisis in the family which precipitated the incident. This
need not be a major crisis: a minor incident or extra stress can have the same
effect.
Assessment
lf child abuse is suspected it may be wise to admit the child to hospital
for further evaluation, both for the child’s immediate protection and to allow
time to mobilise social work services to gather more information. The parents
are usually willing for the child to be admitted for further investigation if
the doctor adopts a sympathetic and helpful rather than punitive attitude.
Initial steps in the medical evaluation should include coagulation studies to
exclude a bleeding disorder as the cause of the bruising, analysis of urine
for blood, and a skeletal survey. Typical x-ray features are multiple fracture,
fractures at different stages of healing and injuries to the metaphysis (the
growth zone between the epiphysis and diaphysis during development of a
bone). The twisting and pulling injuries that are usually inﬂicted may produce
epiphyseal separation, or may strip up the periosteum, pulling off a corner
of the metaphysis. a follow-up x-ray is helpful as the elevated periosteum
cannot be demonstrated initially, but within two to three weeks after the injury
calcium is deposited on its under surface and becomes visible radiologically.
Management
Although the initial reaction to child abuse may be one of revulsion
followed by aggression directed towards the parents, this approach is not
helpful. In most cases, child abuse is a symptom of serious family disharmony
and/or stress, and treatment must be directed towards supporting the whole
family as well as treating and protecting the child. It has been demonstrated
that a punitive approach to the parents is not effective and leads to a 60%
incidence of. further abuse to the children within two years’. This is in
contrast to a supportive approach to the family where the incidence of
rebattering is very low”.
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The initial contact with the parents is important, as this can set the tone
of the relationship with the family. A full social history should be taken,
preferably by a social worker who is personally introduced to the parents
by the doctor. In most cases a psychiatric consultation is helpful although
only 10% of these parents have a classic psychiatric disorder'”. It is
surprising how responsive the parents are to these investigations as long as
the emphasis is on helping them rather than punishing them. Interrogations
to find which parent causes the injury and exactly how it was sustained are
usually not helpful. The parents rarely admit that they have caused the injury
but are usually prepared to accept the proposition that they have problems
in their relationships with the child and are in need of help. After gathering
the preliminary information, the various disciplines involved in the case should
meet to make further plans for the child. This will determine whether it is
safe to return the child home or whether to take action which would result
in the child being removed either temporarily or permanently.
Many hospitals now have a child abuse team consisting of interested
doctors and social workers to consider these cases. The team approach helps
to share responsibility in these difﬁcult cases and provides support for the
individual members of the team, who often have difficulty dealing with their
own feelings about these families.~ln general practice, if practitioners feel
that their close relationship with the family makes it too difficult for them
to become effectively involved, the situation can be resolved by referring the
family to a children’s hospital for evaluation.
If the child returns home, the aim is to make the home safer. Material
problems can sometimes be resolved by the social worker involved with the
family. The parents’ unrealistic expectations of the child, caused partly by
ignorance of normal childhood development and behaviour, can be helped
by counselling sessions with the doctor before discharge and at regular follow-
up visits. Regular home visits by a community nurse or baby health clinic
sister, and enrolling the mother and younger child in a preschool play group
can also help. The tensions of constantly caring for the child may be relieved
by the child attending a preschool kindergarten for a large part of the day.
These measures require a considerable amount of time and coordination.
The parents are often very demanding, and the doctor and the social worker
 
7 Skinner, A.W., and Castle,'R.L., 78 Battered Children: Retrospective
Study (NSPCC, London 1969).
8 Castle, R.L., and Kerr, A.M., A Study of Suspected Child Abuse
(NSPCC, London 1972).
9 Kempe, C.H., and Helfer, R.E., Helping the Battered Child and His
Family (J .P. Lippincott, 1972).
10' Steele, B.F., and Pollock, C.B., ‘A Psychiatric Study of Parents Who
Abuse Infants and Small Children’ in The Battered Child, ed. Helfer,
R.E., and Kempe, C.H., (University of Chicago Press, 1974).
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have to be prepared to be available personally and by telephone to these
parents. A danger is that the initial enthusiasm for the case may wane, the
various people involved with the family may gradually withdraw their support,
and the situation can again become dangerous. Dealing with these families
is a long term commitment.
A new approach, pioneered in the USA and used successfully in Sydney,
is to use parent-aides", who are non-professional volunteers. Their only
qualifications are that they should be warm, friendly people who have had
satisfactory experiences in their own childhood and present lives, and who
can understand some of the normal stresses of child rearing. These people
visit the parents regularly. They do not visit them to see the children but to
provide ordinary friendship to the parents. By their friendly, accepting
attitude to these parents they are able to provide them with some of the
mothering experiences they missed in their own childhood. The parents enjoy
this relationship and turn to their parent-aide for the support and recognition
that they had previously sought from their young children. Simple as this
idea sounds, it has been very successful, and has the potential for being used
more widely. It is essential that the parent-aide has some initial training and
has regular consultation with (and ready access to) the social worker and
doctor who are in charge of the case.
In those 10—20% of families where it is felt that these measures would
not helpI2 and where it is dangerous to return the child home, court action
leading to separation may be necessary.
Prevention
A method of detecting those parents with a potential for child abuse
and providing them with assistance in child rearing so that an injury does
not occur would be even more effective. It will probably never be possible
to separate out a distinct group of parents who will physically abuse their
children. But what is available is the ability to identify those “at risk” parents
who themselves had unfortunate childhood experiences that are likely to
manifest as child rearing problems with their own children. It is very likely
that within this group the majority of the battering parents will be found.
Recently some studies have appeared which have tried to do this.
Lynch" compared 25 abused children with the unabused siblings, and
looked at differences in the pregnancies and first year of life to find risk
factors which might explain why these particular children, and not their
 
ll Oates, R.K., The Use ofNon—Professional Workers, 1975. Proceedings
of‘ the First National Conference on the Battered Child, Western
Australian Department of Community Welfare.
12‘ Kempe, C.I-l., and Helfer, C.B., op. cit.
l3 Lynch, M.A., ‘lll-health and Child Abuse’ Lancet (1975), 2:317.
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siblings, were abused. He found that five factors correlated strongly with
child abuse, and that these factors rarely appeared in the sibling controls.
The factors were: '
l abnormal pregnancy and labour;
2 neonatal separation due to illness, prematurity or other problems;
3 other separations of the child from the parents in the first six months
of life;
4 illness in the child in the first year of life, and
5 illness in the mother in the child’s first year.
Although these factors are obviously found in many families where child
abuse does not occur, in view of their correlation with child abuse in a
significant number of cases, perhaps consideration should be given to
directing supportive resources towards these families.
Using an interview with all patients at an antenatal clinic and
observations during the labour, delivery and post-parturition period, Gray
and co-workers obtained a sample of 100 mothers thought to be identified
as being at high-risk for abnormal parenting practices". This high-risk
group was randomly divided into an intervention group of 50 and a non-
intervention group of 50. The intervention group received comprehensive
paediatric follow-up by a single paediatrician and a visiting nurse. Emphasis
was placed on regular contact with the mother, being available to listen to
her problems, and trying to support her mothering abilities. The non-
intervention group merely received routine care. An additional group of 50
mothers, also delivered during the same period but assessed as low-risk, served
as controls.
It was found that the perinatal screening procedures had successfully
identified a high-risk group. These children received quite different and less
satisfactory parenting compared with the low-risk group. In the high-risk
group where there was no intervention, 5 children required hospitalisation
because of injuries following child abuse. In the high-risk group where there
was intervention there were no cases of child abuse. The factors that were
found to correlate most closely with accurate prediction were the observations
made during labour, delivery, and the first week of life. The things looked
for during this period were simple, and able to be easily recorded by the
midwives. These included the parents’ reaction to the baby at the time of
birth—such as whether eye-contact was established, whether the mother talked
to the baby and cuddled and examined it, whether the spouse was present
and supportive or whether he was rejecting, whether the mother was happy
or apathetic when handed the baby, and whether she made disparaging
remarks or expressed hostility towards the baby. These workers demonstrated
that these factors helped to predict families at increased risk for child abuse
and that intervention, at a fairly simple level, was likely to prevent child abuse
from occurring.
 
14 Gray, 1., et al., ‘Perinatal Assessment of Mother-Baby lnteraction’,
in Child Abuse and Neglect (Ballinger Publishing Co. 1976).
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At the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, 56 children and their
families in which there had been child abuse were studied and compared with
56 carefully matched families where child abuse had not occurred".
Differences between the two groups were found in a wide variety of areas.
Differences between the two groups were particularly marked in the pregnancy
and neonatal period. These included unplanned pregnancies, the father being
unhappy when he learnt about the pregnancy, obstetric complications,
prematurity and post-maturity, illness and separation of the mother and baby
in the first week of life, and ill-health in the mother and/or other family
members. A common theme was that the whole birth was seen by the mother
as being an unpleasant experience. These factors, either . singly or in
combination, occurred significantly more often in the families where child
abuse had been documented, suggesting that additional supportive measures
should be provided for these families during pregnancy and the neonatal
period. The coordinated attention of obstetricians, general practitioners,
paediatricians, nurses and social workers should be directed to the area of
prevention.
In working with child abuse, the needs of the child should not be
overlooked. Until very recently the main thrust of professional intervention
in child abuse was directed towards making the diagnosis, to understanding
the dynamics of the abusing parents, and towards ways that the medical and
social work professions could support these families. Although our clinical
observations have suggested to us that many of the children were considerably
damaged, emotionally as well as physically, direct work with the children
has been very much neglected.
Because the child’s physical safety has been so much at stake, we have
also been guilty of neglecting to study the potentially damaging effect on
these children’s emotional development of separating them from their parents
without proper preparation, of placing them in hospital often for extended
periods, and of moving them from one caretaker to another. It is only now,
in the second decade of child abuse research, that professionals are starting
to consider what are we saving these children for, and what is the quality
of their subsequent life.
Martin" has studied and followed the emotional development of 50
battered children. Even in those who did not have overt cerebral damage
from their injuries, he found that two thirds of them had an impaired capacity
to enjoy life. Two-thirds had behaviour disturbances which made their peers,
parents and teachers reject them. The great danger is that these continuing
problems in the children will lead them to perpetuate the same child-rearing
disturbances and child abuse in their own children.
 
15 Oates, R.K., et. al. Risk Factors Associated with Child Abuse, 1978.
Proceedings of the Second International Congress on Child Abuse and
Neglect (London, Pergamon Press, 1978).
16 Martin, H., The Abused Child. (Ballinger Publishing Co. 1976).
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It is essential that child abuse management programmes should include
a comprehensive developmental and emotional assessment of these children
at the time of presentation, so that their special needs can be recognised and
appropriate! services provided. It is essential that all abused children should
be kept under periodic review and that direct work with the child should be
part of the programme. We can no longer cling to the assumption that
treatment of the parents will automatically improve the quality of life and
relationships for the child. What follow-up studies there are indicate that
this is a false assumption and that direct help is also needed for the child.
We also need to consider the legal processes, to ensure that when child
abuse cases come before the courts, the child is adequately represented. It
is unreasonable to assume that the rights of the parents and the rights of
the child are the same. The United Nations “Declaration of Rights of the
Child” states that in the enactment of laws to allow the child to develop
mentally, morally, spiritually and socially, the best interests of the child shall
be the paramount consideration. Our legal system does not always recognise
this.
Child abuse is not a new phenomenon, although its incidence has only
been recognised in recent years. Medical practitioners should be aware of
the problem, be aware of the temptation not to recognise it, and should have
a working knowledge of the typical clinical features and family pathology
that might suggest child abuse. It is not reasonable to expect all doctors to
manage child abuse cases themselves, but it is reasonable to expect these cases
to be recognised and referred appropriately. It is also important to be sensitive
to the problems of families at risk for child abuse, so that supportive measures
can be provided for these families with the aim of allowing the child healthy
physical and emotional development.
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PRESENTATION OF PAPER
Dr Kim Oates
In the opening paragraph of my paper I wrote how ninety one years
ago Samuel West, the Founder of the Hospital for Sick Children at Great
Ormond Street in London, described the features of the battered child
syndrome to a meeting of the London Medical Society.
However, none of the doctors present at the meeting suggested that
maltreatment might have been the explanation. At that time the medical
profession was not ready to accept that parents could deliberately injure their
children. Almost sixty years later, in 1945, Caffey an American radiologist,
described an unusual association. He noted that in some children who had
broken bones there was also an association between broken bones and an
injury called a subdural haematoma, a clot of blood between the brain and
the skull. Caffey asked a number of questions in his paper describing this
unusual and previously unreported association. He asked why did these
children also have bluish marks on their arms and faces? Why were some
of them pale and undernourished? Why were some of the fractures in the
process of healing while others had already healed? Why did they get better
in hospital, and then why did the injuries reappear after the child was
discharged? He considered a variety of possible explanations. Perhaps the
children might have injured themselves during convulsions, perhaps their
bones were unusually vulnerable to injuries, perhaps they were suffering from
scurvy. What Caffey could not do was to bring himself to say that physical
abuse might have been responsible. His conclusion in the paper was, and
I quote:
The fractures in the long bones were caused by the same traumatic
forces which were responsible for the subdural haematoma'.
He was saying that the injuries were due to trauma but he could not say what
had caused the trauma.
Ten years after this description another American, paediatrician
Woolley pointed out that many of these families had adverse social factors
and had problems in parentage. Woolley also could not bring himself to
clearly suggest the cause of the injuries but, rather euphemistically, he said
that the broken bones and the subdural haematomas were due to what he
called “undesirable vectors of force.”2
 
l Caffey, 1., ‘Multiple fractures in the long bones of infants suffering
from chronic subdural haematoma’, American Journal of
Roentgenology (1946) 56:163.
2 Woolley, P. V. ,and Evans, W.A. ‘Significance of skeletal lesions in
infants resembling those of traumatic origin’ Journal of the American
Medical Association (1955) 158: 539.
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It was not until 1962 that Henry Kempe, another American, did a
nationwide survey in the United States to determine the extent of child abuse.
Kempe came out and called a spade a spade, and coined the term “the battered
child syndrome”, deliberately choosing an emotional term to direct attention
to the seriousness of the problem. Kempe concluded that physical abuse was
a significant cause of death and injury among children. It was only in 1962
that the medical profession at last accepted that child abuse really did exist,
and with that recognition came a clearer realisation that children have a right
to be free from physical abuse, particularly at the hands of their parents,
and that the rights of the child and the rights of the parents do not always
agree.
But it was not just the doctors who were slow to recognise the rights
of the child, and in the third paragraph of my paper I describe the classic
case of Mary Ellen and the judgment in her favour after appeal from the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Society, the law, and the medical profession have come a long way since
then. However denial that child abuse occurs still exists, certainly amongst
the medical profession and some of the reasons for this are given in my paper
on page 12. Another reason for not acting might be because there is not a
clear procedure to follow when a case is suspected, but when clear guidelines
and a referring mechanism are provided the rate of detection and reporting
escalate sharply. We demonstrated this at the Children’s Hospital when a
survey of all cases of child abuse recorded at the hospital before we had clear
guidelines for management and before there was a team to which cases could
be referred showed an average of 6 cases a year over a 10 year period. Once
we developed some clear guidelines and a mechanism for managing these
cases, along with a referral mechanism and some education for the medical
staff, the number of cases detected in the next year rose from 6 to 80.
Of course, child abuse is not nearly as simpleas I have suggested. It
is a very complex area where the diagnosis is rarely black and white. Many
cases, the majority of them, fall into the difficult grey area. In its broader
context child abuse also includes emotional abuse, often much harder to
detect, much harder to prove, and probably the most common, and, of
course, sexual abuse.' Until recently sexual abuse was extremely poorly
recognised and even these days the level of professional denial in sexual abuse
is much higher than for physical abuse. At the Children’s Hospital we are
now seeing more cases of sexual abuse than of physical abuse. The incidence
of physical abuse alone is of the order of at least 300 cases per million per
total population per year, and since the introduction of legislation requiring
mandatory notification by the medical profession in New South Wales in
1977 almost 1000 cases were notified last year. This compared with something
less than 50 cases reported each year before legislation. The family
characteristics, the pathologies of the families that lead to the abuse of
children and the typical injuries found when the child is examined have been
documented in many places and are described in my paper on pages 13 and 14.
However, there are two major areas which have been neglected and
where future research and future efforts need to be directed. The first of
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these is how to predict in which families child abuse is likely to occur. If
we could do this then perhaps measures might be able to be taken to support
these families in a way that would prevent the stresses that lead to child abuse.
The second neglected area is what happens to children who have been abused.
What are they like 5 or 6 or 10 years later? How is their physical development
affected? What happens to their emotional development? Are the measures
of intervention that are widely accepted for these families that we use now
of any real use in helping these children?
Prediction. It would be a good idea if we could pick those families
where child abuse was likely to occur and to direct preventive and supportive
services in that direction. It will probably never be possible to separate out
a distinct group of parents who will physically abuse their children, but what
is available is the ability to identify those ‘.‘at risk” parents who themselves
have had unfortunate childhood experiences that are likely to show up as
child rearing problems when they produce children of their own (See page
14). it is very likely that within this larger group the majority of battering
parents are going to be found. There have not been very many studies that
have carefully tried to find predictive factors. But to show that it can be done
I have mentioned in my paper three studies which have tried to look at the
problem in a scientifically controlled way. The ﬁrst comes from Dr Margaret
Lynch in Oxford, the second study comes from Dr Henry Kempe’s group
in Denver, and the third study was made at the Children’s Hospital in Sydney
(see pages 17 and 18).
The other area that is important to consider and where there is even
less well documented work is what happens to these children? Are our present
methods of intervention of any use? I have discussed some of the problems
arising in my paper at pages 14 and 16.
When we looked at our group of 56 battered children three years after
their presentation to The Children’s Hospital with their original battering
injury and when we compared their development with the development of
a control group we found that the children who had been battered lagged
behind the comparison group in all developmental areas and particularly in
their language development. Last year we traced and reviewed most of these
children again, now seven years after the original episode and we found that
this group were low in intelligence scores, were markedly delayed in their
reading age (an average of fifteen 'months), on self concept scales they scored
poorly, they- had problems with inter-personal relationships, and over 50%
of the group on a personality assessment had an abnormal personality score.
Other detailed follow-up studies of battered children have come from Dr
Harold Martin in Denver and show similar results (see page 18).
Child abuse certainly seems to be a condition that is perepetuated from
one generation to the next. The follow-up information about what happens
to these children suggests it is essential that the management programme for
abused children should include a comprehensive developmental and emotional
assessment of the child right at the time they present, so that their own special
needs can be recognised and that appropriate services can be provided.
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One wonders whether in reality it is always the best interests of the child
that are taken into consideration. What can be done? It is a daunting subject
and it is easy to say what ought to be done but very difficult to provide
foolproof answers. For a start professionals from a variety of disciplinesneed
to be more aware of and better informed about child abuse. They need to
become aware of the warning signals that parents sometimes give so that they
can take steps to relieve the situation before child abuse occurs. We need
to be aware that there are ways of predicting families at risk for child abuse
and that these families often can be supported so that child abuse does not
occur, although I am aware of the very real problems and dangers'that might
occur if we label a group of families as being “at risk” for child abuse. From
the child’s viewpoint we need to remember that there is far more to child
abuse management than simple child protection. The child needs careful
assessment of his developmental and emotional needs as well as his physical
needs. Decisions about the child’s future need to be made so that the best
interests of the child are the prime consideration. Child abuse is a fact of
life. Although we will never be able to prevent all of it, we should be able
to predict and prevent a considerable proportion of it.
I believe we should have two goals: first, prevention where possible
by supporting f‘at risk” families in parenting before child abuse occurs, and
second, where child abuse has occurred carefully assessing the needs and rights
of the child so that the child can have the best chance of normal emotional
and physical development. This will have the important fringe benefit that
if we achieve this for the child the problem may not reappear when these
children eventually produc‘e children of their own.
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A BROAD DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAMME
‘ Helen L’Orange
Director, The Women’s Co-ordination Unit,
NSW Premier’s Department
Introduction
The Napoleonic Codes stated “women like walnut trees should be
beaten every day”. Even though the laws in the Western world have moved
and there is a now a technical repudiation of the right to beat one’s wife
,Australian society is moving far too slowly towards the elimination of' wife
beating.
It is my intention to focus on spouse abuse. I do this not only because
the other two speakers are concentrating on Child abuse and incest but also
because this problem is so endemic that it needs specific attention. Not only
at this seminar but throughout the Australian community. I would make it
clear that the views that I am expressing in this paper are my own and should
not be read as any statement of NSW Government policy. '
The terms of reference of the NSW. Task Force on Domestic Violence,
a copy of the 186 recommendations from the “Report of NSW Task Force
on Domestic Violence” and a copy of a subsequent set of notes entitled “Legal
Aspects, Notes on Alternatives under Consideration” are included as
Appendices I (p. 32), II (pp. 35-56), and III (pp. 57-61).
Spouse Abuse
Ninety-eight per cent of spouse abuse is by men upon women. The basic
'and primary cause of wife bashing is the need of men to subjugate women.
I quote from two of the women who responded to the Task Force
questionnaire (Appendix I of Report). The first woman I quote said:
I was brought up to believe that a man was in “charge” of a
woman, that his word was law. When he was violent towards me I never
thought I had a choice as to how I was treated—it was his right and
I was in the wrong. (p.60)‘.
A second one said:
Now I’ve been belted‘ for
‘Trying to protect my children.
Trying to protect my mother.
Discovering his affairs with people of both sexes.
Winning at scrabble.
Using smart fancy words to prove that I’m better educated than he.M
P
P
P
“
 
* Page numbers refer to Report of New South Wales Task Force on ‘
Domestic Violence, Appendix 1, “Domestic Violence—A Survey of
Attitudes towards Available Services”.
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6. Because I resented living at home 24 hours a day while he was out
on business. . '
He first bashed me when he was out of work and I found a job over
the Christmas period . . . he bashed me so bad I was in bed for a week,
after the first time he found it easier each time, (p.59).
I’m one of the people who believe that although many bashings occur
in association with the consumption of alcohol that, in fact, the alcohol is
the trigger rather than the cause of the violence. Many men bash when they
are sober, when they are jealous, and even when they are drunk they bash
selectively, i.e., they bash their wives but not their children. The effect on
women on being bashed is, in summary: intensive feelings of fear, loss of
self esteem, physical impairment, sometimes death, and often a complete
loss of self confidence.
I quote again from one of the women:
As a wife and mother of 18 years, 13 of which had been a living hell
I feel I must speak out about the problems women face in this situation.
Most attacks took place late at night. While my 3 small children slept
I would sit waiting for him to come home it was like living 'with a time
bomb. The waiting the wondering, when would he be home, what sort
of mood would he be in, would he eat his dinner or throw it at the
wall or me would the children wake scared and frightened would he
break up the furniture again. Please God let it be all right tonight. I
always kept the back door opened and some clothes (and money, if
I had any) outside in case I needed them as it was not unusual for him
to lock me out of the house after belting me. The first severe beating .
came when I was three months pregnant with our second child—the
first court appearance came four months later and during that time
we shared the same house. As you can imagine it was like living on
the edge of a volcano. It was a nightmare (p, 67).
The Women’s Movement in the past years has done an extraordinary
job in awakening the community’s consciousness to violence against women
. but we still have a long way to go.
Last Sunday in one of the papers* there was this article which had the
caption of “The Delilah Syndrome” and I quote:
A strange evil trait in women is driving many men into extra-marital
affairs, to drinking heavily, to be violent and even to kill, and the
women can’t help themselves . . . Dr Schmalzbach said the most evident
features of the syndrome were a conscious awareness of women of being
pathological liars, and the ability to act out their lies and produce tears
without any emotion being involved.
 ~
* Sunday Telegraph, September 12, 1982 p.9
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“Women exhibit this behaviour because they want to get rid of their
current ‘Samsoms’ and find someone else who can provide them with
their desires”, he said.
“Men become unable to believe anything their wives say or do, including
pretending headaches to avoid sex.
“The results can be seen in the soaring divorce rate. Men married to
‘Delilahs’ try to escape by becoming heavy drinkers, taking mistresses,
becoming pathological liars like their wives, or suffering combinations
of all three.
“Even worse, the situation often leads to wife bashing and even
murder.”
The myth of women as “evil’_’ like Delilah and Eve continues. There
is still much to be done.
The myth that domestic violence is a working class phenomenon is
another that needs to be dispelled. Studies both in Australia and overseas
demonstrate convincingly that domestic violence knows no class or cultural
barriers. Sex role conditioning is undoubtedly a significant factor. Girls learn
to be compliant, boys learn to be self sufﬁcient and even with increased public
consciousness of sexism this generally pervades our society.
Sharing the responsibility for children and thus dispelling the belief that
women are wholly responsible for the children is part of any new society
which allows for women to come out from under. What we as individuals
must do is not deny the extent of the tyranny. I quote again from one of
the women:
My bashings stopped when my eldest son was old enough to put his
father in hospital. Unfortunately he has turned into a wife basher but
his wife left him and is now on a deserted wife’s pension. My boys
turned into very violent men. It’s like a horror movie. My husband is
terrified of them and 1 live in terror trying to keep the peace. (p.58).
The economic factors in violent relationships continuing are very great
and are becoming greater as the economic situation closes in on us and
supporting parents’ pensions and unemployment benefits stay below the
poverty line. Women are living in fear but are economically dependent and
can see no way of supporting themselves and, say, their three children on
a benefit of $127.65 per week. This is well below the poverty line, which in
itself is regarded as an inadequate standard of living. Sothey stay.
They also stay because of isolation. The sort of isolation which can
occur in a rural situation is illustrated by one of the comments:
We were living ten miles out of town; I had three tiny children and
the nearest neighbour miles across the paddocks. (p. 72).
and another: ' ‘
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Friends keep in contact by letter or by phone rather than visit here in
case I get into more trouble likewise them. (p.62).
For Aboriginal women there is the loyalty to their men from outsiders
including the police who may be the only immediate means of protecting
the women from battery. For ethnic women there are very strong community
and family pressures to stay in relationships despite the violence. So it is a
grim picture. The question, as Dr Oates has said is “What is to be done,
and what is being done?” I think the breadth of recommendations in this
Task Force Report (see pp. 35—56) illustrates the extent to which action needs
to be taken to eliminate domestic vidlence.
Towards Eliminating Domestic Violence
In the legal areas, keeping the peace has to be given teeth and become
capable of easier enforcement. The Bail Act provisions should be used more
to protect women. There has been a general acceptance that spouse abuse
is assault and needs to be treated as such throughout the legal process. I
support moves to introduce compellability of spouses to give evidence in
proceedings, and also the move to have police sign charge books in cases
of domestic violence. I think that taking the onus off the woman as much
as possible is a very important principle in legal actions relating to domestic
violence. Certainly it is accepted that more emphasis needs to be given in
police training to both attitudes and procedures. The police power of entry
to investigate a domestic violence complaint needs to be confirmed, and it
is my view that this can only occur if the powers of entry are clearly spelt
out. 1 support the proposal that magistrates be authorised to issue telephone
warrants of entry in situations where entry is denied. The debate on legal
aspects is one I am sure that will be taken up during the discussion time,
but I think‘ that the satisfactory balance between the protection of women
and the protection of civil liberties is a very difficult one to find.
Other Areas. In the areas of health, welfare, housing, income support,
and women’s employment, I would say that these key aspects require
government focus and priorities so that housing, a reasonable living wage,
re-training opportunities can become available to a woman who can no longer
tolerate a violent situation. Women’s services throughout Australia should
be given all possible support by governments. I continue to deplore the
abrogation of federal responsibility in its action of withdrawing from direct
funding of women’s refuges throughout this country. The police themselves
are the first to agree that they can’t do it alone and I believe that crisis
intervention services such as the one operating at Blacktown are needed as
additional support to battered women and their families.
I think, too, that education has a very important role to play and I
believe a community education programe which makes it clear that domestic
violence will no longer be condoned is critical. In schools there needs to be
tangible evidence to the youth of this country that violence will no longer
be condoned. I believe that the abolition of corporal punishment, the
introduction of courses on domestic violence, assertion training and self
defence for girls are four simple ways that this could commence.
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Employment and re-employment schemes and child care are of course
essential but the change of heart towards wife beating needs to permeate our
entire culture. The medical and legal professions and churches need to take
note of the exemplary work being carried out by some of their members and
adapt it generally as practice. I heard tell of one lawyer in the Fairfield area
who has the Family Court write in bold lettering at the bottom of all Family
Court Injunctions which he seeks that it is in order for the New South Wales
Police to take action on the Injunction. This simple action makes it clear
to the State Police that it is within their power to act. This is the sort of
exemplary action of which I speak.
Community organisations could look to adapting their programmes to
include a programme for batterers. Although there are mixed views about
batterers’ programmes there is success reported in some of the US
programmes. No particular aspect of a broad domestic violence programme
is going to solve all the problems. In these hard economic times we are going
to find many women electing to stay in a situation where they are being
battered and for that reason I think that batterers’ programmes are an
important plank in the programme. \
Action Since Publication of Report of Task Force
As well as publicly releasing the Task Force Report the Premier wrote
_ to appropriate Ministers and authorities asking them for comments on the
recommendations. That was last year. In his October Policy Speech at that
time he said:
The Labour Government will do everything in its power to eliminate
domestic violence in our society.
In the Attorney-General’s address to the 1982 New South Wales Labor
Womens’ Conference the Attorney stated:
The domestic violence programme presently being worked upon by the
Women’s Co-Ordination Unit represents a much more broadly based
attempt to address the problem of domestic violence of which the
homicide reforms are merely a part. The programme will entail some
legal changes but is predominantly concerned with the number of non
legal reforms across the full range of social policy areas, including
education, health, welfare,’ housing, refuges, policing, etc aimed at
dealing with some of the root causes of domestic violence.
In respect of the legal and police reforms the Women’s Co-Ordination
Unit undertook a communuity consultation in May of this year with a wide
range of legal, community and women’s organisations. The supplementary
notes distributed were the basis for that round of community consultations.
(See Appendix III pp 57-61.)
The government very recently announced that during the current session
of parliament it will institute legislative reforms to alleviate the legal position
of victims of domestic violence.
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Other developments are:
Thevhomicide law reforms were passed earlier this year, allowing for
judicial discretion as to the penalty to be imposed and reform of the
law of provocation;
The New South Wales Government has exempted family law property
settlements from stamp duty;
The current review on community health is, giving particular
consideration to the needs of women;
The Women’s Co-Ordination Unit is convening a working party on
migrant women in refuges. The working party has as its main objective
the identiﬁcation of special needs of migrant women subject to domestic
violence, and difficulties refuges face in providing adequate services
to this group;
Police Training Branch of the Police Department and the Women’s
Co-Ordination Unit are cooperating in the development of training
material for police. Dr Jerry McGrath, our consultant to the NSW
Police Department, has recently returned from an extensive investigation
of domestic violence services and police procedures in the United States.
This was through a Law Foundation Grant; ,
The Women’s Co-Ordination Unit is developing community education
material on domestic violence. We are also doing further work on
batterers’ programmes;
The NSW Legal Services Commission in June agreed to extend legal
aid so that it includes women who are prosecuting for domestic assault;
“Major Government Initiativesfor NSW Women ” certainly goes back
beyond last year, but many of the initiatives in that document have
an indirect bearing on domestic violence by increasing for example
opportunities for employment and retraining. (Current copies of the
Government Initiatives document are available from Women’s Co-
Ordination Unit, 8/ 151 Macquarie Street, Sydney. Phone [02] 27 9541 .)
There are, of course, other matters which I cannot mention because
they are currently subject to government consideration but the New South
Wales Government is intent on a broad approach to domestic violence.*
 
Crimes (Domestic Violence) Amendment Bill 1982 is included as
Appendix IV. Legislation has passed through all stages with the support
of all parties in both the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative
Council, and it is expected to come into force by the end of April, 1983.
[H. L’O January 1983]
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I consider that the community at large, the Australian Government,
and even the United Nations, through a Special General Assembly Debate,
should look to what they can do on this all pervading problem in Australian
society. ' ‘
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APPENDIX 1*
In March, 1981, the Premier of New South Wales announced the
formation of a 12 member task force on domestic violence. The terms of
reference of the task force were as follows:
1. Examine the laws relevant in N.S.W. to domestic assaults in relation
to the capacity of the law and its process to provide protection to:
— people who are married to their assailant;
and
— people who are not legally married to each other, but whose
relationship exposes them to the same stresses and threats;
and make appropriate recommendations.
Examine Health Services, Welfare Services, Legal Services, Police
Services, with a view to formulating policies, rationalising services and
identifying areas in need of reform in relation to the treatment and
support of victims of domestic violence and make appropriate
recommendations.
Examine the professional education and training of personnel within
the Health, Welfare, Police and Justice systems who are involved with
victims of domestic violence, and make appropriate recommendations.
Examine the policy and practices of the public and private housing
sectors and the implications for victims of domestic violence, and make
appropriate recommendations.
Ascertain if there are any identifiable strategies to prevent or alleviate
incidence of domestic violence and make appropriate recommendations.
Because of the scarcity of empirical evidence on the problem in
Australia, the Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research was approached by
the task force to design and analyse a questionnaire on domestic violence
for publication in one of the mass circulation Sunday newspapers (The Sunday
Telegraph). The broad aims of the survey were firstly to obtain some general
descriptive information concerning the extent of the problem and secondly
to assess the use and adequacy of currently available services. The results
from the survey were presented in this report.
 
* Report ofN. S. W. Task Force on Domestic Violence (Govt Printer, July
1981) Appendix I pp.5-6.
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‘ APPENDIX [1
REPORT OF NEW SOUTH WALES TASK FORCE
/ ON
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
TO
HONOURABLE N.K. WRAN ‘Q.C., M..P.
PREMIER OF NEW SOUTH WALES
Attached are the introduction and recommendations of the report Full
copies of the report are available from Helen L’Orange, Director, Women’s
Co-Ordination Unit, Premier’ s Department (02-279541).
Introduction
The Task Force was appointed by the Premier in March 1981 and met
for the first time on Wednesday 18th March.
In the three months the Domestic Violence Task Force investigated
domestic violence in New South Wales it:
— listened to the submissions of approximately 300 people working in
the field. These ranged through Family Court judges, magistrates,
policemen, refuge workers, and social workers, as well as women who
had been ,victims of domestic violence; '
— received written submissions; 1
, — received 451 responses from victims to its questionnaire in the Sunday
Telegraph. The findings from the responses forms Appendix I of this
report;
— visited both urban and rural refuges, and other crisis intervention
services;
—— studied material from other States (particularly South Australia) and
other countries (particularly U.S.A.).
. The Task Force limited its work to matters related to women in a violent
relationship with a man, although the distUrbing effect of violence on family,
in general is acknowledged. ' ‘
The recommendations present a framework for tackling the problem
in New South Wales. Some of the recommendations can be implemented
immediately, others provide the basis for a long term action programme.
Domestic viblence is a deepseated national problem. Governments at
all levels, the community and individuals will need to pull their weight if the
extent of domestic violence is to be reduced and eventually eliminated.
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The report -is presented for the Premier’s consideration.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
STATISTICS I Page 40
R.l That hospitals, courts (including Chamber Magistrates) and the police
establish and maintain adequate systems of data collection on domestic
violence.
LEGAL ISSUES
Domestic Violence Act . Page 43
R.2 .That the N.S.W. Government should enact a Domestic Violence Act
giving effect to the legal changes recommended in this report.
Police Powers of Entry Page .43
R.3. Police powers of entry into private premises without judicial warrant
for the purpose of investigating complaints of domestic violence should
be clarified.
R.4 A specific power of entry should be given to allow entry into'private .
premises without warrant by police to investigate a complaint that
an assault has occurred on certain premises, where there are reasonable
grounds to suspect that such an assault has occurred.
R.5 The terms and administration of such a power of entry should be
limited so that it does not allow arbitrary intrusion into private homes
at the instance of malicious complainants, or other abuse.
R.6 That at least two options for the form of a pOwer of entry, a warrant
held at station or a Domestic Violence Book, be considered by the
Government in consultation with relevant authorities.
R.7 That whichever form is chosen for right of entry as described above,
consideration should be given to the establishment of a 24 hour duty
roster of magistrates for the issue by telephone of warrants of entry.
Twelve Hour Peace Page 48
R.8 That following an arrest for “domestic violence” (whether for breach
of a condition of an injunction or for an offence of assault or for
breach of an “apprehended violence” order) the law should provide
a “12 hour peace” for the victim.
R.9 That while such a “12 hour peace” might possibly be effected by
' stricter Police Commissioner’s Instructions concerning section 32 of
the Bail Act, 1978, it is preferred that there be an amendment of the
Bail Act enabling compulsory 12 hour detention.
R.10
R.12
R.l3
R.l4
R.15
R.l6
R.l8
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Prosecutions for Domestic Assault Page 5]
Police should be instructed by the Commissioner that they should not
be reluctant to arrest and prosecute for assault'1n cases of domestic
violence, and that they should apply the same rule as in all other
cases—i.e., “is there so much evidence as will ground a reasonable
suspicion that an offence has been committed?”.
Where police attend at a “demestic” call and there is evidence upon
which a charge of assault should be laid, the charge should be laid
by a police officer as the “informant”. The woman should not be
required to sign the charge book, and the prosecution should be
undertaken by the Police Proschtor.
Section 407 of the N.S.W. Crimes Act, 1900, should be amended so
that a spouse may be a compellable witness in a case involving an
allegation of assault between husband and wife.
Police ofﬁcers carrying out duties in relation to an incident of domestic
violence should be immune from any civil court action in relation
thereto if their actions were carried out bona fide, and1n the honest
belief that such actions were authorised by law.
Injunctions Against Domestic Violence ' Page 57
That the N. S.W. Government should urge the Commonwealth to
amend the Family Law Act so as to attach a power of arrest by police , H
for breach of an injunction, either against threatened violence, or!"
against approaching the applicant or the place where the applicant”
resides. It is noted that this would go significantly further than
recommended by the recent Parliamentary Select Committee on the
Family Law Act. ?
That such a power of arrest by police should automatically attach to
all such injunctions, whether the injunction be granted after afull
hearing or ex parte.
That the power of arrest'in relation to Family Law Act injunctions
should apply equally to orders made under the recommended N.S.W.
Domestic Violence Act.
That a N.S.W. Court should be able to attach conditions to an order
to “keep thepeace” (under section 547 of the N.S.W. Crimes Act,
1900) and breach of any such condition should constitute an arrestable
offence.
Legal aid Page 63
1
, That, as a general principle, any woman who has suffered domestic
assault be enabled to have access to immediate legal assistance for
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the purpose of obtaining any appropriate available civil or criminal
remedy. .
That the work of the Australian Legal Aid Office in pursuance of
the above principle be noted, with the qualification that the means
test should not be allowed to reach a point where women without
means are denied legal aid“
That the N.S.W. Legal Services Commission be put on notice that
recommendations concerning de facto relationships may have a
bearing upon the need to grant legal aid to victims of domestic violence
who are in such relationships.
De Facto Relationships Page 65
The Task Force notes the suggestion that the N.S.W. Law Reform
Commission be given a reference on the status of persons in de facto
relationships and supports such a reference, and requests that the
Attorney General ask for this reference to be given priority.
That provisions relating to the use and occupation of the “de facto”
home similar to those under the Family Law Act should be enacted
under the recommended Domestic Violence Act so as to ensure that
all cases—whether the relationship is formal or informal—the
assaultive man can be legally forbidden from the premises where the
circumstances justify it.
Constitutional Aspects ' Page 67
That the constitutional problems of conﬂict between Federal and State
law-making powers be noted, but that (a) the N.S.W. Government
should not be inhibited from pressing ahead with a Domestic Violence
Act, and related legislation, and (b) the N.S.W. Government should
recommend to the Commonwealth Government changes to the Family
Law Act in accordance with this Report.
Domestic Violence and Homicide , Page 67
That the definitions of unlawful homicide and the defences thereto
be amended so as to give full and proper recognition of the situation
of the battered woman who kills 'her tormentor.
That the N.S.W. Government amend the Crimes Act, 1900, to abolish
the mandatory penalty for murder of penal servitude for life, and to
provide that where a person is convicted of murder in N.S.W., and
there are mitigating circumstances which justify the imposition of a
penalty less severe than penal servitude for life, the judge be entitled
.to sentence the prisoner as if there had been a conviction for
manslaughter.
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That these reforms be gender neutral i.e., should apply equally to men
and women.
That the Criminal Law Review Division be requested to expedite its
work on proposing the detail of these reforms.
Delays in Legal Process . Page 71
That the N.S.W. Minister for Justice and the Commonwealth
Attomey-General should be requested to take steps to ensure a speedy
hearing in the courts of cases involving domestic violence.
Supervised Access Centres Page 71
That supervised access centres established by the Federal Government
the purposes of effecting the handover of children to their father where
an access order has been made by the court and their mother has been
subject to domestic violence.
Professional Legal Education Page 73
That all law students should receive education as to the legal remedies
available to battered women in courses where such women are
identified as a specific category of clients. Efforts should be made
to give students an understanding of the social context in which
domestic violence occurs in order to enable these future lawyers more
effectively to deal professionally with such clients.
That law students should also be given an understanding of other
servicesavailable to women who are assaulted by their partners: e. g.,
women’s refuges, agencies providing financial assistance.
That law courses should include some sessions on interviewing skills
Q and general sensitivity to clients needs, with particular reference to
dealing with victims of domestic violence.
Continuing Education for Solicitors Page 75
That the Law Society be requested to provide in-service training for
practising lawyers on the subject of domestic violence. '
Chamber Magistrates ' Page 75
'That material on domestic violence should be included in the basic
course of legal training and in-service training, to inform Chamber
Magistrates of legal remedies available to battered women. Material
on the social context in which domestic violence occurs should be
included in such educational programmes. Chamber Magistrates
should receive training in interviewing skills particularly in relation
to victims of domestic violence. They should be provided with
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information to enable them to make appropriate referrals to other
services.
That an affirmative action programme be implemented to ensure the
appointment as soon as possible of equal numbers of men and women
as Chamber Magistrates.
Stipendiary Magistrates Page 76
That where a court cOnvicts a man for assault in the nature of domestic
violence it should be standard practice for a pre-sentence report to
be prepared, setting out the relevant family circumstances. Magistrates
should avoid asking the woman victim in open court about her views
concerning the appropriate sentence.
That in-service training for Magistrates should include sections on
domestic violence, particularly directed to their own attitudes towards
and understanding of women victims of domestic violence.
That an affirmative action programme be implemented to ensure the
appointment as soon as possible of equal numbers of men and women
as Stipendiary Magistrates.
That a policy of selecting a substantial proportion of Stipendiary
Magistrates from outside the Public Service be adopted.
POLICE SER VICES
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R.42
That clear guidelines be developed and issued as Instructions by the
Police Commissioner to direct police in handling domestic violence
cases.
Training ' Page 79
That the Commissioner expand the Initial Training Programme as
proposed by Mr Justice Lusher in respect of domestic violence.
That this Initial TrainingProgramme contain a course on domestic
violence based on an inductive approach with the following objectives:
(a) To have trainees become aware of the extent of domestic violence
in contemporary Australian society.
(b) To have trainees understand the sociological and psychological
factors related to domestic violence. This should include profiles
of the victim and the abuser and reasons why women remain in
the relationship.
(c) To have trainees appreciate the service as well as the law enforce-
ment role of field police in domestic crisis intervention.
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(d) To have trainees realise the reality of danger to themselves, to
disputants and to other citizens in domestic crisis incidents.
(e) To have trainees understand the extent and limitations of their
legal powers in domestic crisis intervention.
(f) To enhance trainees knowledge about the availability of
community support agencies in the recognition that availability
will depend on the particular locality of police activity.
(g) To have trainees not only know but appreciate the value of
support agencies.
(h) To have trainees recognise clearly their obligations under the
criminal law to apprehend violators of the criminal law.
That the time allocated to this course be sufficient to ensure that the ‘
above objectives are achieved.
That all police training programmes emphasise the equal respect for
the rights of both married and nonmarried women.
Police Family Crisis Intervention Units Page 81
That Police Family Crisis Intervention Units be formed, to be located
at divisional stations with a high incidence of domestic crisis reports.
The teams should consist of a female and male police officer. The
Units should have a special responsibility in incidents of domestic crisis
intervention.
The functions of the units will also include:
(a) development of on-~the—job training material on domestic
violence;
(b) liaison with other agencies providing services for battered women,
offenders and family;
(c) dissemination of up-to-date information to all stations in the
division concerning these agencies;
(d) ensuring that referral to appropriate agencies is effected; and
(e) to act as a resource to other officers in the division.
That an officer be appointed to co-ordinate the initial development
of the programme and its continuing operation throughout the State.
This person should be sensitive and informed about domestic violence
and have good communication skills. The position should carry a rank
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with sufficient authority to ensure the effective functioning of the
programme.
That in those divisional stations without a Police Family Crisis
.lntervention Unit, an officer be nominated to liaise with the
appropriate Policy Family Crisis Intervention Unit and to establish
personal contact with local community agencies providing services
related to domestic violence.
Information Pamphlet Page 82
That a pamphlet be developed in conjunction with the Women’s Co-
Ordination Unit of the Premier’s Department, N.S.W., outlining the
law in relation to domestic violence and the rights and options of
women who are victims.
That when attending a complaint about domestic violence, police be '
required to read nominated sections of this pamphlet to both the man
and the woman and then hand a copy to each of them. A pamphlet
should also be placed in the letter box.
That these pamphlets be readily available at all police stations.
N. S. W. Police Association
That all recommendations relating to police be discussed formally with
the N.S.W. Police Association.
HEALTH SER VICES A -
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Education ’ Page 86
That those institutions responsible for the educations of doctors, social
workers, nurses and other health workers be requested to include
significant compulsory units specifically related to domestic violence
in all courses.
That these institutions should examine textbooks and other source
material ensuring such material is non sexist.
Hospitals { Page 88
That accurate data be regarded as essential for rational planning of ‘
services, and that the Health Commission be requested to implement
a policy' that instances of domestic violence as a cause of injury and
illness be recorded within the hospital data collection system to enable
ready retrieval of information about the problem. .
That it be recognised the Emergency Department will be the service ,
most used by battered ,women and that the records of these
departments do not delineate the nature of the clients problems as
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they are kept primarily for financial purposes. In developing more
extensive record keeping system in Emergency Departments the Health
Commission bear in mind the need to record instances of domestic
violence.
That it can be recognised that the hospital system and the people who
staff it are products of our social system which has accepted wife
battering for generations. An awareness of the problem is very recent
and staff have not been educated in the underlyingissues or trained
to effectively intervene. The Health professions need to be sensitized
to domestic violence, their capacity to identify battered women and
arrange appropriate referrals increased.
That the Health Commission:
(a) promote the diagnosis of domestic abuse as a recognisable entity
with related injury and illness;
(b) develop and implement an “index of awareness” to determine if
clients are suffering from domestic violence.
That it be recognised that access to hospital services is vital for women
who have been assaulted. In establishing policy regarding the
introduction of charges for hospital services, victims of domestic
violence should be identified as a category of client for whom services
will be free.
General Practitioners Page 96
That the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners be asked
to co-operate in development of educational programmes around the
problem of domestic violence with the assistance of a State
Government grant of $5,000.
That the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners be asked
to co-operate in implementing the following measures to sensitise
general practitioners to domestic violence and to increase the
identification of battered women:
(i) promote the diagnosis of domestic abuse as a recognisable entity
with related injury and illness;
(ii) develop and implement an “index of awareness” to determine if
clients are suffering from domestic violence.
Community Health Page 98
That when the new State health allocation is made it be dispensed to
regions on the basis that a~defined minimum of 10% is required for
community health services.
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That consideration should be given to identifying within the
community health services grant an allocation that could be used to
finance special programmes. '
That a system of data collection to record instances of domestic
violence be included within the community health data collection
system.
That all Health Commission regions be asked to conduct workshops
to develop better co-operation at the local level .between agencies
dealing with domestic violence and that local government be asked
to participate. .
That as part of such co-operation facilities and resources of community
health services should be made available for the education and training
of people in the community working in the area of domestic violence.
'That the Health Commission be asked to confirm a policy of
continuing and increasing co-operation and co-ordination between
community health services and women’s refuges. .
Services to Migrants _ I ” Page 102
That a sufficient number of male and female interpreters and migrant
workers be employed in all sections of the health system and that full
servicing of the diverter box call system be assured.
That these workers be included in education programmes and training
workshops on domestic violence.
That information about domestic violence in‘the form of pamphlets
and posters be multi-lingual.
Publicity of Community Health Services Page 102
That the Health Commission distribute comprehensive information
relevant to the issue of domestic violence in the form of posters and
pamphlets to all health services including hospitals, Community health
centres, Baby health centres, and child health centres.
That the Health Commission widely publicise Community health
services. Publicity should include the audio-visual media as well as
the print media and it should be multi-lingual.
Training of Community Health Staff Page 100
That regional Staff Development Centres of Health Commission of
New South Wales set up programmes to train community health staff
to respond appropriately to the issue of domestic violence.
R.73
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General Page 104
That to ensure the continuation and expansion of services for victims
of domestic violence in the community and in hospitals, the Health
Commission of New South Wales should be provided with sufficient
resources and should set its priorities within its budget to achieve this
end. ‘
WELFARE
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Guidelines Page 106
That the Department of Youth and Community Services develop
guidelines for field staff in responding to domestic violence. These
guidelines should state that a service be provided in Situations of
domestic violence. Such a service should include:
\
(i) the provision of informationvabout the rights of the victim and
about the range of services available for victim and aggressor e. g.
counselling, support, emergency accommodation, legal aid,
material aid.
(ii) an active referral where desired, to the appropriate service.
That field staff be encouraged to work closely at a local level with
other agencies to address the needs of victims of domestic violence.
Child Care Page 107
That funding for child care services, administered at present through
Early Childhood Services, Children’s Bureau, be substantially
increased.
Co-ordination . Page 107
That wOrkshops on domestic violence at a local level be encouraged
to promote the co-ordi’nation of services to victims of domestic
violence. ‘
Housing—Resettlement Grants Page 108
That provisions relating to Resettlement Grants be changed to ensure
that:
(i) an amount up to $400.00 can be approved at the local office and
that this ceiling be reviewed annually;
(ii) that eligibility criteria be revised and broadened to include victims
of domestic violence who need resettlement and that the clause be
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dropped which stipulates that the grant should only be made
where the alternative is to take the children before court;
(iii) single persons who are victims of domestic violence are eligible.
Information ' Page 109
That information be displayed in all district offices about the rights
of victims of domestic violence and the assistance available to them.
That the services provided by women’s refuges be positively promoted
by displays in district offices.
That the Department of Social Security be approached to display
information about the rights of victims of domestic violence and the
assistance available to them.
Staff Training Page l 10
That general seminars providing more information on the problem
of domestic violence and needs of victims should be conducted in local
communities. '
That Departmental staff should gain a better awarenes of the local
problem and how their services can link with others ('/2—1 day
voluntary programmes in which the referral process and available
resources should be emphasised).
That special training programmes for persons working with victims
should be developed. These should include courses for:
i
(i) Crisis workers who are available 24 hours to intervene during
domestic conﬂict or who provide crisis accommodation.
(ii) Specialist workers who maintain involvement with families. They
will already have therapy skills but need to refine skills in assessing
and dealing with situations of violence. This should include a
practical needs segment.
(iii) Training for counter staff in Community Welfare Offices to
assist them to deal sympathetically and equitably with applicants
for resettlement grants.
That a short programme for field staff be developed to enable them
to conduct support groups in the community for women who are in
violent relationships.
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HOUSING
Waiting Lists Page 117
R.86 The Task Force endorses the Housing Commission’s policy of
bedroom category allocation but recommends that women with
children be allowed to choose a smaller bedroom category than they
be entitled to, thereby enabling them to have greater choice of
geographical area and less waiting time.
Domestic Violence Policy ' Page 119
11.87 That the Housing Officers Manual include instructions to assist them
in handling cases of domestic violence, e.g., providing the victim with
information on her rights, use of crisis services, etc.
R.88 That the Housing Commission employ male and female field staff
of various, ethnic origins to enable the development of greater
sensitivity to the needs‘and cultural differences of its ethnic tenants.
Transfer of Tenancy . V Page 120
R.89 That the Housing Commission implement a policy of joint tenancy
for married and for de facto couples.
R.90 That the Housing Commission prepare a brochure providing
information on its joint tenancy policies for married and de facto
couples, and women wishing to share accommodation.
R.91 The Task Force endorses the Housing Commission’s policy regarding
transfers but recommends that the Housing Commission include
women in domestic violence situations as an additional category.
Emergency Accommodation 1 i Page 121
R.92 That the Task Force endorses the Housing Commission’s policy that
. women resident in Women’s Refuges can be considered for out-of-
turn housing.
R.93 That the Housing Commission prepare an information brochure
detailing its policies relating to out-of—turn housing and outlining
criteria and procedures for applications.
R.94 That the tenure of members of the Special Allocations Committee be .
limited to three years
R.95 That the representation on the Special Allocations Committee include
a female member with an understanding of legal and women’3 issues.
R.96 That where the Special Allocations Committee has declined a request
for out-of—turn housing and it is sought that the application should
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be reconsidered by the Committee, the applicant should be permitted
to present the case to the Committee in person or through a
f‘.representative. -\ -
That autonomous appeal mechanisms be developed to consider appeals
made by those whose applications for out-ofoturn housing have been
declined by the Special Allocations.
That autonomous appeal mechanisms be developedto consider appeals
made by those whose applications have been declined by the
.Metropolitan Housing Applications Committee or the Housing
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Applications Committee.
That the Metropolitan Housing Applications Committee and all
Housing Applications Committees have equal numbers of male and
female representatives.
That Special, Allocations Committees be established for non-
metropolitan areas similar in composition and function to the
Metropolitan Committee and that consideration be given to developing
these Committees on a regional or sub-regional basis.
Emergency Accommodation Task Force Page 124
That the proposals concerning the establishment of an Emergency
‘ Accommodation Unit be reconsidered with a view to meeting the crisis
R.102
and medium term housing needs of victims of domestic violence.
That the role of the Property Advisory Management Committee be
- enlarged to develop a register of all Government properties, not just
R. 103
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those declared surplus, and to monitor the availability of Government
accommodation for emergency housing, and that the power to declare
a property to be surplus be vested in the Property Advisory
Management Committee.
That a mechanism be established whereby the Property Advisory
Management Committee be able to arrange inspectionsof Government
properties and make recommendations for their use for emergency
accommodation.
Staff Training ' Page 125
That specific training programmes be developed for Housing
Commission field and executive officers to enable issues relating to
domestic violence to be explored and understood.
Planning and Environment Page 126
That to increase employment opportunities for victims of domestic
violence the Government foster further decentralisation of N.S.W.
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State Government Departments so that the regionalisation and
decentralisation of services will provide further employment.
R.106 That local councils be encouraged to co-ordinate welfare and
community groups within their areas to ensure services are available
and are not duplicated.
R.107 That encouragement be given to the growth of regional centres, e.g.,
Chatswood, Penrith, Parramatta, Liverpool, Campbelltown and
Miranda.
R.lO8 That transport systems be improved across major transport routes.
Housing After Separation Page 127
R. 109 That an investigation be undertaken to ensure the protection of rights
of a wife in the case where the “matrimonial homé", as defined in
the Family Law Act, is a “rental property” under the terms of the
State Landlord and Tenant legislation. '
R. l 10 That consideration begiven to affording the same protection in the
case of a de facto relationship.
R. 1 ll That women be advised to seek assistance of the company. financing
their mortgage when marriage breakdown occurs. The Task Force
supports the use of financial counselling services.
R. l 12 That a repayable rental bond scheme funded by Rental Bond Board
funds be introduced to provide loans to those not eligible for current ‘
schemes who have been forced from their homes and who are Unable
to find rental accommodation in the private sector because of financial - ’
constraints. -
R. l 13 That Terminating Building Societies be encouraged to give refinancing
loans in cases of proven hardship resulting from separation.
General Page 132
R.ll4 That- all the Domestic Violence Task Force recommendations
pertaining to housing be made available to the Housing Policy Review
Committee and the Parliamentary Housing Sub Committee.
WOMEN’S REFUGES
' , Funding and Administration page 134
R. 115 It should be'acknowledged by all governments and by the community
generally, that women’s refuges provide a vital service to the
community, that past levels of funding have been insufficient, and
that future funding must be increased.  
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That in order to ensure that at least 1 or 2 refuge workers are on duty
over the whole 24 hours of each day, there should be a minimum of
eight full-time refuge workers funded for each refuge.
That funding of refuges be a Federal programme with funds
earmarked to the States.
That the child care funding from the Commonwealth Office of Child
Care be maintained and increased. The Task Force recognises that
children form a large proportion of refuge residents, and therefore
believes that funding specifically for child care is an essential
component of the service. This funding needs to include both salaries
and equipment components.
That Emergency Assistance funding for refuges be maintained and
increased.
R.~120 That the Task Force is convinced that isolation is a serious problem
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for many' women and children in our society. The Task Force
acknowledges that bonds formed during time in a refuge are an
important source of support to those who leave, and particularly to
those who move to geographically isolated areas. It recognises that
the maintenance and development of these supports play an important
part in assisting a Woman to establish herself and her children,
independently. The Task Force therefore recommends continued and
increased funding for follow—up work by refuges.
That the Task Force supports the concept of triennial funding of
refuges, containing within it allowance for inflation, wage indexation
and expansion of services as needs become obvious.
Special Needs ‘ Page 141
That funding for a special need refuge, Louisa Lawson House, for
women in severe emotional cris'is be included under the women’s
refuges programme.
That the Commonwealth Government’s past practice of funding any
new women’s refuge at the expense of the already existing ones is
unacceptable. Additional funds should be provided for the
establishment and recurrent funding of new refuges, and that such
a policy be incorporated into that funding policy of the Crisis
Accommodation Programmecurrently being developed at the Federal
level.
In recognition of the special needs of migrant women escaping from
violent partners, funding for migrant workers in refuges be increased.
The Task Force supports the development of funding mechanisms
which allow refuges to make one funding submission, one audit and
organise accounting procedures in line with one set of requirements.
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It recognises that this requires inter-department co-operation, but
believes that this is preferable to continuing the unwieldy
administrative demands on refuges made by the present arrangements.
The Task Force recommends that the Community Liaison Bureau of
the Department of Youth & Community Services negotiates such
procedures.
Rate of Refuge Workers Page 137
That refuge workers be recognised as skilled women whose knowledge
spans areas of health, the law, research, counselling, physical work,
emotional support, resources and referrals, and that they be called
refuge workers. ,
That salaries paid to refuge workers be based on Australian Social
Welfare Union rates.
That Aboriginal refuges be staffed by Aboriginal women.
That the diversity of know1edge and skills involved in refuge work,
be recognised. These qualities may be acquired in a number of ways.
It supports the need for training in many areas, but this training should
not be formalised, and is best determined by refuges themselves. Such
training could be organised in many ways, e.g. as Outreach
programmes through the Department of Technical and Further
Education, in consultation with other organisations in the field (e.g.
South Sydney Women’s Centre Legal Education workshops, Women’s
Proclaimed Place Drug and Alcohol Training seminars). Another such
way would be to provide for on-the-job training to be included in the
funding levels whereby two salaries are allowable for one job for
perhaps a one-month period when staff changes occur. This would
assist greatly in ensuring a smooth changeoVer.
Policy Guidelines . Page 136
The Task Force endorses the Policy Guidelines of the Department of
Youth & Community Services, developed in consultation with refuges,
and recommends that they be more firmly adhered to.
The Task Force commends recent moves by the Housing Commission
to provide buildings for refuges, as such permanency is of great benefit
in assisting refuge workers to offer security to women in crisis.
Relationship With Other Community Services- Page 140
The Task Force commends the co-operative initiatives between refuges
and community health centres which have already developed. It
supports the continuation and extension of these initiatives, and
recognises that this is dependent on the co-operation and involvement
of all concerned. -
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R.l33 The Task Force supports the initiative of the Community Liaison
Bureau of the Department of Youth & Community Services in offering
to provide a salary for an information ofﬁcer for refuges. The purpose
of this position would be to assist with the smooth change'-over to
regionalisation within the Department, and to ensure that refuges are
adequately informed and represented1n this process. The Task Force
urges refuges to take advantage of this offer.
CRISIS INTERVENTION SERVICES Page 145
R.l34 That there be established, as soon as governmental priorities allow,
R.lSS
a system of Crisis Intervention Services to provide after-hours care
for women in distress because of domestic violence.
That the Blacktown Family Crisis Service provides an effective
working model of a good domestic after hours crisis intervention
service which can respond to domestic violence, and should be used ,
as a general guide to, but not necessarily a blueprint for, the
development of other such crisis services.
R. 136 That Crisis Intervention Services be establishedin accordance with
the following guidelines.
(a) They should involve co-operation with, but not control by, such
government agencies as the Department of Youth & Community
Services and the Health Commission
(b) be “community based” by involving residents;
(c) be controlled by a Board including workers in the service and
some government personnel; .
(d) involve trained, paid, but not necessarily professional workers;
(e) criteria should be established to ensure selection of appropriate
' people to staff the service,
(f) compulsory training programmes should be established for the
training of workers;
.(g) operate from 6 pm. until at least 2 am;
(h) utilise, if possible, premises and facilities made available by
government agencies;
(i) foster cooperation with all relevant persons and agencies;
’0) provide confidentiality;
I (k) provide follow-up care.
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R.l37 That the Blacktown Family Crisis Service should be guaranteed
continued funding and support by the State Government.
R.l38 That the proposed extensions of the crisis service provided by the
Department of Youth & Community Services from “Montrose” at
Burwood (as understood by the Task Force) should not be regarded
as an adequate basis for either a proper crisis intervention service for
domestic violence or for a comprehensive telephone crisis service for
domestic violence.
R. 139 That there should be established a statewide, 24 hour telephone service
capable of providing advice, counselling and referral for women in
distress due to domestic violence. This service should be linked with
a domestic violence information service (see Chapter 10).
INFORM/1 TION Page 151
R. 140 That the body implementing the recommendations made in this report
make further submissions to the government in relation to a
mechanism for coordinating information services concerning domestic
violence in N.S.W.
R.l4l That the Women’s Co-Ordination Unit of the N.S.W. Premier’s
Department prepare and publish a booklet on services for domestic
violence, the publication to be available in appropriate community
language. ‘
ABORIGINAL WOMEN ' ' . Page 153
R. 142 That there be implemented in N.S.W. a just system of land rights for
aboriginal people, since it is clear that social problems, such as
domestic violence will not be solved until this occurs.
R.l43 That aboriginal women’s refuges be established in Inner Sydney,
Moree, Lismore and on the South Coast, all areas with a high
aboriginal population. In the first instance this funding should be
sought from the Federal Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
R. 144 That as an interim measure vehicles be provided to transport women
to existing refuges in Lismore, Inverell and Tamworth; and further,
that transport needs on the South Coast be investigated.
R. 145 That Aboriginal Medical Services be more widespread, in particular
that an Aboriginal Medical Centre be established on the South Coast.
R. 146 That the Federal Government continue to support separate Aboriginal
Legal Services, and provide funding to ensure continuation and
expansion of their information and advice function to aboriginal
women who are victims of domestic violence.
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R.l47 That in training programmes for police special mention be made of
the needs of aboriginal people.
MIGRANT WOMEN Page 157
R.l48 That funds be made available for migrant workers to be employed
by womens refuges.
R.l49 That the funding of the diverter box system and the three way
telephones to assist migrant women in womens refuges be maintained.
R.150 That the employment of interpreters and migrant workers within
government departments be increased, in such areas as legal aid
services, courts, Housing Commission, Youth & Community Services,
community health services.
R.151 That training programmes for interpreters be examined to ensure
interpreters are adequately trained to provide a non judgmental and
supportive service to migrant women who are victims of domestic
violence. V
R. 152 That sufficient money be allocated to the Ethnic Affairs Commission
for the translation and distribution of information for migant women
on their legal rights and services available to them.
R. 153 That information about the legal rights of women and the alternatives
to living in a situation of domestic violence be presented through ethnic
radio and television in an attempt to reach those women isolated in
their homes.
R.154 That an information and resource centre for migrant women be
established. ' .
R.155 That the Federal Government to the extent possible, implement the
following recommendations of the Family Law Council (1978)
concerning the Family Court and services to migrants:
“(1) That 3 Departmental working party be established with the task
of preparing information and educational material for migrants
and for professional and other services and of arranging trans-
lations of such material and of disseminating such material; the
working party should consist of representatives of the Attorney-
General’s Department, the Department of Immigration and
Ethnic Affairs, the Family Court, the Institute of Family
Studies, the Good Neighbour Council and other Ethnic Com-
missions and agencies. The Convenor should be a member of
the Attorney-General’s Department.
(2) That a background paper on family and social customs of
different ethnic groups be prepared by the Departmental
working party, kept up to date and made available to:
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O The Chairman of the Commonwealth Legal Aid Commis-
sion, Directors of State and Territory Commissions and
Austalian Legal Aid Offices.
0 Judges/Counsellors of the Family Court
0 Law Societies and Bar Associations
0 Approved Marriage Counselling Agencies and other
voluntary agencies.
(3) That the Family Court should in consultation with the working
party, develop basic education programmes and provide
information for all Court personnel (including Judges) on the
family and social customs of ethnic communities.
(4) That the current documents about Family Law in Australia, and
the statutory Marriage and Counselling documents should be
reviewed and updated by the working party with a view to the
preparation of translations. These documents should be drafted
from the point of view of the particular community with the aim
of helping members of that community to understand the special
features of Australian family law and custom and should take
into account the educational level of members of that
community.
(5) The Working Party and the Family Court should encourage and
help ethnic radio and the ethnic media to put out programmes
about the Family Court and the Family Law Act. These should
be framed with the factors in (4) above in mind.
(6) That information about legal services and the Family
Court be distributed by the Working Party to organisers of
state and federal programmes for teaching English to migrants.”
R. 156 That the body established to implement the recommendations of this
Report work closely with the N.S.W. Ethnic Affairs Commission to
ensure that the special needs of migrant women are met.
R.157 That the ongoing body be requested to commission any necessary
further detailed studies of domestic violence as it relates to migrant
women.
RELIGIOUS DENOMINA TIONS Page 162
R. 158 That representatives of religious denominations be invited to a meeting
to examine methods of improving the response of clergy and
congregations to domestic violence. That this meeting be convened
by the body implementing the recommendations of this report.
COUNSELLING PROGRAMMES FOR MEN Page 165
R.159 That the body authorised to implement the recommendations of this
report conduct further study into the establishment of counselling
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R.160
R.16l
R.162
services for men who batter their wives. Such services should p
rovide
courts with a wider range of. options in dealing with domestic
violence.
That'in any counselling programme, the following pri
nciples be
incorporated:
— the initial focus is solely on the man and his violent beha
viour.
Marital counselling is quite a separate component, and only to be
used where the wife wishes to participate to preserve the relat
ion-
ship after the husband has received help for his violence.
— counselling is simply another option available to the courts,
and
does not negate other judicial or punitive options if they are more
appropriate. -
—- there needs to be a variety of counselling services available f
rom
which men can seek assistance of their own violition, or by direc-
tion of the court. — '
That following recommendations by a study group into the
establishment of counselling programmes for men, the state a
nd
federal government make available sufficient funds to allow the
implementation of these programmes.
That the body authorised to implement the recommendations of this
report conduct further study of the particular needs of aboriginal and
migrant men in consultation with other appropriate bodies.
PREVENTION
R.163
R.164
R.165_
R.l66
Community Education Page 173
’
That the Women’s Co-ordination Unit of the N.S.W. Premier’s
Department prepare and publish a booklet on “Wife Abuse” for
widespread distribution. The publication be available in community
languages.
School Programmes Page 173
The Task Force endorse the Department of Education’s current moves
towards the development of non-sexist attitudes in teachers and
children believing such attitudes are essential to improving
relationships between women and men.
The Task Force endorses the move to introduce personal development
programmes in primary schools.
That aspects of this report form the basis for an in-service course for
Personal Development consultants to be designed by the Personal
Development Branch of the Department of Education. This course
should have two segments:
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(i) information giving ‘
(ii) development of material for use in teacher education and in the
classroom.
R. 167 That arising out of this course a component on domestic violence be
. included in every training programme for personal development
teachers including those programmes catering for primary teachers
of personal development.
R.l68 That family life and parenting courses emphasise that marriage is a
relationship between equal partners with equal responsibilities.
Alternative models of family life should be presented with both men
and women playing a variety of roles.
R.169 That personal development courses encourage less stereotyped
attitudes about male and female behaviour and develop in students
a willingness to accept behaviour which is atypical of a male or female.
R.l70 That those aspects of this report relevant to the teaching and
counselling of children in schools should be made available to all
Principals and school counsellors.
R. 17 1 That steps should be taken to ensure that the training course for school
counsellors at Macquarie University deals with domestic violence and
its effects on the lives of children and theirfamilies.
R.l72 That corporal punishment be ‘abolished in schools as this form of ,
discipline reinforces the belief among some in this community that
violence is an acceptable means of ensuring desired behaviour.
R. 173 That it be acknowledged that sport is a primary vehicle for reinforcing
male and female stereotypes. Physical education programmes in
schools should counteract these stereotypes. Girls should participate
equally in physical activities which develop strength, courage and
assertiveness. 1
R. 174 That those activities, particularly certain sporting activities which
promote violent behaviour should be discouraged.
R. 175 That the development of a competent, healthy body in both girls and
boys be adopted as an educational objective and that a daily half hour
of physical education be introduced into primary schools.
R. 176 That self defence courses should be included in all physical education
programmes for girls. Such courses do not overcome the imbalance
in physical strength between women and men but they develop an
attitude in women which makes them less vulnerable to assault.
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Economic Independence . Page 176
R.177 That the Federal Government increase the Supporting Parent’s and
Widow’s pensions to a level not below the Henderson poverty line.
R. 178 That the Women’s Co—ordination Unit of the N.S.W. Premiers
Department investigate ways of establishing special equal employment
opportunity programmes, similar to the programme established in the
Hunter region, in other areas of N.S.W. where women have limited
access to jobs.
. R. 179 That section 54(e) of the Anti-Discrimination Act be amended so that
over award payments are not exempt under this Act.
R. 180 That an inter—departmental committee beestablished by the Women’s
Co-ordination Unit of the N.S.W. Premiers Department with
representatives from TAFE and Department of Industrial Relations
to develop a “Women in Transition” programme on the model
established by the Footscray' Learning Centre so that women leaving
relationships can be assisted in finding employment.
Child Care Page 177
R.l8l That the Federal and N.S.W. Government substantially increase the
funds they make available for Children’s Services.
Support. Systems Page 178
. R.l82 That further study be undertaken into the establishment of support
groups for women in violent relationships by the body established to
implement these recommendations. ,
GENERAL
“Public Transport - ' Page 181
R. 183 That public and private transport systems be improved to ease isolation
and to permit easy access to community services and resources. '
On Going Mechanism/Implementation ‘Page 181
R.184 That a similarly constituted Domestic Violence Task Force be
appointed by the Premier to oversee the implementation of the
Government’s initiatives.
R. 185 That after twelve months the Task Force present a final progress report
to the Premier and wind up its operation.
Publication of Report Page 182
R.186 That the report be published.
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APPENDIX III
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—LEGAL ASPECTS
NOTES ON ALTERNATIVES UNDER CONSIDERATION
Women’s Co-ordination Unit, May, 1982
" INTRODUCTION
In March 1981 the Premier commissioned a twelve member Task Force
to examine the laws, policies and practices of Government
organisations and other bodies in relation to domestic violence.
The report of the Task Force, with its 186 recommendations, was
released by the Premier in July 1981. .
The Unit is now holding discussions with various community groups
to obtain their comments on the Task Force recommendations.
These additional notes do not represent a final position'but indicate
some of the alternatives on legal issues under consideration. The notes
supplement the Task Force Report (Extracts Attachment A) and
should be read in conjunction with it.
DEFINITION
Domestic Violence is the unlawful exercise of physical force or threats
of violence by one spouse (de facto or de jure) upon the other.
ISSUES
—Domestic Violence Act: See R. 2 of the Report.
Alternative: Rather than a Domestic Violence Act being enacted to '
give effect to the legal changes recommended in the Report, it is
suggested that the legal powers relating to domestic violence should
remain in the Crimes Act and other related legislation.
Comment: This would aVOid any constitutional problems. It would
also reaffirm the need to have existing laws with respect to assault
enforced (because crimes occurring within the domestic context cannot
be condoned or ignored), but in a manner appropriate to the situation
of persons in an ongoing relationship.
Nevertheless, there could still be a Domestic Violence Act to establish
a body to monitor the implementation of reforms.
‘ —Police Powers of Entry: See Rs.3-7.
Alternative. ln addition to Schemes A and B outlinedIn the Report,
a third option might be:
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0 to generally confirm the right of police to enter and investigate a
domestic violence complaint where the door is opened; and
O to institute a system whereby police can radio for theissue of a
telephone warrant ofentry for a domestic violence complaint where
access is denied. UnderScheme C, a modified Domestic Violence
Book (written up a'ftériattending calls) would be kept at all police
stations to assist with the collation of useful statistics, e.g., the
frequency of calls to a particular address.
Comment: This system would remove any uncertainty police may have
about their powers and provide them with a fast and effective method
of obtaining warrants of entry in the small number of domestic
violence’cases where access is actually denied. This is achieved without
any excessive paperwork or delay (as in Scheme B) or any arbitrary
time restrictions or expectation of preparedness on the part of the
women (as in Scheme A). It would also be simpler and cheaper than
the other systems to administer and would adequately protect civil
liberties as it Would be tied specifically to domestic violence cases.
—12 Hour Peace See Rs. 8-9.
Alternative. There should be no compulsory 12-hour detention of the
aggressive spouse but short-term separation of the spouses should be
sought through a more extensive use by police of the existing provisions
of the Bail Act. It is envisaged that police would be encouraged to
place conditions on bail and in fact reject bail in some circumstances.
A specific set of police instructions relating to domestic violence would
include detail of procedures to be followed in relation to the granting '
of bail in these cases. Over the next 12 months the Women’s Co-
ordination Unit could be asked to explore methods of obtaining short-
term separation outside the judicial process.
Comment: Given that the majority of homicides occur during scenes
of domestic violence, the Task Force recommended that the law should
provide a mandatory 12-hour peace for the victim,‘ which it was felt
might be achieved by depriving bail for a fixed period to persons
arrested on a charge of domestic violence. However, the right to bail
is widely regarded as a fundamental civil liberty, which should not
be automatically withdrawn in domestic violence cases only. Similarly,
a blanket 12-hour peace could be seen as an infringement of civil
liberties as well as arbitrary and authoritarian.
Much could be achieved byway of protecting the victim from further
outbreaks of violence if instructions were issued to police to always
pay particular attention to the likelihood of further assaults when
considering the grant of bail and to follow specific procedures devised
to assist in identifying this possibility. It is proposed that such an
instruction be developed as part of a new set of Domestic Violence
instructions.
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—PoIice Instructions: See Rs. 10-11, 40
Police Instructions
Note: It is suggested that a number of the Task Force’s
recommendations concerning police practices and procedures should
be dealt with by a request to the Commissioner of Police to issue a
set of instructions that set out clear guidelines for handling all domestic
violence cases.
These should specifically cover the substance of Rs. 10 and ll and
should require:
that police not be reluctant to arrest and prosecute for assault in
cases of domestic violence, where there is sufficient evidence to
ground a reasonable suspicion that an offence has been
committed.
that charges for assault in domestic violence cases be laid by a
police officer as the ‘informant’ and prosecution undertaken by
the Police Prosecutor i.e., undertaken as a normal police charge.
The victim should not be required to sign the charge book.
—Spouse Compellability: See R.12
Alternative: The Task Force recommended that Sect. 407 of the Crimes
Act be amended so that a spouse may be a compellable witness in
a case involving an allegation of assault between husband and wife. ‘
As mandatory compellability is not considered desirable, it is suggested
that some ﬂexibility could be achieved by giving the Courts discretion
to exempt the spouse-victim from giving evidence as a witness for the
prosecution, subject to that person having made an application to the
Court for exemption. '
The discretionary power could'be similar to that in Victoria where
a spouse is compellable in all cases except that a discretion is given
to the Court to exempt a spouse from giving evidence on behalf of
the prosecution. The court must decide whether having regard to all
the circumstances the interest of the community in obtaining the
evidence is outweighed by the likelihood of damage to the relationship
or the harshness of compelling the giving of the evidence or both. The
circumstances include:
o the nature of the conduct charged;
1
o the importance in the case of the fact which the witness is to be
asked to depose to;
o the availability of other evidence to establish those facts and the
weight likely to be attached to the proposed witness’s testimony as
to those facts;
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O the nature, in law and in fact, of the relationship between the
proposed witness and the accused; '
0 the likely effect upon the relationship and the likely emotional
social and economic consequences if the proposed witness is
compelled to give the evidence; and
0 any breach of confidence that would be involved.
Alternatively, the New South Wales Law Reform Commission
suggested in 1980 that spouses should not be compellable to give
evidence for the prosecution except in relation to charges against an
accused spouse involving:
an assault
a battery of;
other harm to;
a threat of violence, personal injury or other harm to; or
sexual misconduct in respect of a person who at the time was the
Wife of the accused or under the age of 18 years and at that or any
earlier time belong with the accused person to the same household.
In addition, the Commission recommended that the courts be given
a discretion to allow the prosecution to call a spouse and compel that
spouse to give evidence where ‘the interests of justice outweigh the
importance of respecting the bond of marriage’. The factors to be
considered were as follows:
the nature of the conduct charged;
the importance of the facts to which the wife may depose, and the
availability of another mode of proof of those facts;
the likely weight of the wife’s testimony;
the effect on the marriage of compelling the wife to testify;
the hardship to the wife of testifying;
the effect on any child of the marriage;
any other relevant factor.
Comment: It is noted that the victim’s evidence may well becritical
to successful prosecution'of a case. However, no value is seen in
promoting perjury or forcing the woman to confront her violent
partner in court. Often, women would not want to give evidence
because of fear of reprisal, because a reconciliation has already been
effected or because she and her family would suffer as a result of the
sentence imposed on her husband.
Given that domestic violence usually occurs within an ongoing
relationship, where the woman is often also economically dependent
on her husband, any reform in this area should preserve by some
means the woman’s power to control events and to decide on the most
appropriate course of action.
  
. > ,6!
The Australianl'La‘w Reform Commission supports the Victorian
approach where the primary emphasis is on universal compellability
and the court’sdiscretion toexcusefrom compellability.
, —Poltce Immunity. See R. 13
Note: The spirit of this recommendation is accepted but given that
‘ Section 26A of the Police Regulation Act, 1899 already provides police
with general immunity from liability for injury or damage caused in
carrying out their duties in good faith, it is not considered necessary
to enact fresh legislation on this matter. However, as many police seem
. to be unaware of the immunity it may be appropriate to spell out
Section 26 aspart of the new Police Instructions on domestic violence.
—-Injunctions: See Rs. 14-17.
Note: The State is not in a position to deal with Federal mattersz
However, action in respect of R. 17 is strongly favoured. The proposal
might be modified as follows:
that there be provision for New South Wales Courts to attach ‘
conditions to an order to “keep the peace”,(u'nder Section 547,
NSW Crime Act, 1900) such that breach of-‘vcertain specified
conditions constitutes a punishable offence subject to immediate
arrest.
Comment: Section 547 allows a person to summons another to court
on the grounds of apprehended violence and, if it is proven‘ beyOnd
reasonable doubt that the complainant’s fears about violence-are
reasonable fears, for the magistrate to bind over the defendant toxkeep
the peace as specified in the conditions attaching to the order.
Reform of Section 547 would resolve the clumsiness and ineffectiveness
Of the present system of injunctions against domestic violence.
Currently no power of arrest is attached directly to breach of these
documents and it is necessary to institute further legal proceedings
for contempt of court to enforce them.
It is proposed that the legislation would indicate the types of conditions
which could be imposed (which should specifically relate to non-
molestation e.g., not to approach certain persons, to refrain from
certain types of conduct etc.), the term of such orders and the
procedure to be adopted in their use. In this regard, the recent South
Australian amendments to the Justices Act could serve as a model.
(See Attachment B.) .
The object of the new procedure would be to provide speedier relief
fer a victim or potential victim of domestic violence by giving the
courts and the police more effective and immediate restraint. of the
aggressor.
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APPENDIX IV
CRIMES (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) AMENDMENT BILL, 1982
 
EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This Explanatory Note relates to this Bill as introduced into Parliament)
The Periodic Detention of Prisoners (Domestic Violence) Amendment Bill,
1982, is cognate with this Bill.
The object of this Bill is to facilitate efforts to reduce the incidence of domestic
violence (personal violence occurring between legal or de'facto husbands and wives)
in New South Wales by amending the Crimes Act, 1900, so as—
(a)
(b)
' (C)
(d) ?
to make legal and de facto spouses compellable witnesses in domestic violence
proceedings except in limited circumstances (Schedule 1 (2) and (3));
to clarify and deﬁne the power of a member of the police force to enter
and remain in a dwelling-house for the purpose of investigating or preventing
domestic violence where the member of the police force is invited to do so by
a person residing in the dwelling-house (for example, a child of the persons
engaged in the domestic violence or the victim of the domestic violence)
(Schedule 2 (3)—proposed section 3571?);
to empower stipendiary magistrates and certain other persons appointed by
the Attorney General to issue warrants to members of the police force by
5 telephone in urgent cases, authorising the members of the police force to
enter dwelling——houses to investigate or to take action to prevent domestic
violence (Schedule 2 (3)—proposed section 3576);
to impose certain limits on the power of members of the‘police force to
remain in a dwelling-house or to take action in a dwelling-house where entry
to the dwelling—house was obtained as referred to in paragraph (b) or (c)
(Schedule 2 (3)—proposed section 35711);
(e) to insert provisions relating to cases of apprehended domestic violence—
(i) empowering courts of summary jurisdiction to make orders imposing
reStrictions or prohibitions on the behaviour of persons by whom
domestic violence is apprehended; and
(ii) making failure to comply with such an order an offence,
(Schedule 3 (2)—proposed section 547AA); and
(f) to make other amendments of a minor, consequential or ancillary nature.
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CRINIES (DOMESTIC VIOLENCE) AMENDMENT BILL, 1982
No. ‘ , 1982.
A BILL FOR
‘An Act to amend the Crimes Act, 1900, in relation to the compellability of '
spouses to give evidence in domestic violence proceedings, police powem
of entry to investigate (or prevent domestic violence and apprehended
domestic violence orders.
[MR WRAN—9 November, 1982.]
in
 
See also Periodic Detention of Prisoners (Domﬂc Violence) Ammdinent Bill, 1982.
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Act NO. , 1982. ‘ 2
 
Crimes (Domestic Violence) Amendment.
BE it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent Of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:—
5 Short title.
1. This Act may be cited as the “Crimes (Domestic Violence) Amend-
ment Act, 1982”.
Commencement.
2. (1) Except as provided by subsections (2), (3) and (4), this Act shall
commence on the date Of assent to this Act.
(2) Section 4 shall, in its application to a provision Of Schedules l—3,-
commence on the day on which the provision commences.
(3) Schedule 1 shall commence on such day as may be appointed by
the Governor in respect thereof and as may be notiﬁed by proclamation
15 published in the Gazette.
(4) The several provisions‘of Schedules 2 and 3 shall commence on
such day or days (being a day or days not earlier than the day appointed
and notiﬁed under subsection ( 3)) 'as may be appointed by the Governor
in respect thereof and as may be notiﬁed by proclamation published in the
20 Gazette.
Schedules.
3. This Act contains the following Schedules:—
SCHEDULE 1.—AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN
RELATION TO COMPELLABILITY OF SPOUSES TO GIVE EVIDENCE
25 IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROCEEDINGS.
SCHEDULE 2.—AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN
RELATION TO POLICE POWERS OF ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE.
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Crimes (Domestic Violence) Amendment.
SCHEDULE '3.—AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN
RELATION To APPREHENDED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDERS.
Amendment of Act No. 40, 1900.
4. The Crimes Act, 1900, is amended in the manner set forth in
5 Schedules 1—3.
 
SCHEDULE 1.
' (Sec. 4.)
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO COMPEL-
LABILITY OF SPOUSES TO GIVE EVIDENCE IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
10 PROCEEDINGS. ,
(1) Section 4 (1), deﬁnition of “Domestic violence oﬂ‘ence”—
After the deﬁnition Of “Document of title to land”, insert:—
‘ ' “Domestic violence oﬁ‘ence” means— ‘
' (a) an offence under, or mentioned in, section 19, 24, 27,
15 28, 29, 30, 33, 33A, 35, 39, 41, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49,
' 58,59, 61, 613, 61c, 61D, 61E, 493 or 494 committed
upon a person at a time when the person who com-
mits the oﬂence and the person upon whom the Oﬂence
is committed are married to each other or, although
20 not married to each other, are living together as
husband and wife on a bona ﬁde domestic basis; or
(b) an Offence of attempting to commit an offence referred
to in paragraph (a).
A \
(2) Section 407—
25 Omit “save as hereinafter'provid , insert instead “except as pro-
, vided in this section and section 407M”.
n
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Crimes (Domestic Violence) Amendment.
SCHEDULE l—continued.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO COMPEL-
LABILITY OF SPOUSES TO GIVE EVIDENCE IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
PROCEEDINGS—continued.
(3) Section 407AA——- ‘
After seetion 407, insert:—
Compellability of spouses to give evidence in domestic violence
proceedings.
407AA. ( 1) In this section—t
(a) a reference to the husband or wife of an accused person
includes a reference to a person living with the accused
person as the husband or wife of the accused person on a
bona ﬁde domestic basis although not married to the
accused person; and
(b) a reference to a domestic violence offence committed upon
the husband or wife of an accused person includes a
reference to an offence of failingto comply with a restric-
tion or prohibition speciﬁed in an order under section
547AA where that husband or wife was. the aggrieved spouse
of the accusedperson, as referred to in section 547AA.
(2) Except as provided in. subsection ( 3), the husband
or wife of an accused person in a criminal proceeding shall, where
the offence charged is a domestic violence Offence (other than an
offence constituted by a negligent act or omission) committed upon
that husband or wife, be compellable to give evidence in the pro-
ceeding1n every Court, either for the prosecution or for the defence,
and without the consent of the accused person.
(3) The husband or wife Of an accused person shall not
be compellable to give evidence for the prosecution as referred to in
subsection (2) if that husband or wife has applied to, and been
excused by,tthe Judge or Justice.
(4)- A Judge or Justice may excuse the husband or wife
, Of an accused person from giving evidence for the prosecution as
referred to in subsection (2) if satisﬁed that the application to be
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SCHEDULE l—continued.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION To COMPEL-
LABILITY OF SPOUSES To GIVE EVIDENCE IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
PROCEEDINGS—continued.
10
15
20
25
30
35
excused’is made by that husband or wife freely and independently
of threat or any other improper inﬂuence by any person and that
having regard to— ‘
(a) the importance in the case of the facts in relation to which
it appears that that husband or wife is to be asked to give
evidence and the availability of other evidence to establish
those facts; and .
(b) the seriousness of the domestic violence offence with which
the accused person is charged,
that husband or wife Should be excused.
(5) A Judge or Justice shall, when excusing the husband
or wife of an accused person from giving evidence under subsection
(4), state the reasons for so doing and cause those reasons to be
recorded in writing in a form prescribed by regulations made under
subsection (9).
(6) An application under this section by the husband or
wife of an accused person to be excused from giving evidence shall
be made and determined in the absence of the jury (if any) and the
accused person but in the presence of the legal representative (if
any) of the accused person.
(7) A Judge or Justice may conduct the hearing of an
I application under this section in any manner thought ﬁt and is not
bound to observe rules of law governing the admission of evidence
but may obtain information on any matter in any manner thought ﬁt.
(8) The fact that the husband or wife of an accused
person in a criminal proceeding has applied under this section to be
eXcused, or has been excused, from giving evidencein the proceeding
shall not be made the subject of any comment by the Judge or by
any party in the proceeding.
(9) The Governor may make regulations, not inconsistent
with this Act, prescribing the form of a record required to be made
as referred to in subSection (5).
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SCHEDULE 2.
(Sec. 4.)
AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION To POLICE
POWERS OF ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
5 (1) (a) Section 1, matter relating to Part X—
After “WARRANTS,”, insert “POWERS OF ENTRY”.
(b) Section 1, matter relating to Part X—
After “357-13.”, insert:—
/
(2A) Powers of entry in cases of domestic violence.——ss.
10 . 357F—357H.
(2) Part X, heading—
After “WARRANTS”, insert “, POWERS OF ENTRY”.
(3) Sections 357F—357H—
After section 357B, insert:—
15 ‘ Powers of entry in cases of domestic violence.
Entry by invitation.
357E. (1) In this section, “occupier”, in relation to a dwelling-
house, means a person immediately entitled to possession of the
dwelling-house.
20 ‘ (2) A member of the police force who believes on reason-
able grounds that an offence has recently been or is being committed,
or is imminent, or is likely to be committed, in any dwelling-house
and that the offence is a domestic violence offence, may, subject to
subsection (3)—
I 25 i (a) enter the dwelling-house; and
  
10
15
20
25
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SCHEDULE 2—continued.
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO POLICE
POWERS 0F ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—continued.
' (b) remain in the dwelling-house,
for the purpose of investigating whether such an offence has been
committed or, as the case may be, for the purpose of taking action
to prevent the commission or further commission of such an offence,
if invited to do so by a person who apparently resides in the dwelling-
house, whether or not the person is an adult.
(3) Except as provided in subsection (4), a member of
the police force may not enter or remain in a dwelling-house by
reason only of an invitation given as referred to in subsection (2) if
, authority to so enter or remain is expressly refused by an occupier
of the dwelling-house and the member of the police force is not
otherwise authorised (whether under this or any other Act or at
common law) to so enter or remain. ,
(4) The power of a member of the police force to enter
or remain in a dwelling-house by reason of an invitation given as
referred to in subsection (2) by the person whom the member Of
the police force believes to be the persOn upon whom a domestic
violence Offence has recently been or is being committed, or is
imminent, or is likely to be committedin the dwelling-house may be
exercised by the member of the police force notwithstanding that
an occupier of the dwelling-house expressly refuses authority to the
member of the police force to so enter or remain.
Entry by radio/telephone warrant, etc., where entry denied.
3576. (1) In this section, a reference tO—-
(a) a telephone includes a reference to a radio or any other
communication device; and
'70
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SCHEDULE 2—-continued.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO POLICE
POWERS 0F ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—continued.
(b) a stipendiary magistrate includes a reference to a Justice
5 who has been nominated by the Minister as referred to in
subsection (2) and whose nomination has not been
revoked.
(2) The Minister may, by notiﬁcation published in the
Gazette—
10 (a) nominate a Justice employed in the Department of the
‘ Attorney General and of JUSUCC—
(i) who iS admitted by the Supreme Court of New
South Wales as a barrister-at—law ora solicitor, or
(ii) who has fulﬁlled such. Of the requirements for
15 . eligibility tO be so admitted as relate to the passing
Of examinations,
as a person empowered to grant warrants under this section;
or
(b) revoke any such nomination.
20 . (3) Upon complaint made by a member of the police
force to a stipendiary magistrate that—
(a) the member of the police force has been denied entry to a
speciﬁed dwelling-house; and
(b) the member Of the police force suspects or believes that—-
25 \- (i) a domestic violence offence has‘recently been or
is being committed, or is imminent, or is likely to
be committed in the dwelling-house; and
(ii) it is necessary for a member of the police force to
enter the dwelling-house immediately in order to
30 investigate whether a domestic violence offence has
been committed or, as the‘case- may be, to take
action to , prevent the commission or further
commission of a domestic violence Oﬂence,
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SCHEDULE 2—continued.
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO POLICE
POWERS 0F ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—continued.
the stipendiary magistrate may, if satisﬁed that there are reasonable
grounds for that suspicion or belief, by warrant, authorise and
require the member of the police force to enter the dwelling-house
and to investigate whether a domestic violence offence has been
committed or, as the case may be, to take action to prevent the
commission or further commission of a domestic violence offence.
(4) A complaint under this section may be made by a
member of the police force to a stipendiary magistrate in person or
by telephone and may be made directly to the stipendiary magistrate
or, where, in all the circumstances, it is impracticable to make the
complaint directly, by causing the complaint to be transmitted by
another member of the police force by either of those means.
(5) The fact that a complaint is made under this section
to a stipendiary magistrate by a member of the police force who
causes the complaint to be transmitted by another member of the
police force to the stipendiary magistrate does not, if the stipendiary
magistrate is of the Opinion that it is, in all the circumstances,
impracticable to communicate directly with the member of the police
force making the complaint, prevent the stipendiary magistrate being
satisﬁed as to the matters referred to in subsection (3).
(6) A stipendiary magistrate grants a warrant under sub-
section (3) by stating the terms Of the warrant.
(7) Where a stipendiary magistrate grants a warrant under
subsection (3), the stipendiary magistrate shall cause a record to be
made in writing in a form prescribed by regulations made under sub-
section (14) of—
(a) the name of the member of the police force who was the
complainant; . .
(b) where the complaint was transmitted by a member of the
police force on behalf of the complainant—the name of the
member of the police force who so transmitted the com-
plaint; 4
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SCHEDULE 2—continued.
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION To POLICE
POWERS OF ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—continued.
(c) the details of the complaint, including the name of any
person whoIs alleged to have informed the police as to the
domestic violence the subject Of the warrant and the
grounds which the stipendiary magistrate was Satisﬁed were
reasonable grounds'for the suspicion or beliefby reason of
which the warrant was granted;
((1) the terms of the warrant (which Shall include the address
30f the dwelling-house the subject of the warrant); and
(e) the date and time the warrant was granted.
(8) A warrant granted under subsection (3) shall be
executed as soon as practicable after the warrant is granted and may
be executed by day or night.
(9) ‘ For the purpose of executing a warrant granted under
subsection (3), a member of the police force may use force, whether
by breaking open doors or Otherwise, for the purpose of entering
a dwelling—house.
(IQ) A member of the police force may execute a warrant
granted under subsection ( 3) with the aid of such assistants as the
member of the police force deems necessary.
(11) A warrant granted under subsection (3) is not
invalidated by any defect, other than a defect which aﬂects the
substance of the warrant in a material particular.
(12) Where a warrant has been granted under subsection
( 3) a record in triplicate in a form prescribed by regulations made
under subsection (14) Shall be made containing the following
details:—
(a), the address of the dwelling-house the subject of the war-
rant; ‘
(b) the name of the stipendiary magistrate who granted the
warrant;
W
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SCHEDULE 2—con1inued.
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION To POLICE
POWERS 0F ENTRY IN CASES on DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—continued.
(C)
(d)
the name of the member of the police force who was the
complainant authorised to enter the dwelling-house pur-
suant to the warrant;
the time at which the warrant was. granted.
(13) The copies of a record relating to a warrant and made
as referred to in subsection (12) shall be dealt with as follows:—
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)
the ﬁrst copy shall, upon entry into the dwelling-house the'
subject Of the warrant or as soon as practicable thereafter, '
if a person who appears to reside in the dwelling-house and:~
to be of or above the age of 18 years is present, be furnished“
to such a person together with a statement in a form pres-
cribed by regulations made under subsection (14) and ,,
containing a summary of the nature Of the warrant and the :3
powers given by the warrant; t
the second and third copies shall be endorsed with—
(i) the name of the person (if any) who informed the
police as to the domestic violence the subject of the
warrant; and
(ii) a notation as to whether a dwelling-house was en-
_ tered pursuant to the warrant and, if so, the time of
entry and the action taken in the dwelling-house;
the second copy shall be forwarded to the Director of the
Magistrates Courts Administration or such other oﬂicer as
may be prescribed for the purposes of this subsection by
regulations made under subsection (14);
the third copy shall be retained by the member Of the police
force authorised to enter a dwelling-house pursuant to the
warrant to be dealt with in such manner as may be pre-
scribed by regulations made under subsection (14).
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO POLICE
POWERS OF ENTRY IN CASES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE—continued.
 
(14) The Governor may make regulations, not inconsistent
with this Act, prescribing any matter‘required or permitted to be
prescribed under this section.
Provisions relating to powers of entry under sections 357F and 3570.
357H. (1) Where a member of the police force enters a dwelling-
house in pursuance of an invitation (as referred to in section 357F),
or in pursuance of a warrant granted under section 3576, for the
purpose, in either case, of investigating whether an Offence which the
member of the police force suspects or believes to be a domestic
violence offence has been committed or, as. the case may be, for the
purpose of taking action to prevent the commission or further com-
mission of such an offence, the member of the police force shall—
} (a) take only such action in the dwelling—house as is reasonably
necessary—
(i) to investigate whether such an oﬂence has been
committed;
(ii) to render aid to any person who appears to be
injured;
(iii) to exercise any lawful power to arrest a person; and
(iv) to prevent the commission or further commission
of such an Offence; and
 
(b) remain in the dwelling-house only as long as is reasonably
necessary to take that action.
(2) Nothing in subsection (1) or in section 357B or 3576
limits any other power which a member of the police force may have
under this or any other Act or at common law to enter or remain in or
on premises.
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SCHEDULE 3.
(Sec. 4.)
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900,‘IN RELATION To APPREHENDED
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDERS. ‘
5 (1) Section 1, matter relating to Chapter III of Part XIV—
After “547”, insert “, 547M”.
(2) Section 547M—
. After section 547, insert:—
Apprehended domestic violence orders.
10 547AA. (1) Where, upon complaint made in accordance with
subsection (2), a court of summary jurisdiction is satisﬁed on the
balance of probabilities that the commission by "a person of a
domestic violence offence upon another person (in this section
referred to as the aggrieved spouse of the defendant) is apprehended
15 by the aggrieved spouse of the defendant and that the apprehension
is reasonable, the court may make an order imposing, for a period
not exceeding 6 months, such restrictions or prohibitions on the
behaviour of the defendant as appear necessary or desirable.
(2) A complaint under this section shall be made in the
20 manner prescribed by regulations made under subsection (16) and
may be made by—
(a) the aggrieved spouse of the defendant; or
(b) a member of the police force.
L (3) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), an
25 order made under this section may do all or any of the following
things:—
(a) prohibit or restrict approaches by the defendant to the
aggrieved spouse of the defendant;
(b) prohibit or restrict access by the defendant to any speciﬁed
30 premises occupied by, any speciﬁed place of work of, or
any other speciﬁed premises or place frequented by, the
10
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SCHEDULE 3—continued.
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION To APPREHBNDED
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDERS—continued.
aggrieved spouse of the defendant, whether or not the
defendant has a legal or equitable interest in the premises
or place; ‘
(c) prohibit or restrict Speciﬁed behaviour by the defendant
which might affect the aggrieved spouse of the defendant.
(4) Before making an order under this section which
prohibits or restricts access by a person to premises or a place in
which the defendant resides, the court shall consider the accommoda-
tion needs of all relevant parties and the effect of making such an
order on any children.
(5) Where a person stands charged before a court of
summary jurisdiction with an offence which appears to the court to
be a domestic violence offence, the court shall enquire whether a
complaint under this section has been made or is .to be made either
by a member of the police force or the person upon whom the
domestic violence offence is alleged to have been committed and,
where such a complaint has been made or is made, the court may
deal with the complaint forthwith.
. (6) An order under this section may, if in all the circum-
stances it appears to the court to be necessary or appropriate, be
made in thelabsence of the defendant.
(7) A person against whom an order has been made under
this section and who—
(a) has been served personally with a copy of a record of the
order made in the form and in the manner prescribed by
regulations made under subsection (16); and
(b) after having been so served, knowingly fails to comply with
a restriction or prohibition speciﬁed in the order so served,
shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction before a stipen-
'diary magistrate to imprisonment for 6 months.
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SCHEDULE 3——continued.
AMENDMENTS To THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION To APPREHBNDED
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDERS—continued.
(8) Where a member of the police force believes on
reasonable grounds that a person has committed an offence under
subsection (7), the member of the police force may, without warrant,
arrest and detain the person.
\
(9) A person arrested and detained as referred to in
subsection (8) shall be brought as soon as practicable before a stipen-
diary magistrate to be dealt with for the offence.
(10) Where an order has been made under this section—-
(a) the complainant;
(b) where the complainant was a member of the police force—
the aggrieved spouse of the defendant; or
(c) the defendant,
may at any time apply to a court of summary jurisdiction for variation
or revocation of the order and the court may, if satisﬁed that in all
the circumstances it is proper to do So, vary or revoke the order by
a further order.
(11) Where u complaint or order is made under this
section or an order so made is varied or revoked, the clerk of the
court at which thecomplaint is made or by which the order is made, .
varied or revoked shall forward a copy of the complaint, order,
variation or revocation, as the case may be, to the Commissioner of
Police and, where the complaint1s made by a member of the police
force, to the aggrieved spouse of the defendant.
(12) Upon a complaint under this section, the court may
award costs to the complainant or the defendant, to be recovered
, as costs in summary jurisdictiOn cases are recoverable.
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SCHEDULE 3—c0ntinued.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CRIMES ACT, 1900, IN RELATION TO APPREHENDED
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDERS—continued.
(13) Nothing in this section prevents or restricts the
5 application of section 547 in relation to cases to which this section
may apply.
(14) Where a complaint has been made under this
section—
(a) a Justice may issue a summons for the appearance of the
‘ 10 defendant or a warrant for the arrest of the defendant as if
the complaint alleged the commission of an oﬁence; and
(b) the Bail Act, 1978, applies to and in respect of a person
arrested pursuant to a warrant so issued as if the defendant
were accused of an offence and the hearing of the complaint
15 were proceedings in respect of the offence.
(15) An order made under this section shall be deemed to
be an order whereby a person is punished within the meaning of
section 122 of the Justices Act, 1902.
(16) The Governor may make regulations, not inconsis-
20 tent with this Act, for or with respect to any matter that is required
or permitted to be prescribed under this section or that is necessary
or convenient to be prescribed for carrying out or giving effect to
this section.
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THE COURT’S CONTRIBUTION TO CHILD ABUSE
Dr Anne Schlebaum, M. B., B. S., M.R.C. Psych”
Child and Family Psychiatrist,
Acting Unit Director
Arndell Children’s Unit
Macquarie Hospital, North Ryde
SUMMARY Whilst welcoming the important advances1n legal thinking and
practice in all areas of Child Welfare, I want to focus today
on ways in which “The Court” (All courts c0ncerned with
children) are at times themselves abusive (i.e., harmful,
neglectful, detrimental . . .) to children individually or
collectively. I suggest we evaluate and work together on 10 main
issues:
1. The Child's Direct Experience of the Court.
(Preparation—The Day, the Place and the People—follow up)
2. Basic Ideology, Theories, Principles, Assumptions, Aims, Myths
3. The Adversary system.
4. Children’s Legal Representation.
(Availability and accessibility; status, training and selection of Staff,
place, time and style of contact.)
5.. Time and Timing
6. Procedures and Technicalities
(Admissable and sufficient evidence, onus of proof, hearsay, civil and
criminal standards; Games Lawyers play. ) Legalese, euphemisms.
7. Cost, Resources.
8. Co-ordination,‘ Responsibility.
9. Research and Evaluation.
10. Wider Legal, Social, Economic and Political Ramifications.
o Priorities, sops, gaps and stop-gaps
0 Interstate variations
0 International trends—~The Dinosaur revamped?
Conclusions and, Recommendations
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THE COURT’S CONTRIBUTION TO CHILD ABUSE
When I was invited to speak at this august gathering about child abuse,
I was interested to note that this seminar represents a rare convergence of
lawyers, psychiatrists, social workers, and a great range of multi-disciplinarian
professional and other human beings with an interest in the legal and psycho-
social issues which surround that great ideal—but sometimes emptied cliche—
“the best interests of the child”.
Child abuse is, as you know, a vast, c0mplex and slightly over-
sensationalised subject which is almost exclusively studied with a fixed focus
lens. It is generally defined in terms of discrete individual cases of “assault,
ill-treatment, exposure, or neglect” of the child by a responsible adult (parent
or guardian). I think it is important that we are not seduced by this approach
and also feel free to move back, to take a comprehensive macro-zoom and
wide angle lens view of the whole range of ways in which children may be
harmed—often unintentionally—by society, its agencies, its institutions, and
its procedures.
In my paper “From Zygotes to Zombies’” I added chemical abuse to
the classic triad of physical, emotional and sexual abuse. But surely in any
comprehensive survey of child abuse, we must also consider wider forms—
institutional, socio-economic, political and legal abuse and neglect—because
of the reality of these, their large scale effects on millions of children world
wide, and the preventable nature of many of these problems. Within this
context I invite you to share with me a closer look literally at The Court’s
Contribution to Child Abuse.
At first glance at this title you may have thought that I come to
summarise and praise the advances over recent years in the court’s awareness
and management of child abuse cases; the progress in legal thinking about
children’s rights and needs, and the Herculean revision in New South Wales
of the 1939 Child Welfare Act into the updated 1982 Community Welfare
Act which will shortly be implemented. Of course, I applaud the considerable
efforts and improvements made on behalf of children’s rights and welfare,
especially over the last ten years. I am impressed with the high quality of
dedicated work by top notch people in many fields, some of the new services
set up for children, the beginning of legal representation, and the growth
of skilful advocacy. Nevertheless, I have decided to take this opportunity
not to pat you on the back (however pleasant that might be), but to challenge
you to a fresh look at what is still going wrong, what is way below optimal,
what needs gradual determined improvement, and where radical change is
urgently needed. So, like Mark Antony, I come to bury not to praise. To
bury the myth that in 1982 all is well with children’s rights and welfare; that
out of all the paper work and the conferences, the monumental international
 
1 Proceedings of the First Pan Pacific Conference on Drugs and Alcohol
(Australian Foundation on Alcohol and Drug Dependence, 1981).
“Man, Drugs and Society—Current Perspectives” pp. 181-187.
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research and the rhetoric, we have now developed a children’s court system
which is carefully and consciously designed to fulfil its main functions in
the most efficient, sane, appropriate and least harmful way.
I
I hope Epicurus was right when he defined justice as “a kind of compact
not to harm or be harmed”. To ensure this, I believe it healthy and necessary
at times to put the court itself under scrutiny and on trial. This is a “no fault,
no blame” policy: we are all contributory architects. Many international
experts and organisations have studied these problems, the most popularly
famous of these being Goldstein, Freud and Solnit. In their two classic books
Beyond and now Before the Best Interests of the Child“, they expound
such principles as “the child’s interests having to be paramount”, and “the
three liberties”; i) “parental autonomy”; ii) “the child’s right to autonomous
parents, and privacy”; iii) “uninterrupted opportunity to have physical and
emotional needs met, and continuity maintained”. They also state that the
law should not only protect children from abusing, neglecting and exploitative
parents, but also parents and children from detrimental coercive intervention
by the State unless absolutely warranted by concisely and narrowly defined
criteria essential for the child’s welfare and safety, with the guaranteed
availability of less detrimental alternatives. They also mention that the three
critical stages of decision—the invocation, adjudicatory and disposition
phases—should all be minimally intrusive. Sachs‘ and EekelaarS well
describe how the voluminous and well-intentioned legislation of child
protection statutes has created a “bureaucrat’s paradise and a citizen’s
nightmare”.
Obviously so many complex issues are at stake in weighing the benefits
versus the problems of particularly legal approaches, procedures, and
decisions, that I will not be able to avoid being simplistic and fragmented.
I will be unable to do more today that play gadfly, raise a few issues, invite
and provoke some deeper exploration of many unanswered questions. I am
 
2 Goldstein J., Freud A., and Solnit, A.J. Beyond the Best Interests of
the Child. (The Free Press. MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc. NY. I973).
3 . Goldstein J ., Freud, A., and Solnit, A.J. Before the Best Interests of
the Child. (Burnett Books Ltd., London 1980.)
4 Lord Justice Sachs in Hewer v Bryant [1970] I Q B. 357, 371.
5 Eekelaar J.M. ‘What are Parental Rights?’ 89 L. Quart. Rev. (1973)
p. 210.
6 10th International Congress on Child Psychiatry, Dublin, July 1982.
Children in' Turmoil: Tomorrow’s Parents.
Workshop re “The Vulnerable Child” Discussant: Dr Peter Neubauer
a) Dr T.B. Cohen: “High Risk Parents, High Risk Infants”
b) Professor A.J. Solnit: “Fragmentation and Continuity in Child
Placement”
c) D.J. Goldstein: “Child Placement”
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afraid that personally I am not smart enough to encompass this whole field.
I hope that collectively we might become so.
As a child and family psychiatrist working hectically, eclectically in a
Unit for all sorts of emotionally and behaviourally disturbed children and
families, I am not a trained lawyer. I have only cursory knowledge of many
legal factors and an ad hoc grab bag of experiences with a variety of court
cases. In some ways, though, I feel this may have given me a more average
sort of experience, and a more empathic understanding of how it must feel
for a frightened child, an intimidated Greek mother, a distressed and
unemployed father, an Aboriginal couple, to enter the great unknown legal
labyrinth without a map.
When I talk about “the court” I mean any of the courts which deal
with children’s matters. As you know, there are three such main courts: a)
the Children’s Court, b) the Family Law Court, and c) the Supreme Court‘
(plus District Courts for certain appeals).
In passing, 1 want to make two points about the divisions. Firstly, the
lumping together of the abused babies, the disturbed “uncontrollable” eight
year olds, thefifteen year old arsonists and the shoplifters, and the seventeen
year old speed freaks, has created a criminal/punishment orientation and
a courtyard scene which has traumatised many children, prevented them from
seeing the court as potentially helpful and protective, and has induced guilt
and low self esteem in many generations of children brought to court through
no fault of their own. I understand plans for future divergence of these two
“streams” are well under way, and although experientially this will probably
be helpful to children, it does not solve the lack of clear philosphy and
inherent ambiguity in all cases where the law and “The Welfare” attempt
both to regulate socially unacceptable behaviour (the criminal role) yet to
serve the welfare role of understanding and helping a distressed child (whose
difficult behaviour may be the common denominator of neglect and abuse,
and of “bad” acting out behaviour—often seen by our psychiatrists as
“depressive equivalents”).
Secondly, it seems to me also quite anachronistic in this enlightened
and permissive age to have two separate courts dealing with “legitimate”
and “illegitimate children”, who are condemned even by law to be structurally
ostracised by this perpetuated ancient stigma. Since currently only 22% of
Australian households are those of nice, cosy, stereotyped nuclear families,
why not accept all children equally into our Family of Man—and into our
Family Law Court—rather than separate the illegitimate babies into the
Supreme Court?
Much time is spent in haranguing over definitions, and the failure to
find a satisfactory concensual definition of, for example, “emotional abuse”
(which is one of my personal hobby horses) has prevented many severely
harmed but unbruised children from receiving any protection from intolerable
situations: At the recent International Congress on Child Psychiatry in Dublin
which I have just attended, I felt privileged to take part in the heated
debate6 on this issue, with Solnit and Goldstein sticking to their “err-on-
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the-side-of—caution” guns and "wait-for-the-perfect-definition" policy.
Richard White, whom some of you will know as a brilliant and radical
research lawyer from London, led a vocal group of people who had
devastating first hand knowledge of many children who are not physically
bruised and whose damage is not photographable, but who have been exposed
to the most unbearable mental torture, threats of death and abandonment,
chronic denigration, locking in, bizarre psychotic behaviour, addictive and
sexual acting out. We applauded Dr Peter Neubauer who voiced our feelings:
“1 cannot postpone my responsibility in the absence of a clearer definition.”
I will now look briefly at ten main points (see Summary,) in which l
think the court does harm and abuse children; usually unintentionally, but
in a variety of ways.
1. The Child's Direct Experience of the Court:
“Action for Children”, the only advocacy group for children in
Australia, was set up in 1972 after a 14 year old boy hanged himself in the
Albion Street Children's Court. As with some traffic lights, it took a death
before people bothered to look into the conditions, rights—or lack thereof—
and feelings of children in these circumstances. Ten years ago, children had
no legal representation. Currently, 73-80% are legally represented (though
often nominally); in theory, all can and should. Two years ago “Action for
Children” again attended the Children’s Courts and re-assessed the conditions
and procedures. Much has improved but certainly much remains to be done.
I wonder if all of you can really imagine what it is like to be a five
year old child who after years of abuse finally ends up in court: or a ten
year old boy who has been staying with a foster family for many years and
now hears that parents whom he remembers as violent alcoholics are wanting
him back: or a fifteen year old who for a variety of reasons may have got
into trouble with the law—perhaps for the heck of it, but often as. an outcome
of a lot of distress and deprivation. I have listened to many children talk
about their court appearances. For many it was quite traumatic—even a
devastating turning point in their life, when they decided the adult world
really didn’t care or help, and a bitterly defensive and vengeful stance became
crystallised.
Although some children are now fortunately being handled sensitively
and supportively, for many the actual court appearance is still a bewildering,
distressing and negative experience. They feel treated as a thing—or as a
nothing. They are given little understanding of what is happening and why,
what their rights are, who is on their side truly caring and advocating for
their “best interests”. They feel lost and helpless and intimidated: a tiny wisp
 
7 A review ofthe extent and effectiveness of the existing legal aid services
to Children in N. S. W. provided by the Law Society of NS. W. (The
Duty Solicitor Scheme)
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of ﬂotsam in an overwhelming powerful and incomprehensible adult sea.
The adults talk to each other; the court ritual makes little sense and is difficult
to hear; some magistrates are down to earth and helpful, but others are old
fashioned, patronising, platitudinous—even downright insulting. The child
perceives little respect and sympathy from the whole event. To be told that
your while life situation is in the hands of this remote stranger, to have no
say, to be worried sick about the outcome, to be told after all that nothing
has been decided yet and you have to go back weeks from now; to be locked
up away from your family or stay with a strange couple that you don’t dare
to get to like because you have no idea how long you will be there or whether
you will ever see them again . . . I think all these things have to be considered
when we look at what, in fact, the court in its business to come to the right
decision does to the actual children that go through its hallways.
In 1979, the International Year of the Child, both at SPEAKOUT"
and Youth Forum we learnt a lot from articulate children who had been
through “the system”. Children reported feeling “owned, brainless, put
down”. “Everyone stickybeaks into your life” . . . “It’s a really creepy
experience” . . . “They often make me feel like a criminal” . . . “You’ve
got no rights” . . . “You only see this lawyer bloke for a minute, he hasn’t
a clue what you really want, he doesn’t seem to care”. Many children spoke
like that, and it worried me. This is certainly my idea of unnecessary emotional
abuse and neglect in and by the courts. Surely we can work out ways of
protecting them from such hurtful experiences. I think it is time we listen
and act on their recommendations for a change.
This is an area where I personally feel that the most immediate change
can and must be made. I suggest:
i) an Advisory Committee with both clout and young people be set up;
ii) a thorough investigation and review be made of all children’s courts;
iii) specific recommendations and objectives be formulated and imple-
mented as a matter of urgency, which aim to make the court system
child-centred and child-sensitive.
I agree wholeheartedly with the Federal Law Reform Commission’s
Report and their recommendations that in care proceedings:
The court should place special emphasis on informality, on making the
proceedings comprehensible to the child and his parents, and on giving
the child an opportunity to participate and express his views.°
Proceedings should be recorded by silent typewriters or tape
recorders—not such disturbing clatter as is too often the case. Mr Justice
Walters has remarked:
 
8 . SPEAK0UT—Young People in Care Published by N.S.W. Association
of Child Caring Agencies (1980).
9 The Law Reform Commission, Report No. 18 “Child Welfare”
(Australasian Govt Printing Service, 1981) para 323 p. 254.
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The court must give the child a full opportunity to be heard and a fair
opportunity to correct, or to contradict, any statement or allegation
prejudicial to his interests. In my opinion, the principles of fundamental
justice entitle a child, and I include his parent, guardian, counsellor,
solicitor to know the contents of a ‘social background report’ and to
require the person who prepared it. .to submit himself for cross-
examination on the matters dealt with therein.'0
2. Basic Philosophy, Principles, Theories, Aims, Assumptions, and Myths
This hotch potch heading draws attention to its hotch potch content,
which I believe to be an accurate relfection of the status quo, sine qua/non.
Historically child legislation and court practices have neither evolved
smoothly, nor been rationally designed and adapted to changing social,
economic and psychological realities.
I am afraid my most accurate image of the law involves a huge
cumbersome dinosaur who grew like Topsy from a crisp and to—the-point
little creature. Originally intended to facilitate reasonable, fair and non-violent
sorting out of human conflicts, it has now become a multi-million mishmash
of noble principles and atavistic technicalities. As in Roman Law, the father’s
absolute control of.his children prevailed in English law well into the 18th
century and the paternalistic male experts who both wrote and administered
the law slanted it accordingly. I think the influx of women lawyers especially
into the children’s court scene over the past 10 years has brought a breath
of fresh air, impatience with chauvinistic traditions, and critical re-evaluation.
We are grateful for their valuable contributions.
Current Australian child welfare legislation emerged out of the hybrid
interweaving of colonial child labour laws, charitable ladies’ committees,
orphanages, baby farms, the Child ReliefAct 1881, Guardianship Acts 1925
As usual, six years behind the formation of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children in 1895! There were famous cases around the turn
of the century both in England and America where children could not get
protection and removal from very abusing parents under law for humans
because their parents had absolute rights over their children—only when it
was argued that children are mammals could they be saved under the animal
protection legislation. I think that was quite ironic. Unfortunately this
sometimes still appears to be the attitude of certain magistrates, who return
chronically severely abused children to their “rightful owners”—at times a
lethal practice.
In dealing with offenders, the court is ever precariously oscillating and
dichotomous in its sometimes mutually exclusive roles of administering
criminal justice versus offering care, understanding and therapeutic
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rehabilitation. Is the child bad, sad, or mad? Shall we deal with the deeds
or the needs—or both, and how then? Should we emphasise how much young
offenders and neglected and uncontrollable children have in common, or
should we sharpen the distinction, separate the relevant laws and proceedings,
even physically the courts? Should we define the grounds for State
intervention in a child who has committed an offence in terms of social control
and retribution, or should we view the offence as a symptom of personal,
social and economic problems, and target society’s response on meeting the
child’s needs?
Both approaches have certain merits and dangers including, of course,
that of paternalism. The first American juvenile courts set up in 1899 and
1909 classically stated their role to be that of “a wise and merciful father
. . reforming and uplifting his erring child into a worthy citizen”?” There
is also the whole question about the appropriateness of criminal process in
care proceedings. As you know, until recently children could only come before
the court for protection and help by being charged with being neglected, under
incompetent guardianship, uncontrollable or in moral danger. This again
reveals the ironic mixture of different purposes that the court was
paradoxically set up for.
There is also the assumption ofpersonal pathology. A more sceptical
attitude is coming out now that any misbehaviour must necessarily be
symptomatic of personal problems. Considerable research has shown that
this is not necessarily the case. Yet it is at the basis of many of our
recommendations and decisions.
There is also the efﬁcacy ofavailable measures to be considered. Even '
if proven that the offender has personal social problems, the court’s ability
to alleviate or solve those problems is limited by many factors including the
willingness, availability and potential for change. A great deal of overseas
evidence now casts doubts on the ability of many therapeutic programmes
to achieve their rehabilitative aims. The human and social problems
encountered in the criminal courts are dauntingly complex. An American
report states:
Research increasingly tends to support the view that delinquency is not
so much an act of individual deviancy as a pattern of behaviour
produced by a multitude of pervasive societal influences well beyond
the reach of action of any judge, probation officer, correctional
counsellor, or psychiatrist. We need to be realistically aware of our
limitations and to recognize that both the court and behavioural experts
are better at diagnosing than solving personal and social problems.'2
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I don’t think this leads to nihilism, but merely a spring cleaning of useless
ballast and more openminded and goal-directed search for better ways of
serving those best interests of the child.
I find in practice that quite a few decisions in the courts are based on
rather simplistic and even sentimental ideas of family bonding and attachment
theory, and the extensive child abuse literature is hardly known, or understood
only superficially. I know that many doctors and social workers at the
Children’s Hospital, as well as other centres involved with serious abuse cases,
share my concern when children who are repeatedly brought to casualty with
very serious (sometimes life-threatening) damage are presented to the courts
with careful expert representation reports and photos, with a strong
professional recommendation for the child to be placed in alternative
protective guardianship only to find the magistrate commisserating with the
mother “Children will be naughty, won’t they?” and naively deciding that
since there is a bond between the parent and child it must necessarily be best
for that child to return home!
The old hallowed adages about childhood being the happiest years of
your life, respecting your parents no matter what, always being better off
with your own family, ditto etc., should surely not play a leading role in
enlightened decision making in our present day courts. We know that child
abuse victims are often intensely bonded to abused parents—with the anxious
attachment of a biologically threatened organism which—like animals in
comparative ethological studies—cower instinctively near the parents no
matter whence the source of the danger. We have at least several fatal Maria
Colwell” cases here every year, usually hushed up. Misplaced failure to
protect such children is gross neglect by the court, and we are collectively
responsible until we eradicate these possibilities as far as humanly possible.
3. The Adversary System
Much debate has been waged about the pros and cons of a basically
conciliatory approach (as now aimed for in the Family Law Court of
Australia) versus the basically adversarial approach within the various other
courts. ,
Although we cannot gloss over the fact that, by definition (like the stage)
the court is mainly peopled by protagonists in conflict, the different
approaches implied by different ideologies nevertheless have their own
prognostic values. I guarantee that in an atmosphere of committed
polarisation, secretive encapsulation of files and facts, a competitive battle ‘
for strategic point scoring and ultimate victory of a “winner” over a “loser”,
a child who “belongs” to both parties in some ways is unlikely to emerge
unscathed emotionally. In such an arena of tensions “put downs”, and
escalating accusations, the adults in reality focus on their needs for power,
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control and saving pride, and lip service to the best interests of the child
subsides to a whisper. Under this structure both truth and families suffer.
The child’s need for continuous affectionate relationship and trust with
both parents as well as the State and helping agencies, is badly split. Torn
loyalties, double binds, emotional blackmail and threats by the warring
factions are par for the course. Parents and extended families against each
other; families against The Welfare; mother’s psychiatrist against the child’s
psychiatrist; each lawyer hotly defending his own client’s case, no matter
what in actual fact appears to be the full truth, (which often nobody can
get an eyeful of, and which is so often deliberately hidden or distorted—
which as we know legal technicalities allow or even encourage). 1 have known
at times the most crucial evidence to be kept out of court, the most vital
witnesses to be uninvited or actively extruded, the most appalling photos of
child abuse to be deliberately suppressed and welfare files to be conveniently
“lost” (to cover up embarrassing slip-ups). The magistrate cannot possibly
reach a proper decision in this way. All relevant information and informants
surely must be pooled in a careful, constructive and comprehensive case
conference which aims to understand fully, and reach the best possible
resolution for the child (and hopefully family)—an outcome which is usually
destroyed in the “Ha! Ha! who wins?” approach—a travesty of justice.
I suggest the adversarial system as it stands needs to be radically
modified, especially in Care cases, to minimise its dangerous abusive
powers.
4. Children’s Legal Representation
Work with children is of such long term psycho-social importance that
it is fallacious to assume that all magistrates and .lawyers necessarily are
equally well suited to preside in a court and deal with children. I think that
it is terribly important that representation is made quickly available and
accessible to all children where it appears to be potentially useful and
necessary. It is very important that the low status in which children’s court
work is still held be upgraded, and that people are specially selected for their
qualities and their interest in working‘with children. The impossible case loads
that I heard of recently where a duty solicitor had to represent 34 children
in one day can only be considered unethical, and unfair to each child. I
recommend special selection, considerable special training, more informal
dress and procedure and a special place where the lawyer can interview the
child quietly and privately. Adequate time, trust, mutual respect and
sympathetic contact must be aimed for. A lawyer should also get feedback,
and follow up information about what happens to the children on whose
behalf he advocates.
5. . Time and Timing
In Beyond the Best Interest ofthe Child the authors first proposed and
explained guidelines which included the significant exhortation that
“placement decisions should reflect the child’s, not the adult’s, sense of
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time.” They expressed concern not only at the family’s but also the State’s
ability to do serious harm, not only because of the lack of resources and
insensitivity, but the law’s apparent inability (or tradition not to) to act with
“deliberate speed” that is required by a child’s sense of time. Every day
counts: every week spent in inappropriate, insecure and positively damaging
circumstances may compound ongoing harm. Certainly the child’s overriding
need for (and right to) continuity of care and relationships is grossly interfered
with by the frequency of remands, the ongoing choppings and changings,
the delays and appeals which though alleged to be in his “best interests”,
are almost invariably in the best interests of the adults and not the children
concerned.
I could give detailed analyses of several cases with which 1 have been
closely associated where for six and twelve months, (sometimes longer)
children were exposed to a series of most detrimental events whilst awaiting
the sweet justice of the law. Due process brought undue distress, preventable
if a more comprehensively focused, streamlined and cooperative approach
were used instead of the conﬂictual, adversarial, drawn-out battle over them
as unfeeling units of property. The psychological trauma, the guaranteed
inbuilt ongoing insecurity and frequency of breakdown of “temporary”
arrangements necessitate the law to take account of the effect on children
at different developmental stages, of both the length of separation from
parents and duration of care by substitute parents. Judge Helsham’s carefully
reasoned decision in the Stephen McGuire case" has set a welcome
precedent in Australia of the child’s psychological bonding and time sense
being considered above the parent’s property rights to their child any time
(which is still the prevailing philosophy, and still being contradicted in other
subsequent rulings in similar cases).
As Goldstein et. al., state:
no child can be put on ice indefinitely until absent parents are able and
wish to recover him, without putting his health and well being in
jeopardy."
From a child’s point of view no absence from his parents is temporary
if it exceeds the period of time during which the child—always according
to his age and stage of development—can preserve inner ties with them. New
care arrangements are not temporary if they displace the former ones, and
they may become primary and sacrosanct. Maria Colwell’s" forceful
removal at the age of 61/2 from the family to which she had so strongly bonded
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since 5 months was a legal and welfare abuse not entirely overshadowed by
the subsequent gross cruelty and neglect and final death at the age of 7V2.
1 would strongly recommend that:
i) all legal proceedings involving children be as far as possible stream-
lined and expedited to make the best and mostfinal decisions as is
conducive with the careful consideration of all factors and choice
between the least detrimental of available options;
ii) permanency (or at least long term) planning be an inherent part of
judicial decisions in care cases and custody disputes.
iii) that the policy of adoption even without parental consent after 3
years of stable foster placement as now current in some American
States should be seriously considered. (Goldstein et al suggest that
parental rights should be given to a longtime caretaker after 1 year
for children less than 3 years, after 2 years for older children);
iv) and that open adoptions which integrate the needs of children for
both continuity of care yet continued contact with family members,
be increasingly encouraged.
6. Procedures and Technicalities
A lawyer has been cynically defined as “one skilled in circumventing
the law” (Ambrose Bierce) and also as a “Liar with a permit to practise”.
Although Mr Blackmore made an impressive plea at the N.S.W. Department
of Youth and Community Services Child Abuse Conference in September
1980 for a child’s best interests being served with a minimum of legal
technicalities”, and the Family Law Court also recommended many
important changes in the application of child law, in practice we still find
many children being disadvantaged and even endangered by the strict
adherence of the court to a variety of often obsolete inherited rules, standards,
and slippery technicalities which hardly serve their best interests.
Unfortunately, there is insufficient time to more than mention these,
but I am perturbed that in practice a major problem continues to be the rigid
and very concrete standards of evidence in child abuse cases which has
prevented the protection of many seriously, but not spectacularly, bruised
or burnt children. Most workers in the field are concerned how reluctant
the Department of Youth and Community Services staff often are to take
children to court because evidence is thought to be insufficient . . too old
. . . too circumstantial . . . too hearsay . . . or whatever. I know of sadistic
parents who have carefully worked out ways of assaulting their children
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without leaving marks (for example, by bashing the hair-covered part of the
head repeatedly against the wall which leaves no visible evidence); yet
obviously these children need protection.
Lawyers can and often do advise clients against going to see child
psychiatrists and other professionals who have been asked or ordered to make
a thorough and comprehensive assessment of the whole family situation. This,
of course, prevents anyone from knowing and understanding all the signficant
people and relationships in the whole complex family web—thus preventing
us and the court from making a well-infonned judgment, and the best possible
recommendations—which I see as a legally condoned, subtle but serious form
of non-accidental harm. It also amazes me that then that same lawyer can
attack you as an expert witness in court for having an incomplete assessment!
1 think these shennanigans are not worthy of the court—.and destructive, even
potentially lethal, to children.
Another “Catch 22” that many of us have come across is that despite
lip service about “taking account of the child’s wishes and needs”, the child
is often ruled to be too immature to have or express any, especially directly
in court, and the detailed expression of feelings and events to a trusted
confidante and/or child psychiatrist is labelled “hearsay”. This is an effective
way of “gagging the pony’s mouth”, and taking away even a vestige of rights
and justice.
I would recommend:
i) maximum informality;
ii) proceedings should be comprehensibly explained to child and
family;
iii) the child should have the opportunity to participate and express his
views directly or via an advocate (not necessarily a lawyer); and that
iv) care proceedings be civil in nature, standard of proof or balance of
probabilities (except in the case of teenagers, where there are many
allegations of excessively enthusiastic police involvement in some of
their non-criminal activities);
v) in care proceedings the court should be realistically flexible about
“admissable evidence”; it should be entitled to inform itself on any
relevant matter as it thinks fit and use tape recordings and videos in
abuse cases;
vi) Behavioural/social/psychiatric experts should be encouraged—and
paid—'to give expert evidence on behalf of the child in much more
than the current 1% of cases.
vii) It should be compulsory for relevant people in disputed abuse/
neglect cases to attend professional assessments, so that at least one
person can make a very thorough assessment of all sides of any
question and that this is not open to manipulation.
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viii) That language—both spoken and written—in the Children’s Courts
be decreed to be in direct and understandable English instead of
mystifying and power-distorting legalese.
What amaddening gap between the Green Paper’s call for “concise,
simple, readily understood and codified” legislation and the
current final draft of the Community Welfare Act—still a verbose
obfuscating, word-bloat. ‘
7. Cost and Resources
A wag has said: “a lawyer is a learned gentleman who rescues your estate
from your enemies and keeps it to himself”.
I personally am very concerned that at anytime—but especially in these
times of economic stress and cost cutting— half of one million dollars was
available for the Stephen McGuire case,l8 $4,000,000 for the Azaria
Chamberlain case”, $8,000,000 for the “Greek conspiracy” casem—yet is is
claimed, when we lobby for desperately needed, relatively cheap and effective
'preventive and helping services, there is “no money available”. $50.00 per
week for the family, $10,000.00 for that agency could make all the difference
to many children.
There are, as you know, gross inadequacies in most child and family
services especially in family support, child care, special educational facilities,
high quality alternative care, child psychiatric services, aboriginal health and
other needs, vital research . . ., many crucial services and innovative
programmes which could prevent many children ending up in courts are
struggling to survive, or already disbanded. Surely society’s priorities and
differential funding must be conscientiously reviewed and radically changed.
The court is a very elaborate, elitist, labour intensive and exorbitantly
expensive way of reaching decisions, especially in areas of child/family/social
issues, and it will need to be reduced to a merely formal or consultative role.
For a QC. to charge $1,000 a day when his client may well have to survive
20 weeks on such an amount of course raises many uncomfortable questions
about socio-economic equity and ethics. We need to redistribute the gourmet
feasts and the crumbs so that everyone can at least have a good-enough decent
feed. The time has come for the cost/benefit of court cases to be scrutinised
and streamlined. The law must neither abuse its vested interests nor bloat
itself on the poverty of its clients.
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8. Coordination and Responsibility
 
One consequence of our adversarial legal system is that both in
individual cases and overall functioning, general fragmentation of roles and
tunnel-visioned services are the rule. I am often amazed how busy everyone
is with their own bit of the jigsaw; how hard and rare it is for anyone (even
or especially the magistrate) to see the gestalt picture. It is seldom clear who
overall is responsible for all the relevant information being gathered,
witnesses called, a comprehensive assessment carried out, a sound
management plan truly “in the best interests of the child” being formulated.
The Law Reform Commission’s Report on Child Welfare2|
recommends that a Youth Advocate be appointed so that one independent
person in each case can initiate proceedings, challenge and question other
workers, coordinate matters, introduce desirable checks and balances into
the welfare system, and diffuse excess power in any particular agency. He
could also monitor on the court’s behalf the implementation of dispositional
orders, even check feedback whether the court’s expectations and objectives
have been realised.
I also think that\a Children’s Ombudsman is very much in need to
investigate and deal with appropriate complaints and problems. Pre-court
intervention could be coordinated by a Standing Committee of The Children’s
Services Council; and where questions of abuse and neglect arise during
Family Law Court proceedings these should be allowed to be heard urgently
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in the children’s courts. 1 had referred to me a case of very serious abuse
whilst in fact there were proceedings in the Family Law Court, with both
parents bitterly ﬁghting for custody of this child. It became evident that both
parents were very disturbed and had been abusing this boy physically,
emotionally, and sexually in a most bizarre fashion—and that he should,
in fact, live with neither. He was terrified of both and wanted “out”, and
yet I was unable to get the child’s case heard before the children’s court
because of the Family Law Court proceedings. Surely a child’s welfare/safety
needs must be given immediate urgent attention, and not be blocked by any
other ongoing legal process. The court system itself perpetuated the harm
to this boy to an appalling degree.
9. Research and Evaluation
Any organisation which has such serious responsibilities and weighty
decisions to make as a children’s court, particularly with such potential
influence for good and bad in children’s lives, and powerful predictive
implications, should consistently and systematically be involved in
monitoring, research and evaluation. Addicted to hound—of—heaven searches
for evidence, it is ironically reluctant to seek evidence of its own efficacy—
or otherwie. Overseas studies22 have cast doubts on many assumptions and
courses of action assumed to be beneficial. We seldom have equivalent
Australian research available, yet we often disregard overseas findings. We
also have to be aware of the opposite tendency, to transplant willy-nilly data
and management recipes from other cultures. We simply can’t always rely
on echolalia and “going all the way” with some overseas expert. We must
seek as much as possible a scientific and well founded basis for our policies
in Australia. As proposed in the Green Paper (1978)“, legislation should
require the Minister to provide research and evaluation into problems
affecting the welfare of the community and the adequacy and efficacy of
measures taken under legislation administered by him.
I recommend that key questions about various important aspects of
the children’s court be carefully formulated, scientifically analysed, and that
research be funded and carried out. There should be a statutory requirement
that results of such research be published. I am afraid that this has been left
out of the new Community Welfare Act l982—and yet I see it as a very
important aspect of effective court work, especially if we are to responsibly
eliminate useless or detrimental policies, e.g. dangerous restitution, multiple
placements and abusive counter-productive institutionalisation. The court
would do well to commit itself to Hippocratic precept: “at least do no harm”.
10. Wider Legal, Social, Economic and Political Ramifications
The law has been defined as “a set of rules that permits society to sleep
peacefully”“ and “a net to catch the fly and let the hawk go free””. I think
it is impossible to work with individual cases and to look at the children’s
courts broadly without considering the wider context. What is happening
to children overall in our current society? We must continually re-examine
the relationship of children’s laws to adult laws: what are the useful common
demoninators which should be sustaining both, and yet what distinctive
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measures and changes must be made to children’s law? In many significant
ways, it is quite different from the adult law out of which it springs and from
which it inherits many attributes which are often inappropriate and/or
obsolete.
To some, the State’s claims to treat and save young offenders appears
to be fraudulent, when adequate special treatment programmes (researched
and critically evaluated) are not made available. The law cannot, of course,
function in isolation from social, economic and political realities. If we don’t
provide an adequate range of alternatives; if we don't have stable and
professionally supported foster care without massive breakdown rates, if we
find that 85% ofchildren who are sent by the court into training institutions
end up in gaol in the next few years; if we find that there is a lot of emotional
and other trauma set up by inadequate alternatives, 1 can understand that
magistrates-are very reluctant to separate children from their families even
in very serious cases of abuse—yet like many other professionals in the field
I am personally deeply concerned at the court’s resistance currently to
separating even the most severely, chronically abused and neglected children
from their families. Kempe26 and other researchers find that out of all
known abuse cases (approximately 3000 reported annually in Sydney alone)
about 10% have to be removed immediately and cannot be returned to their
families for various reasons. With about 10% of families, despite intensive
treatment for 6-12 months, there will not be sufficient change possible to
justify the risk of returning the child, but, with 80% of families with adequate
support and help the children can be safely kept in their families. There must
be radical changes in political priorities, and a network of high quality, stably
funded children’s services, before the courts can confidently re-direct the
thousands of children that come under its jurisdiction. Collectively we must
resist the politically expedient band-aids, sops, gaps, and stop-gaps in
children’s services.
I also worry about inter-state variations in law, which appear to me
mostly irrational, wasteful, inconsistent and open to psychopathic
manipulation by certain cunning parents who nick across State boundaries
to whatever legal set of rules suits them best. Babies and children are regularly
kidnapped because in New South Wales an exnuptial father has almost no
rights, whilst in Victoria this same father has almost exclusive rights over
his child. With such major interstate variations in policy there are a lot of
across-the-border skirmishes, difficult, to resolve, and often with quite
detrimental effects on the child. Here again, the law colludes with abusive
practices, and must be reformed and homogenised.
Unfortunately, we have no time left for a comparative look at
international trends, innovations and relovutionary reforms both in children’s
law and welfare and other services—inextricably intertwined. In Australia,
Richard Chisholm and The Law Reform Commission are spearheading long
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overdue radical improvements in children’s legislation—abut it is clear that
all of us can and must play an active role in re-designing our legal dinosaur,
_ lest it topple over from sheer clumsy maladjusted weight.
Conclusion
I am painfully ’aware that I have tried to pack too much in: l have given
you a laden smorgasbord instead of an easily digestible and balanced dinner.
1 hope you will each pick your own snacks, bear with me and understand
the pressures many of us feel as therapists because we hear the pain and see
the outcome of some of the abuses and detrimental procedures in the court,
and so really are very keen with you to work towards change and
’ improvements. We are not satisfied with “band-aids”—we want to look at
the roots and significant contributing factors to some of the problems. We
all deal with individual abuse and deprivation; let us now also try to clarify,
delineate, and minimise the harmful aspects of the legal and, welfare
institutions, and the court itself.
My hope has been to share with you some of my most serious concerns;
to waken some echoes and memories of niggly experiences you had but maybe
didn’t dare to rock the sacred boat about. I invite you all to participate in
the exciting challenge of making it much better; and to remind you of the
sobering fact that children are only “natural mimics who act like their parents
in spite of every effort to teach them good manners”. Before we adults deal
with them too harshly, let us look in the mirror and study the face and clothes
of the emperor.
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DISCUSSION PAPER 1
SOME PERENNIAL ISSUES IN CHILD MISTREATMENT
Dr W. Gordon Waterlow
Consultant Paediatrician
Chairman, Child-at-Risk Committee
Fairfield District Hospital
It is significant that, at the conclusion of the Second Australian
Conference on Child Abuse held in Brisbane in September, 1981, John Pearn
in his Conference Summation said inter alia and in paraphrase: after five
days of deliberation there is still no definition of child abuse which has
universal acceptance; no national consensus from the legal, welfare, or
medical points of view."""”'20 - '
lt is more than mere semantic interest that there is still lack of agreement
about what words shall be used to describe the phenomenon of abuse of
children. The problems of definition not only engender difficulties in
recognition and diagnosis, but also in interdisciplinary cooperation and
management. '
The problem in defining child mistreatment is complex and diffi-
cult'“0 and will not be pursued here. It is important to note, though, that
there is a commonality of perception of different kinds of mistreatment; and
a commonality of agreement about the relative seriousness of different kinds
of mistreatment." This commonality, but not universality, has allowed in
New South Wales major advances in the recognition and management of
child mistreatment; and yet there is still enough discrepancy in perceptions
of mistreatment, and assumptions of effectiveness of management for
disastrous consequences to occur. This situation in. New South Wales is a
practical expression of the theoretical issues discussed in Besharov’s very
significant paper.22
The interdepartmental committee of health, welfare and police in New
South Wales has the potential to contribute significantly to the amelioration
of those problems. Oates in his paper makes a plea for an early case
conference as soon as the preliminary information has been gathered”. This
is essential. A decision as early as possible on the nature of the problem,
and what intervention is appropriate is vitally necessary.
The question of legal proceedings remains controversial. Obviously legal
proceedings are not always appropriate. I am of the opinion though that
consideration of the appropriateness or otherwise of such action should be
made as early as possible. If there is to be intervention; it ought to be early.
This is not in order to be punitive, or to remove the child from the home,
although for the safety of the child that may be necessary; but that the legal
establishment of the case forces the emergence of several important issues.
The professionals and‘the agencies are required to prepare a meticulous
brief if they wish to succeed in their intentions. The effluxion of time so often
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results in imprecision and poor management. The point of establishment is
often the moment of truth at which point therapy becomes possible. A
coercive component in management is often essential.
The advent of the Police Child Mistreatment Unit has been a great step
forward, and the investigatory skills, and court brief skills they possess have
allowed much clearer delineation of the roles of health, welfare and police
in the child mistreatment ﬁeld.
The need for a more meticulous approach to our work generally has
become apparent, and especially the need for a much more critical attitude
to our assessment of the outcomes of management, in particular, the longterm
outcomes. Study of our own management programmes and their outcomes
without critical taxonomic delineation and comparability will leave us without
justification for any intervention. Currently Holme’s conclusions on the
validity of the findings of American programmes would. apply to our
confusion.“
Complete rationality of action in the Cartesian sense demands complete
knowledge of all the relevant facts.” We have not yet found them, but yet
we are tempted to assume that our current attitudes to management will
produce longterm success, without knowing what longterm success or a good
outcome is.
The public mythology of incest is an exotic and abhorrent phenomenon
of great rarity is at last undergoing change'l“. Notwithstanding the
provisions of New South Wales law requiring leave from the Attorney-General
in order to prefer charges of incest, and consequently fabricating an artificial
perspective of the importance or unimportance of the phenomenon, and
especially an artificial perspective of its rarity; some workers, at least, have
come to understand, in concert with workers elsewhere, not only is sexual
assault of children common; but, that of sexual assault of children, incestuous
assault is the largest component.5'6'7'“‘°"°"' Moreover the most frequent form
of incest is father—daughter incest”.
The public mythology of incest of three decades ago encompassed the
beliefs that this unnatural phenomenon was inherently repugnant, and
inevitably destructive of its participants. Within the last decade this public
mythology has undergone a polarisation so that whilst, at one extreme, the
unnatural, repugnant, and destructive archetype has remained; at the other
extreme has polarised a concept of positive incest as life-enhancing and
mutually beneficient to the participant.”"""
There can be no doubt that parent-child couplings confer no benefits
whatsoever upon the child; at best the consequences for the child of such
couplings might be neutral.'6 Whether or not the consequences of
incestuous activity for children are often neutral;I7 there are certainly
children who are emotionally scarred for life, and for whose own children
the late consequences are truly terrible. Child mistreatment may be a sequel
in the succeeding generation.l0
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Philosophically the issue of adults engaging in sex with children might
well be summarised:—
sex with children is intrinsically wrong,
since:
interpersonal sexual activity should always be consensual;
and;
children ipso-facto are incapable of informed consent.
lncest might be defined as:
interpersonal activity involving the sexual organs between people of a
prohibited degree of kin.
For every contemporareous revelation of incest there are many more
revelations made only after an interval of years. The reasons for this
phenomenon are subtle and complex, involving as they do public attitudes
and disbelief; and antithetical perceptions of the rights, status, and duties
of children. The most common responses are offender orientated.
The evidence strongly indicates that contemporaneous revelations
coupled with intensive work not only with the child but also with the child’s
family, and its abnormal psychodynamic microenvironment provides the best
chance for the child of a neutral outcome of the incestuous assault.I2
How might increase in the contemporaneous revelation be achieved? In
circumstances where, as outlined above, for the incestuously assaulted child,
there are strong a priori grounds for assuming inimical family attitudes; extra-
familial strategies are required.
Simple strategies might be: the raising of community awareness by
publicity: public education of children on what they do NOT have to do:
an easily perceived and easily utilised channel available for complaint by the
victim of sexual assault, at the time, and to an agency which will believe.
Young people and children, themselves, say much the same thing about child
mistreatment generally." This is yet another issue where much more
information is needed, and it also requires the involvement of the
educationists. .
The ultimate poor outcomes are surely: mistreatment erupting in
succeeding generations, and, at any stage, the death of a child from
mistreatment; either outcome occurring in families in which child
mistreatment workers have been involved in management programmes. Both
these ultimate poor outcomes have occurred in 1982.
l
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PRESENTATION OF DISCUSSION PAPER
Dr Gordon Water/0w
I would like to make three further points.
1. There has been some reference made by Anne Schlebaum to the new
Community Welfare Act. It certainly seems to me that the establishment of
cases of child mistreatment brought under the new Act will probably be very
much easier. But one of the points that Anne Schlebaum raised referred to
the group of children who definitely for their safety do need removing from
the family, and that is likely to be very much harder under the provisions
of the new Community Welfare Act. [am extremely disturbed about that
and I think that there will be some horrendous consequences until we have
sorted that out.
2. Again Anne Schlebaum mentioned the “child’s best interests” echoing
the title of a book which is well known to most of us now. That still does,
to my mind, raise a problem, as we still have very little idea of what a
successful outcome is for involvement and intervention in families in which
child mistreatment is involved. It would be very difficult for anybody at this
seminar to state what a successful outcome was. We still need a very great
deal of information and research about that.
3. The last point I want’to make is, and I think it is very apposite to mention
it at an Institute of Criminology seminar with a large number of the legal
profession present, that it has always been extraordinary to me that actions
which if carried out in the street by one adult against another (presumably
most likely to be one male against another) would result in a court action
and prosecution may happen inside a home as violence against a woman ‘
or violence, against a child and to a large extent we are prepared to
l-G-N-O-R—E it. That is a most intriguing paradox.
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DISCUSSION PAPER 2
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND THE AGED
' Stan Duncan
Development Officer
N.S.W. Council on the Ageing
There would be very few people who would not agree that due to
progress in medical technology, there has been a dramatic increase in life
expectancy. Hence, individuals over sixty represent the fastest growing
proportion of the population. Elderly people are living fifteen to twenty years
longer and need varying degrees of care during this time. (On average men
are living to 72 years of age and women to 77 years of age). This of course
creates a whole new set of problems with the responsibility resting largely
with the family. This is an added stress on an already overtaxed family
structure in modern society. It is apparent that illness and increased demands
of the elderly indeed create disharmony and friction within the family.
Ultimately the family has to make a decision regarding the most appropriate
form of care which may often lead to the eviction of relatives from the home
to aged persons retirement villages, hostels or nursing homes. lnstitutionalised
care as an alternative is often problematical for both the elderly and the
relatives. The reasons for apprehension about institutional care are as follows:
fear of isolation from family and friends; lack of privacy; necessary
regimentation and precision in the day to day routine; minimal meaningful
or spontaneous communication with significant‘others; less opportunity to
be involved in making personal decisions or choices; and lack of
independence.
These factors lead to diminished dignity and positive self regard.
Consequently aged parents are maintained at the expense of family solidarity.
The tension created by the situation leads to subtle. or direct mistreatment
of the elderly.
Very little research appears to have been conducted regarding family
dynamics when elderly persons live with their kin. In the United States and
Britain the topic of abuse, violence or mistreatment towards elderly people
within the family and institutions has a higher profile with more discussion,
particularly within the media. Here, in Sydney a few agencies are reflecting
on its occurrence. But no co-ordinated effort to date exists to determine
incidence, understand the dynamics or develop strategies for intervention.
Attempts to detect domestic violence against the elderly both in the family
home and in institutions has probably been tackled in a somewhat negative
way and the input fails through the absence of corroboration.
Like child abuse ten years ago our preference is to deny the existence
of violence towards elderly persons and to maintain the myth that the family
represents harmony, love and solidarity. We choose not to recognise that
there might be destructive forces operating within our most important social
institution. Concommitantly with the resistance to explore family abuse,
mistreatment of elderly persons is difficult to detect due to a number of
reasons as follows:
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1. Medical people find it difficult to determine from the injuries if there
was a legitimate accident or if abuse did occur;
2. In their presentation of incidents of abuse an elderly person’s version
is often perceived with little credibility;
3. Overuse of drugs often results in the elderly being unable to think clearly
and assert themselves. (Far too many elderly people appear to be in
a toxic state from over-medication);
4. The fear of being institutionalised may also inhibit the elderly from
expressing their needs; '
5. There may also be a fear of retaliation from caregivers if complaints
are voiced; '
6. ln some instances the elderly person has such a low sense of self worth
that the abuse is accepted. Some pensioner advocate organisations lose
a lot of ground through adopting a poor self-image. How much more
prone must it be for a lot of the frail elderly to succumb to this state? .
7. The abuse usually occurs in situations where there are no witnesses.
Practically every day complaints arereceived at the NSW Council on
the Ageing about family members or relatives intimidating frail elderly
persons, forcing them to make wills in their favour, transfer property, money
and provide a power of attorney. Elderly people need laws to protect them
from this type of onslaught from calculating relatives and friends,
Recently a group of social work students working through SWAG
(Social Workers Action Group) conducted a “phone in”. Excerpts from
various people are at Appendix I (p. 115). The survey was called “Prisoners
of Neglect” . . . abuse of elderly people in institutions. The main object of
this survey was:
1. ~ To establish the existence of the problem;
2. To describe the characteriStics and dynamics involved in abuse towards
elderly persons in family setting;
3. To heighten community awareness of the problem;
4. To provide follow up support for those needing assistance.
The event was widely publicised on the various media outlets. The whole
exercise possibly lost a lot of its impact through either an inability to
investigate the allegations made or lack of corroboration. Probably one of
the greatest difficulties arose from the fact that a lot of complaints came
from elderly people who had beenpatients in psychiatric hospitals and had
been transferred to nursing homes to save the State Government expense.
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Many of these patients given to ﬂights of fantasy created a great problem
in getting to the seat of their problem.
From my analysis of the survey there appeared to be minimal calls about
abuse, domestic violence or neglect within the family setting. This could be
interpreted as being a low incidence of “granny bashing”; lack of public
awareness of the issue; or the lack of opportunity or access for the elderly
persons to telephone the Survey Headquarters. Calls regarding harrassment
by neighbours or their children suggest that Community Justice Centres could
be used more actively to resolve some of these difficulties. Enquiry shows
that the Centres do not seem to attract many of these types of problems.
The majority of calls of course were related to abuse, neglect or poor
living conditions within institutional care of the elderly. Despite the powers
of the Federal and State Health authorities very few, if any, nursing homes
are closed through bad care of patients. The Voluntary Care Association
conducts in-training courses for Nursing Home Staffs. Across the board
education of nursing home staff may eliminate some of the allegations of
violence.
The Marriage Scene
With middle aged and older people today, the complexities of human
relationships are becoming increasingly ignored by far too many who promote
personal growth as a substitute for stability. There is an increasing tendency
for many older people to make living for the moment their theme song but
gross disappointment and depression is often the key in which it is played.
Great expectations for the joys of freedom, the excitement of sexual passion,
tend to ignore the naturalness of guilt and the basic human need to relate
on an intimate level.
Marriages in middle age and older are breaking up at an alarming rate
because many women can suddenly picture themselves living their lives as
a “free spirit” rather than housewife, cleaning woman, cook, nursemaid and
occasional household sex aid. A lot of men see themselves as Casanova or
Henry VIII instead of “humdrum employees”. No doubt these fantasies have
existed for sometime, but in the past social and religious pressures kept
families together, and divorce as almost the sole prerogative of the rich and
the powerful. Today it appears to have become normal behaviour. The media
seems to be largely responsible for this shift in emphasis. The media is
obviously trendy and presents a slanted and quite unreal picture of what is
going on. They are trying to identify with liberation so they depict the
sensationalism of divorce and extra-marital affairs which very subtly suggests
that when people aren’t completed by marriage they move on to greener
pastures.
This aversion to commitment is seen as a symptom of the fact that we
are fast losing our sense of history, of belonging to a stream of generations in
the past and stretching into the future. This lack of historical continuity has
created a compulsion for a change and growth that has us rushing headlong
after each new experience with the expectation of individual salvation. Trying
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to solve the crises of personal relationships by dispensing with meaningful
relationships is like curing the disease by making it worse. Domestic violence
in middle and older ages is on the increase aggravated by our permissive
society. So often older people walk out of one relationship which is not
working out as they would like, only to find themselves in a much worse
situation than the one they left behind. Older women complain that their
husbands leave them for younger women. The younger women grow tired
(of the older companion, seek new outlets and domestic violence arises very
graphically. Most end up miserable with the realisation that, by definition,
lives cannot be works of art. Women are bombarded far too much in their
magazines with the idea that there are endless vistas of happiness and
fulfilment awaiting them if only they can escape their cosy cocoon of middle
aged domesticity and deluge men with images of the single, swinging life.
It attracts domestic violence and often spells a lonely old age.
One of the most disturbing and least publicised results of the new ‘no
fault’ divorce laws which have made modern marriage an open ended contract
has been the unsettling effect they appear to have had on many long term
marriages. Those of us involved in counselling elderly people find it quite
sad to see the increase in marriage breakdowns in retirement. Couples survive
the earlier trials of learning to live together and the frustrations of trying
to raise a family and establish a home on a limited budget and then suddenly
start to fight, become involved in domestic violence and go their separate
ways when they could reasonably expect to enjoy the rewards of their joint
efforts together. The answer seems to lie in the fact that committed'as most
married couples are in middle life to separate sets of responsibilities—career
building for the husband, child raising and maintaining a home for a wife—
they have followed parallel courses, often losing sight of each other.
Consequently, when the two driving forces in their lives are removed—as
they are when a husband retires and no longer has his work commitment,
the children marry, thus moving a wife’s caring commitment—they wake up
one morning and discover they are living with someone they have nothing
in common with to keep the marriage going. Soon frustration sets in, followed
by panic. All too often, instead of comparing emotions a lot of retired couples
adopt the classic aggressive defence position and attack each other with blame
or disinterest, often sandbagging their positions with claims of failing health.
Domestic violence often follows.
The Migrant
Domestic violence is often found in elderly migrant couples where they
have been brought to Australia by their families under Government approved
maintenance guarantee arrangements. Quite often they are used to caring
for children and other duties to assist their families and then abandoned by
them. They do not receive any government aid and are often left to the mercy
of voluntary agencies for survival.
Where older migrants suffer a breakdown in their marital relations they
do not understand services such as counselling as offered in Marriage
Guidance. The cultural difference they have in their male dominated society
confused and they take out their frustrations on their spouse in the form
of domestic violence.
Not Every Older Person Grows Old Gracefully
There are a lot of elderly people who have unlovely personalities. It
is not something that happened overnight. Far too often selfishness and
inconsiderate behaviour are the hallmark of many older people. Quite often
it is the continuation of childhood temper tantrums, the elaboration of teenage
assertiveness, the further development of middle aged “orneriness” which
has now developed into the thorny, sour and crabbed frustration of old age.
Some people never learn to control their anger. It is certainly the ﬁrst emotion
we experience and quite often the last we learn to manage. So many old people
die with a library of anger locked in their belly. People with “short fuses”,
low frustration tolerance, so often become involved in domestic violence.
Creatively managed and appropriately expressed anger is a fountainhead of
energy which leads to personal relationship and growth. lnappropriately
managed it can stifle personal growth and distort relationships at any age.
Far too many elderly people adopt the “kick the dog syndrome”. If they
are caught in a traffic jam in their car they shout at their spouse.
Maybe we have not much to say how we should look at seventeen but
we can all determine how we shall look and behave at seventy, eighty or
ninety.
What Effect Does Compulsory Retirement Have on Us?
Compulsory retirement at some chronological age, now becoming much
younger, arbitrarily severs productive people from their livelihood, squanders
their talents, scars their health, strains an already over burdened social security
system and drives many older people into poverty and despair. Medical
evidence abounds to show that sudden cessation of productive work and
earning power of an individual caused by compulsory retirement,
retrenchment, or redundancy in industry quite often leads to physical and
emotional deterioration, domestic violence and premature death.
The Value of Pre-Retirement Education in Reducing Domestic Violence.
There is little argument that everyone should have the benefit of pre-
retirement education. In relation to future domicile, type of dwelling, where
to live, finances, personal relationship, interests, health and community
involvement and consideration of the other partner, loss of a spouse, this
education is a must. The trauma of moving away from familiar surroundings,
making new friends, adjusting to a home unit or a retirement village, can
bring loneliness. All involve tremendous adjustment. Anyone of these steps
can involve some form of domestic violence.
Failure of some men to allow their wife some life of her own, boredom,
lack of useful interests, can all lead to arguments and domestic violence in
old age. So many men display an attitude of complete indifference to their
llZ
wives when they are out socially. So often the man walks six steps in front
of the woman, as though they were strangers. Middle aged boredom has to
be seen to be believed.
Quite a lot of widows sell their home, move into a unit in another
suburb, become lonely and isolated and resort to alcohol. In some of these
areas liquor stores do a tremendous business supplying flagons of wine to
widows. Many widows in these home units are in a constant state of
inebriation and have become alcoholics. Quite often they become involved
in displays of domestic violence as a result of their intoxication. Social
Workers in the Willoughby municipality are aware of this development.
Conflicts with Body Corporates in home unit blocks are rife. Domestic
violence in over reacting to some situations is not unknown..
Physical and Mental Health Problems
Many elderly people suffer from deafness. Those who can use hearing
aids function fairly well. But there are those who either cannot benefit from
a hearing aid, or if they have one tend to switch them off to save batteries.
Spouses or relatives looking after elderly deaf people inform me that'they
become very angry with them at times as it is frustrating trying to
communicate with them. Some deaf people tend to engage in manipulative
behaviour at times and hear when they want to. It is not difficult to perceive
that those who have to contend with deaf relatives could, when aroused, quite
easily resort to domestic violence in a fit of frustration.
Irritating habits on the part of the elderly people contribute to domestic
violence. Lack of personal hygiene, failure to wear clean clothes, untidiness,
careless smokers, drinking, gambling, jealousy, nagging and possessiveness,
lack of money, all take their toll. The aged do not escape their share of
murder, personal assault, and assault of neighbour charges in our law courts.
There is increasing belief today that many of the mental disorders
experienced by the elderly which can involve domestic violence could be
avoided in large part if the social conditions of the aged were less wretched.
It may be asked whether senility is a consequence of ageing on the part of
some, or whether, on the contrary, it is not rather an artificial product of
a society which in reality rejects the aged.
The mental illness of the aged that has been so longest known so much
so that all others were grouped under its name—is senile dementia. It has
become more frequent in recent years because the number of old people has
increased. Women are more affected than men. Social behaviour of these
patients becomes disorganised. The subject has odd, muddle-headed activities,
he does absurd things that may also be dangerous to others. He will leave
the gas on or throw lighted matches about. Some doze all day. Others have
a voracious appetite. Nocturnal restlessness is seen in most cases; they sleep
badly and toss about.
The pre-senile atrophic dementias, or Picks and Alzheimers disease are
kinds of precocious senile dementaia arising from bulbar disorders. Recently,
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an organisation known as ADARDS (Alzeihmer’s Disease and Related
Disorders Society) was formed. Its address is c/- 194 Miller Street, North
Sydney. Drs John Snowdon and Henry Brodarty, NSW University and Prince
of Wales Hospital are very involved in this scheme which will undertake vital
research and treatment of this condition for the aged. It is a forward step,
and one which will relieve a lot of distress in this area. It is intended that
regional groups of this organisation will be formed. It deserves support.
Over the past quarter of a century,~mankind has taken an enormous
leap forward in its aspirations. Virtually all societies have as their goal the
freeing of men from serfdom of poverty, disease and violence—certainly
domestic violence. This embraces our direct concern for the elderly. Some
look further and seek a new vision of man, of his relation to his fellow men
_ and the environment. We all share these ideals, too, in our advocacy for the
rights of the aged. lf, day after ‘day, in the course of our duties, we keep
these broader purposes clearly in mind and if we can find the will to carry
them out, and above all, accept and understandchange, and are willing, when
necessary to change ourselves, then the future must be bright for the many
elderly in Australia. We shall all share their experiences in the passage of time.
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APPENDIX I
PRISONERS OF NEGLECT*
Prisoners of Neglect: Abuse of Elderly People in Institutions
‘ Shocking examples of the bad treatment and neglect of elderly people
living in nursing homes, hostels and hospitals in New South Wales were
reported during a phone-in arranged by the Social Welfare» Action Group
on March 6 and 7 this year. .
Phone volunteers were appalled to hear comments like:
No medical attention}.
“I heard a man calling out for 30 minutes that he wanted to be taken
to the toilet. Then he shouted—I’ll have to do it on the floor.”
“Man who couldn’t feed himself was left with food in front of him
until meal time was over and then his plate was removed. He had
nothing to eat because no-one took time to feed him.”
“Buzzers are removed at night from the beds of incontinent patients
because they are constantly wanting to be changed."
“Liquids are refused to incontinent patients. Some deteriorated
markedly due to dehydration.”
“Bedsores like you could put your fist in.”
“Man with a bowel blockage was left with no treatment.”
Unfeeling Staff.
“Woman with one leg is wheelchair bound and incontinent is wheeled
about naked below the waist in full view of other patients. It’s easier
for the nurses than having to change her regularly.”
“A Matron said of a woman who refused to eat the food served to
er: ‘She wants to die, or else she would eat’.”
Intimidation and Cover Ups
“Don’t complain or they will take it out on us.”
 
* Excerpts relating to Domestic Violence from the Report of the Social
Welfare Action Group. The full Report may be obtained from S.W.A.G.,
PO. Box 56, Camperdown, N. S.W. 2050, Australia.
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“Patients are handled roughly and threatened with violence if they don’t
, cooperate.”
“When the Health Commission visited, the staff always knew they were
coming and a ‘massive cover up’.occnrred,.Pati_ents were told to ‘keep
mouth shut’ on any complaints.”
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DISCUSSION PAPER 3
AMENDMENT TO JUSTICES ACT, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
‘ John B. Giles,
Commissioner of Police,
South Australia
You may be interested to learn that in South Australia, an amendment
has been made to the Justices Act which will allow police to take more positive
action in handling domestic disputes. To summarise the effect of the
legislation, it will give police officers the power to arrest a person once he
or she breaches the conditions of a restraining order. It is our intention that
once a complaint of domestic violence is received, action will be taken
forthwith by the police to obtain a restraining order on behalf of the aggrieved
party in applicable circumstances.
At the present time, the operation of the restraining order system is
still in its infancy and Policy Section is monitoring the results.
A copy of the relevant legislation follows:
No. 46 of. 1982
An Act to amend the Justices Act, 1921-1981‘
[Assented to 22 April 1982/
BE IT ENACTED by the Governor of the State of South Australia,
with the advice and consent of the Parliament thereof, as follows: _
1. (1) This Act may be cited as the “Justices Act Amendment Act
(No.2), 1982”.
(2) The Justices Act, 1921-1981, is in this Act referred to as “the
principal Act”.
(3) The principal Act, as amended by this Act, may be cited as
the “Justices Act, 1921-1982”.
2. This Act shall come into operation on a day to be fixed by
proclamation.
3. Section 3 of the principal Act is amended by striking out the
item: ,
DIVISION VII—SURETlES TO KEEP THE PEACE (sections 99 and 100)
and substituting the item:
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DIVISION VII—ORDERS TO KEEP THE PEACE (section 99)
4. Sections 99 and 100 of the principal Act and the heading
immediately preceding those sections are repealed and the following
heading and section are substituted:
DIVISION VII—ORDERS TO KEEP THE PEACE
99. (1) Where, upon a complaint made in accordance with sub-
section (2), a court of summary jurisdiction is satisfied on the balance
of probabilities—
(a) that— -
(i) the defendant has caused personal injury, or damage to
property; -
and
(ii) that the defendant is, unless restrained, likely again to
cause personal injury or damage to property;
(b) that—
(i) the defendant has threatened to cause personal injury or
damage to property; »
and
(ii) the defendant is, unless restrained, likely to carry out
that threat;
or
(c) that—
(i) the defendant has behaved in a provocative or offensive
manner; ~
(ii) the behaviour is such as is likely to lead to a breach of
the peace;
and
(iii) the defendant is, unless restrained, likely again to
behave in the same or a similar manner,
the court may .make an order imposing such restraints upon the
defendant as are necessary or desirable to prevent him from acting in
the apprehended manner.
(2) A complaint under this section may be made—
(a) by a member of the police force;
or
(b) by a person against whom, or against whose property, the
behaviour that‘forms the subject matter of the complaint
was directed.
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(3) An order under this section may be made in the absence of .
the defendant if the defendant was summoned to appear at the hearing
of the complaint and failed to appear in obedience to the summons.
(4) An order under this section may be made in the absence of
the defendant and notwithstanding that he was not summoned to appear
at the hearing of the complaint, but in that case the court shall summon
the defendant to appear before the court to show cause why the order
should not be confirmed and the order shall not be effective after the
conclusion of the hearing to which the defendant is summoned unless
the defendant does not appear at that hearing in obedience to the
summons or the court having considered the evidence of the defendant
and any other evidence adduced by him confirms the order.
(5) A court of summary jurisdiction may make an order under
this section restraining the defendant from entering premises, or limiting
his access to premises, whether or not the defendant has a legal or
equitable interest in the premises, but before making such an order the
court shall consider——~
(a) the effect of making or declining to make the order on the
accommodation of the persons affected by the proceedings;
and
(b) the effect of making or declining to make the order on any
children of, or in the care of, the persons affected by the
proceedings.
(6) Where a person, having been served personally with an order
under this section, contravenes or fails to comply~with the order; he
shall be guilty of an offence and liable to be imprisoned for a term
not exceeding six months.
(7) Where a member of the police force has reasonable cause to
suspect that a person has committed an offence under subsection (6),
he may, without warrant, arrest and detain that person.
(8) Where a suspected offender is arrested and detained under
subsection (7), he shall be brought as soon as practicable (and in any
event not later than twenty-four hours after the time of the arrest) before
a court of summary jurisdiction to be dealt with for the offence.
(9) In calculating whether, for the purposes of subsection (8),
twenty-four hours has elapsed since the time of an arrest, no period
falling on a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday shall be taken into
account.
(10) A party to proceedings in which an order has been made under
this section may at any time apply to the court by which the order was
made for variation or revocation of the order and the court may, after
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‘ all parties have had an opportunity to be heard on the matter, vary
or revoke the order.
(11) Where an order under this section is made by a court of
summary jurisdiction, the clerk of the court shall forward a copy of
the order to the Commissioner of Police and, where the complainant
'is not a member of the police force, the complainant.
(12) Where an order under this section is varied or revoked by
a court of summary jurisdiction, the clerk of the court shall notify the
Commissioner of Police and, where the complainant is not a~member
of the police force, the complainant, of the variation or revocation.
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DISCUSSION
Rod Blackmore, Senior Special Magistrate, Children’s Court
I would like to address my remarks particularly to the paper of Dr
Schlebaum. There was a lot of meat in her paper, and we recognise many
of her criticisms of what occurs in children’s courts as certainly being very
valid; particularly the number of cases which are now coming before the
courts and the impact that that has on how the courts must deal with the
cases. You can understand that when the magistrate on my team at Yasmar
on Wednesday (which we call baby day) rings up and says “We have 12 baby
cases here today. What am I going to do?”, there is no answer to that because
there are no personnel available to deal with that situation. That is the main
problem. Dr Schlebaum was concerned with the advocacy approach, with
the nature of the proceedings, and referred to the Child Welfare Act, and
the new Community Welfare Act. I understand the new Act will probably
come into operation early next year.
The Regulations are now being drafted but it will be quite some time
before they are implemented so far as I am aware. Certainly the provisions
of the new Act will make a radical change to the way the proceedings are
conducted and will cure a lot of problems that Dr Schlebaum speaks about.
However, because the rules of evidence do not have to be adhered to there
will probably be a lot of other evidence, which is not now admissable, that
will be put before the court. That in turn I think will lead to a more searching
enquiry than would be the case at present; that will lead to the greater testing
of witnesses, particularly expert witnesses, and so the cases will probably tend
to be longer even than they are now. Over the last 12 months the impact
of these particular cases has been felt in each of the children’s courts and,
particularly in those cases where the child has been removed from the home
we are now giving priority to hearing these cases over criminal cases. That,
of course, is no comfort to the defendant in custody in a criminal case or
a defendant off bail and the only answer to that situation is of course
personnel. 1 completely support what Dr Schlebaum says about the resources
which are important for the court.
There is just one other aspect I wish to comment on particularly, and
that is Dr Schlebaum referred to children “in care, neglected, and
uncontrollable” being mixed with those who are charged with offences, and
she spoke of being charged with “neglect” or being charged with
“uncontrollable”. As I have endeavoured to point out publicly on many an
occasion the Child Welfare Act does not say, nor did it ever say, that a
child is “charged” with being neglected or uncontrollable. That is an absurd
notion which is peretuated by lots of people who work outside the court
system and may well be perpetuated unless people realise the difference
between those who are in need of care and come before the court for that
purpose, and those who commit offences.
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Anne Gorman, Counsellor, Child Abuse Prevention Service
I would just like to make a few supplementary comments which I think
we should all remember when we are considering children’s services and what
happens to children when they get into the system. The first is that the
majority of the children who come before the courts and who end up in care
of one kind or another are children from poor families. That leads us to reflect
on what one would need to do to make sure that poor people in order to
care for their children have a greater share of resources than they have at
the present time. Helen L’Orange mentioned that with the downturn in
economic circumstances of many poor people and the numbers of people
who are now on pensions, (the increase in percentages of those people is quite
dramatic) a great deal of strain and stress was placed on marriages and this
led to more domestic violence. It also should be remembered that poor
families find it much more difficult to look after their children in times of
economic stress, and the courts are not at the moment, in my view, in a
position to judge, to take any action on that. They are just part of a system
which keeps on reinforcing the problem for people who are in straitened
economic circumstances and who, if they were not, would be able to buy
family support, send their children to boarding school, bring in an “Aunty”
or buy the sort of help that they need to get themselves out of this stressful
situation. I think we should all remember who these children are and why
they are there. They are there because their parents are poor, and that means
they don’t have all these extra resources.
The other thing in child abuse is incest against children, particularly
girls. We are now taking that out of the closet, as several papers have
suggested, but that again reflects that the power structure of society is geared
against women and girls. Men feel that they have the right to do what they
want with women and girls within their own families, and research overseas
and services that have been introduced overseas indicate that when good
services are established in the community the families can turn to them for
help in cases of incest, then the incidence can be shown to be as high as one
in four families. I think we are just beginning to see what a problem that
is and how it has been part of a power structure that exists in society. We
should never forget to look at these things in broad sociological terms, just
as we are looking at the fact that poor people are the people who are coming
before the courts, so it is poor children and the lack of support for their
families that is the major problem. If it gets bad enough the government
will have to raise pensions because they will not be able to look after the
numbers of children who are going to come before the courts. It will be
cheaper in the end to provide families with extra money as was done in the
1890’s. Historically when that happened it was the first break through in
children’s services. It was cheaper for the State to provide money to families
to keep their children than to take them into care and I suggest we are now
moving into the same era again. There might be 10% of these families who
will never be able to look after their children, but the vast majority who can
look after their children should be assisted to do so instead of being victimised
by the system as they are at the moment.
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E Selwyn, Australian Legal Aid Office
I would like to direct a question to Dr Schlebaum. l was interested to
hear what you said about children who appeared in the children’s courts and
their comments about their experiences. I wonder whether you think it is
feasible, and the children would feel better, if when coming into the children’s
court they faced not a single magistrate but a committee of their peers with
the magistrate acting as a sort of benign chairman?
Dr Anne Schlebaum
I love these easy questions! I find that one very hard to answer because
it is an alternative I have never thought of. I think the reasons why most
children come to the Children’s Court is serious enough for them, as well
as us, to expect them to be seen by older, wiser, adults who have been through
training to understand and deal most effectively with their case. I really don’t
think that they would see it as a token of respect—it would seem to trivialise
the matter—to expect their peers to be able to understand and handle it. I
don’t think that either care issues or juvenile/criminal/delinquent issues can
be effectively dealt with by their peers, and I find in practice in working with
children that children usually have a lot more commonsense than adults give
them credit for. I don’t think they would feel comfortable with a procedure
that would probably be understood to be a token gesture without very much
meaning. If it was a serious matter, I think they would see those kids there
to help them along with the magistrate as having all the power anyway, so
it could only be a token democracy—which children I think very often
experience, and are very astute about. I’m afraid I can’t see that as a viable
alternative; and in that case I doubt very much from what I’ve heard from
kids that they would expect that to be a viable alternative for them. I certainly
like the idea of us looking together at what we can do to make the Children’s
Court more approachable, more informal, more accessible for kids, so that
they can actually go there and see it as a helpful, meaningful organisation
rather than just all confusion and mess and intimidation which it often is.
I don’t see your suggestion as one that would appeal to me or them.
“I’m a number” Mr Penrith (Borum Borum)
I would like to raise an issue that hasn’t been raised here, and that is
the issue of the State being a parent which is very important to me and the
Aboriginal community. I said I was a number because I was declared as a
ward of the State on an aboriginal reserve shortly after my mother died giving
birth to me on a piece of bark in 1936. I feel very angry because I look back
now and realise that the State was the most neglectful parent in its endeavour
to bring me up in one of their aboriginal boys’ homes. My sister was sent
nearly 1200 miles away to an aboriginal girls’ home and I would like to
highlight the fact that most of the comments, particularly in the Report of
the Task Force, makes me, as a male, feel quite awkward because the
recommendations and suggestions in the Report are aimed very hardly at
aboriginal man. I would just like to point out that most of the women bashing
within aboriginal communities could very well have been originally created
because of this negligence of the State.
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Questions arise like “What is the background of the male in this
situation?” I was brought up in that kind of isolation without any model
family, without any females around, where the State government in that
particular home produced as their servants homosexual men—white men who
masturbated in the dormitories before us all. I learnt from kindergarten, and
used as my only model, an incredible nursery rhyme which says “What are
little girls made of? Sugar and spice and all things nice”, and the other thing
about the boys. When I attained the age of graduation from that situation
at aged 18 I then proceeded for the first time to touch physically a girl on
the hand, and then to rely on the only model I had of “little girls are made
of sugar and spice” and I took that girl out for three years without kissing '
her goodnight. I am only saying this because I need to highlight the fact that
aboriginal men who have been brought up by the State really weren’t given
the normal upbringing of a normal family. I didn’t know anything whatsoever
about women. In fact, when it came to my marriage the lady who then became
my wife was the one who made the sexual aggression towards me and sex
was always on her demand. It may seem incredible but after seven years and
four children I still didn’t know that women bleed every month, and I actually
got a very big shock after she left with a white man.
I am making an emotional plea because the State really doesn’t or
didn’t, prepare me as an adequate parent. I have been through two marriages
and two divorces, and I am now too frightened to have an involvement with
any female, and that is because I didn’t have that preparation for life. The
other thing that l have to highlight is the fact that when people talk about
the abuse of aboriginal women by aboriginal men they fail to realise that
our role has changed very dramatically from before Europeans arrived here
up until now. Whereas the role of the mother is that of the first educator
of the child and the sustainer in most respect, aboriginal men have actually
been relegated to a very, very inferior situation in this society. That is, of
course, reﬂected by the fact that it may be that the only permanent head
of a government department who is aboriginal is a female and that highlights
the role of aboriginal women.
When I read brieﬂy the recommendations of the Report of the Task
Force I am making a plea that the emphasis has been on aboriginal women’s
opinions, I think in order to balance it out you need to at least consult with
aboriginal men. I really think that there are very ample opportunities in a
semi-traditional way of somehow renewing and replacing the aboriginal man’s
role within the aboriginal society and I can’t help feel that the
Recommendations that are made and the suggestions that are made revolve
only around what treatment should happen after all these events take place.
To me the highlight of this seminar has been what I would describe
as the ratio decidendi of the whole of the evening, the lady who mentioned
the word preventive. That was very important to me and I thank her for it
because there needs to be explored within the aboriginal community, especially
aboriginal reserve areas in New South Wales, such concepts as the possibilities
_ of a compromise Kibbutz in the way in which the Israeli people look after
their children when they come up. To describe the violence that was
perpetuated by the State on me as a child when I did something that wasn’t
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very bad like accidentally breaking something, I had to take my pants down,
bend over, and got a hiding so severe with a stock whip on my backside and
my body that I wasn’t able to sit down and learn my lessons at school which
was also on the premises. 1 look back with a great deal of anger that the
State was so negligent in my upbringing.
I am very fortunate in that I made a decision when l was there not to
take alcohol, and that is the only reason why I, out of all the 44 people of
my vintage, am still living today. I think that is a very bad reflection on society
in this day. I am getting very worried personally because I am just six months
off the statistical age of death. Aboriginal men may expect to live until they
are 47 in this State. How do I feel when I look back? I can’t take an action
against the State for negligence because I was not able to look after my six
children because I was not prepared properly as a parent because I had no
model—l was just treated as a number. If I go before a court and take an
action and there is no advice that I can get as to my chances of success, and
I can in no way pay costs if the State wins against me. I have that other
problem because I would really like my children to have had maintenance,
my wife actually left me because I learnt later on that she saw an angry look
in my eyes which could have led to violence and I am a fairly gentle person.
When the whole question is considered about violence and abuse I
actually feel that most of us in all levels of society and all races in this society
actually have a very good testing period in our lives, not the lives of us, but
the lives of our children. I would believe, and I do believe, that if we are
unable to put our arms around our children without them shrinking back
at aged 15 then we have all been failures in this society. Somehow we must
look back and see how we were abusive to our children that they can’t even
accept the arm of friendship and love the the people who are part of them,
their flesh and blood. If we are unable emotionally to make that gesture of
putting our arms around our children without them flinching in an act of
love then we are all total failures in my opinion. ‘
In this State, aboriginal men are really dominated by aboriginal women
because they are very powerful people and they are very outstanding people.
We are not very outstanding in that respect, but we have learnt historically
to take a back role and I hope that in trying to come to grips with the problems
that are associated with child abuse and aboriginal affairs in this State that
somehow aboriginal men may try actually to try to strive for some kind of
equality in this life.
Single Parent, Delvena Womens Refuge
I was curious as to the difference in the two courts for the legitimate
and the illegitimate children. If you have illegitimate children they go straight
to the Supreme Court whereas all the others may go through the Family
Court.
Dr Anne Schlebaum
That is my question also. It is a strange historical dichotomy.
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Chairman
It is an affront to any civilised society that the Family Court of
Australia, set up in the middle 1970’s, can only deal with legitimate children
and the Supreme Court is the only available court to deal with illegitimate
children. Many of us have been outspokenly critical of this quite archaic initial
question of jurisdiction which can arise before a court can determine what
is best for the welfare of the child. One has to investigate whether the child
is legitimate or illegitimate to decide which court the dispute should be in.
The origin of the difficulty lies in the Commonwealth Constitution which
in effect limits the Family Court of Australia to jurisdiction in respect of
legitimate children. So the only court system that can pick up the illegitimate
children is the State one. The situation has been crying out for reform for
years. That is one of the many points raised by Dr Schlebaum in her paper.
I welcome them myself personally very much because they will assist to
develop a widespread community awareness of the need for major reforms
in the Australian court system that many of us have been aware of for a
long time. The community, however, has not yet expressed sufficient concern
about the matter and it is therefore difficult to achieve much actual progress
in getting reforms.
Question, Single Parent, Delvena Womens Refuge
How do you actually define the true legitimate from the illegitimate
case? What about the children from long term de facto relationships of 10
or 12 years? On the one hand they are legally classified illegitimate but on
the other hand they are legitimate. It’s weird.
Chairman
As meetings such as this manifest obvious concern about our court
system, moves are gaining momentum to achieve the constitutional reforms
that are necessary if we are to have a comprehensive Australian court system.
Anne Gorman
Action for Children has also taken this up as a major issue and we have
been running some test cases, but it is a long hard battle.
Chairman
Perhaps we might set 1988 as a target for a restructure of the Australian
court system. That would be a very significant achievement.
Adrian Ford, Senior Social Worker for Child Abuse at the Children’s Hospital
I would like to put to the panel the problems faced by sexually abused
children who are required to give evidence in the criminal court when the
perpetrator is charged. Our concerns are that:
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l. lntellectually and emotionally it is a very complex procedure for a child
to understand.
2. The child has to publicly face the perpetrator and describe the abuse
that took place, and
3. The child is caught in the cross-fire in an adversorial system.
All this adds up to a very stressful process for the child which is often
far from therapeutic. The needs of the justice system seem to be the primary
consideration rather than the emotional and social needs of the child as the
primary consideration which is highlighted by the Inter-Departmental
Working Committee on the care of Victims of Sexual Assault and the Report
by the National Health and Medical Research Council on the care of the
child victim of sexual abuse. lnstead from the child’s point of view they can
often be left feeling that they are the ones on trial so only exacerbating their
psychological readjustment.
We would like to recommend that new options on how children can
give such evidence so that there can be a greater degree of privacy and that
it be given in a less formal setting (as suggested by Dr Schlebaum) should
be explored.
Dr A SchIebaum
Can I comment on that? You may know that at the Second National
Child Abuse Conference in Brisbane last year, the Giarettos were here from
Santa Clara Country, California. They have had the most and longest
experience in the world in dealing with sexual abuse and incest victims. They
also started off with the same detrimental traumatic approaches through
police, multiple questioning and court appearances, and what now has
developed in Santa Clara has taken a lot of work, and liaison, and
networking. Essentially, once the child is psychologically settled, it is then
asked once by a skilful interviewer with whom he has a good relationship—
(it can be a parent, it can be a social worker, it can be a child psychiatrist)—
someone personally is decided upon who has developed a trusting close
relationship with the child, who is skilful in talking and asking questions and
also understands the requirements of the law (re evidence etc); that person
then goes very carefully with the'child through everything that happened.
It is tape recorded, and that tape recording is admissible evidence. That means
it protects the child from having to tell the story over and over again to a
whole variety of different people; the child doesn’t have to go to court; the
child doesn’t have to face the person who did it. I think the child is thereby
saved a great deal of trauma. Certainly there are careful conditions, of course,
inbuilt into this sytem so that it is not open to abuse, lies or distortion. It
has to be made quite clear that that child, under given conditions, gives this
evidence. I think that is a very important precedent that we ought to be
looking at and either accepting here or modifying. Certainly that way of
handling the child and his evidence is so much more sensitive and appropriate
under those already very difficult circumstances.
A
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Question
I would like to raise two points. The first one was when the issue of
aboriginal women in the Domestic Violence Task Force was raised. I think
what has to be remembered is where aboriginal women and aboriginal men
stand in aboriginal culture today. The problems that the aboriginal men face
are obviously real and it is time that aboriginal men start working on that
problem of why they are in their present position instead of turning around
and criticising the position of aboriginal women. Aboriginal women have
maintained a certain stand within their culture, and that is why they have
continued to maintain some form of self identity rather than lose it as much
as the men have. Within aboriginal culture women are still being bashed by
men and that has to be remembered as well, rather than just seeing the
problem as women dominating men.
The other issue that I wanted to raise is that within Dr Waterlow’s paper
the issue of incest and its definition seem to me to be really shortsighted.
He only aired the actual physical act of rape on a child. Anne Schlebaum
raised the point on the whole issue of psychological battering, psychological
rape, emotional rape, and I think that should be included in the area of
defining incest, also taking into such terms that it crosses all classes and all
cultures. I think that is something that should be really defined very, very
clearly. '
Dr G.D. Woods, Q.C., Public Defender; Director, Criminal Law Review
Division, Department of Attorney—General and of
Justice.
1 was the Chairperson of the NSW Task Force on Domestic Violence.
1 want breiﬂy to refer to two of the commentators who have mentioned the
question of the recommendations in the report relating to aboriginal people.
I should say that firstly the recommendation that was principally made was
that there be implemented in New South Wales a just system of land rights
for aboriginal people since it is clear that social problems, such as domestic
violence, will not be solved until this occurs. Now, I think the fact that that
recommendation was made in those terms as the first recommendation goes
some way towards answering the comments that have been made by both
speakers who have referred to that issue.
The Report does not seek to allocate blame to aboriginal men for the
dispossession and cultural disorganisation that they have suffered over the
last 200 years. Neither does the report seek to gloss over the fact that domestic
violence is a very serious problem in aboriginal communities. As in other
communities, particularly amongst negroes in America, female culture has
shown certain strengths and resiliencies which have amounted almost to a
taking control of certain key aspects of aboriginal life in New South Wales
and in Australia. So it is in New York and other major places in America
where there are the large groupings of blacks. The committee did not seek
to allocate blame, it merely sought to make constructive recommendations.
The basis of those constructive recommendations is that domestic violence
is simply one of a number of problems which confront aboriginal people
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in New South Wales. It is a scandal of the first order that aboriginal people
of this State and in this country suffer indignities and injustices ﬂowing from
two centuries of dispossession.
It is, as was said in the very moving speech made by the first
commentator, a matter which we all should be concerned with. The people
who were involved with the Task Force on Domestic Violence in general took
this whole issue very much to heart but nowhere, not for one moment, was
there any suggestion in the Report that we ought to attempt to solve this
problem by blaming people. There are social problems which can be solved
by political action. The granting of Aboriginal land rights is one political
action which can and, I hope, will soon be taken in this State to solve this
problem.
Ann Riches, Barrister-at-Law
I want to make one sharp point that comes across to me every day when
I am in court, and also very clearly here listening to the panel, and that is
as a lawyer I have never been trained to recognise the social and other related
problems of children and those people who are battered. My role has always
been that of an advocate, that is what I have been trained for. When we
start looking at these kinds of problems of domestic violence, child abuse
and so on we must start looking at how we can start training lawyers to be
able to recognise these problems and try and attempt to take it out of the
adversary system.
Audrey Marshall, Director of Court Counselling, Family Court of Australia
I am encouraged by the last speaker. I would like to support the
implications of what Anne Schlebaum was saying in relation to the adversary
system in family law. It is quite clearly a destructive way of trying to solve
family problems in relation to children, that is, the disposition of children
following divorce when there are custody or access disputes. It has always
been a very keen dilemma for me that how people who conceptualise the
Family Court with all its advantages didn’t see that an adversary system where
two, usually legal, representatives on either side are fighting for basically
the rights of the parent, then how can you arrive at what is best for the
children? It has always been very unclear to me, and I think that the Family
Court is at the present time at an interesting stage of development where
as a result of the directions of the Chief Judge all matters where there are
custody or access disputes are to come first to the counselling section to
attempt conciliation. In a very significant proportion of cases something over
60% of those people are helped to make their own decision, and research
indicates clearly that decisions parents make themselves in relation to custody
matters are far more successful and long lasting that those imposed by court
order. In condemning as I do, the effects of the adversary system on families
in those kinds of disputes I must say that I think we are at a staging post
and the next stage must be a strengthening of the conciliation procedures
and, I hope, a diminishing of the adversary procedures. '
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I would like to say something in relation to the Domestic Task Force
Report. Of course, I strongly support many of the recommendations but I
would like to make a plea for the people who recommend supervised access
handover stations. Please think again. The recommendation is that supervised
access centres established by the Federal Government for the purposes of
effecting the handover of children to their father when an access order has
been made by the court and their mother has been the subject of domestic
violence. I understand very well from discussion with women from the shelter
organisations that this is an attempt to protect women who may be the
recipient of violent behaviour on behalf of their husbands, but if you think
of the child in that situation the pattern of access is often something like
once a fortnight. The child is exposed then to this artificial and, at least,
potentially violent interchange between the parents and the child as often
as access takes place. It seems to me that that really needs a bit more thinking
about. First of all, if the conciliation processes do develop and the adversary
processes diminish there may be some effect there. On the other hand, if
all preventative and therapeutic measures fail and there is a position of
intractable violence then we have to put our energies in thinking about whether
access should happen at all. At the moment it is very difficult, and fairly
rare, to have access denied, and that seems to attach to the principle that
children should have a continuing relationship with both parents which
nobody would question except when the indications are very strong. It is to
the child’s disadvantage if access to the parent can only take place under
those fraught and artificial situations. I think it is not good enough.
All the research about the effects on children of divorce are very
persuasive in saying that it is not necessarily the divorce itself that is damaging
but it is the extent and the history of the conflict between the parents, the
ongoing conflict and the child’s exposure to that which is the most damaging
factor. The establishment of access handover stations I fear will put off the
day when courts might have to consider the suspension or denial of access
in certain cases. ‘ -
Helen L ’Orange
I would have to disagree with Audrey Marshall on that point. If we
could see tomorrow an introduction of a policy where there was denial of
access where there was violence involved then I think we would not have
a need for access centres. That day is undeniably a long way off, and in the
meantime I know of refuge workers, for instance, who assist with getting
a woman to a place where she is to hand over a child and then find themselves
being followed back to the refuge, and having not only the woman beaten
up but the refuge workers beaten up by that violent man when that child
is returned. This is the sort of circumstance that we are talking about.
Certainly these situations are very disturbing to the children and very
dangerous for the women and the workers, and very dangerous for women
who are still at home on their own and don’t even have the support of the
refuge workers. I think that you know in the ideal situation there wouldn’t
be a need for access centres but in this area at this time there is certainly
a need.
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Dr J. Sutton, Director, NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research
In some ways the domestic violence issue, the subject of this seminar,
seems to me a key issue. In the Bureau we were set up really to look at social
practice in relation to the law and collect statistics and other reputable
information, or at least information which carries some repute, and to furrow
it off as required when it was useful to make cases in relation to liberalising
reform. We have had some role to play in most of the issues that have been
mentioned today which concerned the criminal law, at least, and domestic
violence is one of the key ones where that has occurred. Speakers have
mentioned the adversary system of the law and that is something which has
struck me, as a social scientist coming into the law now for some years and
not being a lawyer, just how important that is. ‘
, I would like to summarise what I see as measures that could be adopted
and the trends over the last few years which ought to be promoted in order
to bring about a greater facility of‘the use of the law in dealing with the sort
of social issues of which domestic violence is one. One of them seems to me
the promotion of conciliation as a role of the court. That was certainly
raised with respect to the Family Court but it should also be mentioned with
respect to Community Justice Centres—an experiment that has been going
on in the last two or three years in this State, and which I think again raises
the possibility of conciliation as a role of the law rather than simply the settling
of a conflict situation.
The second is the support to the court. There have been an increasing
use of probation officers in all sorts of social questions, providing social
information and support for the court. It is now time that other social services,
social workers and so on were brought to bear on the court process. This
is far overdue.
The third factor is in the opportunity for magistrates and judges to have
a breadth of sentencing. Of course, over many years there has been a
departure from the tariff system of sentencing and now there is an increasing
range of possibilities, for magistrates particularly, ,but they should be
promoted. Community Service Orders and so on are just the beginning. There
are all sorts of ways that could occur and particularly in relation to a socially
supported court. .
The fourth suggestion is that there can be changes in court procedures
and these have been mentioned. For instance, in sexual assault legislation
there were reasonably signiﬁcant changes with respect to the court procedure
when it had to deal with the problem of rape.
And fifthly there have got to be changes in enforcement and these have
been referred to in the proposals with respect to domestic violence. They are
going to be quite important when they come into the legislation. The police
have been involved and many police are now looking to the possibility that
the force could be concerned with social questions which in the past have
tended to regard as not their province despite the fact that many studies have
shown that police work is, in a large measure, socially related.
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Finally, the question of education was mentioned. This is another area
in which we have been involved and do feel strongly about. It seems incredible
that often people who work with the court system reach the point of obtaining
a law qualification of one sort or another and then, in no sense, are required
to update it, extend it, or develop it. There is not even in some respects a
professional commitment to doing that which exists in other professions, and
I feel that that is an important step which should be made. The law has been
a vital force in the last few years with a number of people coming forward
making it a tool of reform. It can also be a tool of reaction, and I am afraid
that is one of the things which we are constantly finding. It is not the
opposition which one hears in these seminars. There hasn’t been any
significant statement that we are all going too fast and too far and so on,
but there are significant statements being made outside this seminar which
suggest we shouldn’t make any move. It is not only that they want to go
back, it is often they just want to stay where they are and not make a move.
I think it is really important that the people who have spoken at the seminar
keep pushing the legal profession because often they need a lot of pushing.
Margie Cook, Anglican lnformation Office and Social Issues Committee
This question is directed to Helen L’Orange and relates to the domestic
violence issue. When we were discussing the matter with you some months
back I raised the question as to whether or not in a domestic violence case,
when it finally came to court under the criminal law, that there could be the
possibility of the matter being heard in a closed court. My concern is that
the advantage of the Family Court Act is that private matters of men and
women in a marriage situation are not subject to publicity and rampages on
the front pages of newspapers. I think people would be far more willing to
deal with the matter, especially if the police are laying charges and therefore
they are forced to take the matter to court, if they were assured of privacy.
I think that unless that privacy is assured then domestic violence legislation
under the Crimes Act is not going to work.
Helen L ’Orange
I recollect you raising that with us when we were talking with the
Anglicans, and I did raise it subsequently with those when we discussed
various comments from the community groups. The general feeling was that
closed courts were not desirable because of civil liberties issues but I will call
on Dr Woods to make an additiOnal comment.
Dr G.D. Woods
The general view that we took was that we ought not, by and large,
take these cases or any other cases out of the traditional rules which allow
public scrutiny of what happens in courts. The whole question of whether
courts should be closed or open is something which was greatly in issue at
the time of the establishment of the Family Court. The Family Court is, of
course, by and large, closed and that has been the subject of a great deal
of criticism by people from different points of view. Some people say “Well,
of course, those who wish to sell more copies of the daily papers would prefer
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to see the details of lurid sexual behaviour open to access by journalists.”
There are more serious considerations. There is the public interest in observing
whether justice is being done to children, to women, to men, to the
community.
By and large, we took the view that there is nothing in particular about
domestic violence cases apart from those criteria which normally apply (and
there are some protections already in the law) which would compel us to the
view that these cases ought to be held in private.
John Maher, Probation and Parole, Blacktown
The first thing I want to do is draw to the attention of the people here
and commend to them an article by Mary Beth Hendricks Matthews “The
Battered Woman. ls She Ready for Help?”. That article appears in Social
Casework, the Journal of Contemporary Social Work, March I982. The
article focuses on something that I have experienced in my work in the field
and which I think is a fairly common experience in the Probation and Parole
Service regarding domestic violence. We are at the opposite spectrum to the
police. Often times where they get a series of calls to an address over an issue,
we have worked with the people for a long period, often for years, and one
of the things that comes to my mind is how complex the issues are and how
very difficult it is to achieve a satisfactory resolution. Even after a long period
and a lot of careful thought, what we believed was a given situation turns
out to have facets that we hadn’t explored. I am wondering about the Task
Force Recommendation which is based on a straight forward adversary
process. I am wondering about the capacity of the courts to handle the volume
. of cases coming before it, if police officers are instructed to act on a complaint
alone. I am wondering about the worth of that in terms of what I see is a
whole range of reasons why those complaints are made, and about the
comparative value of a straight out adversary approach versus some form
of attempted sifting and some form of attempted conciliation.
Helen L ’Orange
We cannot back away from the fact that domestic assault is assault.
That is a basic fact. The courts may become clogged, with every police officer
in New South Wales taking a new set of police instructions to his/her bosom
and proceeding on every single case. If the courts do become clogged we have
to find solutions to that problem but I reaffirm we cannot back away from
the fact that domestic assaults have to be treated as assaults.
Dr Kim Oates
From my point of view this has been an extremely educational seminar
and I am sure I have learnt far more than I have given.
There are just a couple of points that I could mention: I am surprised
that somebody did not pick me up for talking about mothers and not
mentioning fathers. I did that unconsciously—fathers are involved in child
abuse as well. We are often not sure who in the family does it and we regard
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child abuse as a symptom of problems within the family rather than looking
to see who did it.
Helen L’Orange mentioned alcohol abuse—that alcohol was a trigger
in domestic violence. I would certainly agree with that. There is good medical
evidence that alcohol acts on the brain to release inbuilt controls to aggression.
When one has too much alcohol that inbuilt inhibition to aggression goes.
What is not as well known is that certain drugs including valium and its
relations also act in a similar way. That is a very big problem in all forms
of violence including child abuse, because people often go to the doctor saying
“I can’t stand the stresses of childrearing—it is getting too tough” and they
are prescribed valium. That may just make it a little bit easier to batter the
child. People need to be aware of that problem.
I was surprised that incest and sexual abuse were not mentioned very
much. I hardly mentioned it. A couple of people mentioned-it, but although
it was in the title for this seminar it was not talked about a great deal. I think
that just suggests how uncomfortable that subject still is and that we still
have a lot of difficulty even talking about it in a.public meeting like this.
.I was delighted to hear the speaker talk about the problems of access
to children by parents. As a paediatrician I see many children, and I am sure
child psychiatrists see far more children who are extremely distrubed by their
week-end visits to the parent, usually a father. Often he is a father who before
the divorce spent very little time with the child but now suddenly has to have
every alternate week-end with the child. In some cases that time is spent,
perhaps unconsciously, turning the child against the mother and disturbing
the'relationship. I am not sure about the answer but it is certainly a problem
and we see it a lot.
The final plea that 1 would make is that many of us have said that
battered children need to be removed from families.. Certainly the majority
of families can cope with their child if appropriate support is given. But a
small proportion of children do need to be away from their families. What
I am not sure about is where these children should be removed to. Where
we remove them to at the moment is not always satisfactory and we must
think very carefully about an answer to that problem.
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